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"HAVEE PATIENCE WITH EVERYTHING UNRESOLVED
INN YOUR HEART AND TRY TO LOVE THE QUESTIONS
THEMSELVES,, AS IF THEY WERE LOCKED ROOMS OR
BOOKSS WRITTEN IN A VERY FOREIGN LANGUAGE. D O N ' T
SEARCHH FOR THE ANSWERS, WHICH COULD NOT BE
GIVENN TO YOU NOW, BECAUSE YOU WOULD NOT BE ABLE
TOO LIVE THEM. A N D THE POINT IS TO LIVE EVERYTHING.
LIVEE THE QUESTIONS NOW. PERHAPS THEN, SOME DAY
FARR IN THE FUTURE, YOU WILL GRADUALLY, WITHOUT
EVENN NOTICING IT, LIVE YOUR WAY IN TO THE ANSWER."

Reinerr Maria Rilke
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Introduction n
Thiss thesis is concerned with variable phenomena observed in hot massive B stars, in particularr rotation, pulsations and winds, which have typical timescales from hours to days. We
alsoo investigate the presence and role of magnetic fields in these stars, a rather new area of
research.. Studying these phenomena enables us to better understand the physical processes
involvedd in these stars. This will hopefully cast new light on the explanation of the enigmatic
Bee phenomenon, and significantly extends the observational platform for asteroseismology
inn B stars, the only means to study their internal structure. This works consists of four new
in-depthh case studies. Such studies are very elaborative and telescope time consuming but are
essentiall to make progress in this field, as statistical properties of the behavior of these stars
havee not revealed a coherent picture. This introduction starts with describing the scientific
backgroundd and context within which this research was carried out. We conclude with a summaryy of the content of the thesis, along with the major conclusions, and propose future work
too be done.

1.11 Early B-type stars
Variabilityy is found in all kinds of stars throughout the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram.
Inn this thesis we concentrate on three groups of early B-type stars, namely the Be, (3 Cephei
andd Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) stars.
Be,, P Cep and SPB variables are all pulsating B stars, but they occupy different regions in
thee H-R diagram, as shown in Fig. 1.1. These three classes have significantly different properties,, which are summarised in Table 1.1. More details are given in the following sections
(seee also Sterken & Jaschek 1996).

1.1.11 Be stars
Bee stars are non-supergiant B stars that at least once have displayed Balmer line emission.
Thiss property applies to about 20% of all B-type stars. Some late O and early A stars also
showw such emission and are considered as an extension of the Be stars. The early (i.e. more
massivee and hotter) Be stars exhibit strong variable winds evidenced by the rapidly variable
UVV resonance lines of highly ionised species, as well as by spectral and light variations on
timescaless from hours to decades. The phases of emission in the optical and infrared lines
33
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Figuree 1.1: H-R diagram, showing the regions occupied by the different type of variables stars studied
inn this thesis. The Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) is also shown.

off hydrogen and several ions, called the Be phenomenon, most likely reflect changes in the
structuree of the circumstellar disk created by episodic ejections of mass. The visual inspection
throughh a spectroscope of the first Be star 7 Cas was described in 1867 (Secchi 1867). The
originn of this phenomenon is, however, still unknown.
Figuree 1.2 shows examples of Ha spectra of the Be star 60Cyg taken at different times,
comparedd to a synthetic spectrum for a star of similar spectral type. This star goes from a
phasee with the Ha line in absorption to a phase with strong double-peaked emission within 6
years. .
Itt is generally accepted that the envelope of Be stars is flattened by their high rotational
velocities.. Recent interferometric observations (e.g. Quirrenbach et al. 1997; Stee 2000) providedd direct evidence for the presence of such a disk (see Fig. 1.3). The rotation rates of Be
stars,, however, are always lower than the critical velocities at which the centrifugal force balancess gravitation at the equator. Thus, the centrifugal force by itself is inadequate to explain
thee formation of a disk around these stars.
44
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Class s
Type e
Luminosityy class
Typicall mass
Typicall radius
Lightt variations
Line-profilee var.
Rotationn rate
Specifics s
Mainn pulsations
Pulsationn periods
Modes s

/?Cep p
SPB B
B0.5-2 2
B2-B8 8
III-IV V
III-V V
m-v v
122 M 0
8M00
5M00
6R00
5R00
7R00
yes s
yes s
yes s
yes s
yes s
yes s
highh (somelow) ) loww (some high) loww (some high)
Balmerr emission
radial l
non-radial l
non-radial l
0.1-0.33 days
0.2-22 days
0.5-33 days
P(orf) )
P.. g (or r)
gg
Be e
08-A2 2

Tablee 1.1: Comparison between different types of early B-type stars.
Thee key problems in understanding this phenomenon are then: (i) how to enhance the
specificc angular momentum of ejected material so that it can attain a stable orbit, and (ii) how
too eject quantities of mass in the observed nonsteady fashion.
AA few explanations have been proposed: beating of non-radial pulsations (NRP) modes,
presencee of magnetic fields, hot spots, photospheric shocks and/or mass transfer in interacting
binariess (see e.g. Baade 2000; Balona 2000). Up to now, however, observational facts and
theoriess did not converge towards a conclusive explanation.

1.1.22 (3 Cephei stars
/?Cepp variables, known since 1902, are early-B subgiants or giants (B0.5 to B2, luminosity
classs III or IV) that exhibit coherent short-period light and radial velocity variations (Fig. 1.4),
successfullyy explained in terms of pulsations. Pulsation periods of j3 Cep variables range from
aboutt 3 to 8 hours. Most of them are discovered photometrically, although the amplitude of
lightt variation is rather small. The full amplitude of radial velocity variations range from
aboutt 1 0 t o 5 0 k m s _ 1 .
Thee driving mechanism was not understood for a long time. In contrast to several other
variablee classes of stars (e.g. S Scuti, RR Lyrae), the region of ionisation of He I cannot destabilisee /?Cep stars. It was not until 1993, when new atomic data became available, that it
becamee clear that the classical K mechanism is the cause of the pulsations in these stars,
i.e.. that it is an effect of the opacity of iron-peak elements deep in the envelope of the star.
(Dziembowskii & Pamiatnykh 1993; Dziembowski et al. 1993).
Thee small range of spectral types and luminosities among the /? Cep stars make them
clusterr in a small region in the H-R diagram, called 'the j3 Cep instability strip'. Some (3Cep
starss also show Balmer emission, which makes them Be stars. /?Cep itself, the prototype
off this class, is a Be star, but slowly rotating. This latter point is relevant, since most of the
theoreticall efforts to explain Be stars have been concentrated on rapid rotation. The amplitude
55
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Figuree 1.2: Examples of the Ha profile of the Be star 60Cyg in the non-emission, intermediate and
emissionn phase (Koubsky et al. 2000). The bottom spectrum is a synthetic profile of this star. The
upperr four spectra were obtained at different times over a 6 year interval, between HJD 2448840.5 and
2451064.4. .

off pulsation of the j3 Cep stars has its peak at the center of the instability strip, next to the
mainn sequence, and decreases towards both directions of luminosity. However, (3 Cep stars
aree normal main-sequence or slightly evolved stars in the core hydrogen burning stage.
f3f3 Cep stars were first thought to be restricted to slow rotators, but Shobbrock et al. (1969) )
discoveredd rapidly rotating examples. The fact that only slow rotators were first discovered
wass due to selection effects (see also Schrijvers 1999).
Smithh (1980) has argued that the main pulsation mode of/3Cep stars is radial. Neverthelesss non-radial pulsations were also detected in some of them. Their presence could generate
multi-periodd beating, a mechanism which can, in principle, cause long term phenomena.
66
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Figuree 1.3: Interferometric detection of the disk of the Be star CTau in 1993 and 1994 (Vakili et al.
1998),, providing direct evidence that the envelope is flattened.

1.1.33

SPB stars

Slowlyy Pulsating B (SPB) variables are B2 to B8 stars that show both light and line-profile
variability.. Typical periods are 0.5 to 3 days, thus too long and too unstable to be associatedd with /?Cep variability. SPB variables are situated just below the /3Cep stars in the H-R
diagram.. Their line-profile variations are interpreted in terms of non-radial pulsations.
Thee SPB stars were considered to be slow rotators, but, similar to /?Cep stars, a few
rapidlyy rotating ones have recently been discovered.
Thee recent observation of a rapid filling of the equivalent width of H and He l lines in the
B2.55 IV star 53 Psc (Le Contel et al. 2001) seems to indicate that some of the SPB stars also
showw the Be phenomenon.
Notee that the majority of the stars previously classified as mid-B variables or 53 Per stars
77
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Figuree 1.4: Radial velocity variations of the He I 4921 line for the p Cep star V 2052 Oph (chapter 5),
explainedd in terms of pulsations and rotational modulation.

aree now considered to be SPB stars, since Waelkens (1991) discovered that they all show the
samee kind of variations and are all slow non-radial pulsators.

1.22

Pulsations

1.2.11

Theory

Twoo types of stellar oscillations are distinguished: radial and non-radial. The radial pulsation
iss the simplest type in which a star oscillates around its equilibrium state by expanding and
contractingg in a periodic way, while keeping its spherical shape. In the case of general NRPs
thee total volume is conserved, but not the sphericity, as neighboring segments of the star
oscillatee in different phases. Theoretically, radial pulsations can be treated as a special case
off NRPs.
NRPP modes are characterised by three main parameters: the pulsation degree I, the az-

Introduction n

<D ®
G <t>
11 = 2 , 1m|| = 2
sectoral l mode e

ii = 5 . )mj = 5
sectorall mode

II = 5 , | m | = 4
tesserall mode

ÏÏ = 5 , |m|| = 2
tesseral l mode e

11 = 5 ,|m|| =. 0
zonal l mode e

Figuree 1.5: Examples of non-radial pulsations modes (Schrijvers 1999). Black areas move outward,
whereass the white areas move inward.
imuthall order m and the radial order n. The stellar surface is divided into parts oscillating in
antiphasee defined by I border lines, of which \m\ are spaced equally in azimuth for each constantt longitude. Thus / — m is the number of border lines of equal latitude and
—l<m<l.
nn is the number of nodes from the center to the surface of the star. Examples of pulsations
modess are shown in Fig. 1.5. For further reading and mathematical formulations, the book by
Unnoo et al. (1989) is recommended.
Itt should be noted that pulsation periodicities of rotating stars are difficult to predict by
theory,, because many physical effects cannot yet be taken into account in the theory of stellar
structure,, especially in case of rapid rotation. In a real star, the amplitude of pulsations is
limitedd by non-linear processes, which cannot be calculated yet either.

1.2.22

Observations

NRPss are expected to occur in basically all stars, but it is difficult to find them, because NRPs
cann only be detected as very small perturbations moving through the line profiles, affecting
oftenn less than 0.1% of the intensity (see Fig. 1.6). This requires at least 2m-class telescopes
equippedd with high-dispersion spectrographs, even for the brightest stars. The observational
problemm is further complicated by the timescales of pulsation, outflow and rotation, which
aree all of the order of hours to days, close to the 1 -day rotation period of the Earth, Therefore,
anyy serious attempt to study these phenomena requires the simultaneous effort of several
observatoriess around the globe, or satellites.
Especiallyy the detection of a beating effect between two close frequencies is very difficult.
Yet,, Rivinius et al. (1998) obtained the first and up to now only evidence for pulsation beating,
99
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Figuree 1.6: Schematic line-profile deformations due to non-radial pulsations in a rotating star (Schrijvers,, 1999, after Vogt & Penrod, 1983).

inn the Be star fi Cen. They could relate the beating period to epochs of strong emission events
(outbursts),, and thus successfully predict the time of future outbursts.

1.33

Magnetic fields

Itt is well known that solar-type (low-mass) stars have magnetic fields, generated in the convectivee outer layer of the star. Massive stars, however, have only a very thin convective region
nearr the surface (apart from the convective core) and no mechanism is known that can generatee a substantial field in these stars, in spite of the fact that a number of magnetic B stars are
known. .
10 0
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1.3.11 Zeeman effect
Whenn studying the formation of spectral lines in the presence of a magnetic field, it is necessaryy to take into account the state of polarisation of the light. The state of arbitrarily polarised
radiationn can generally be represented by a set of four parameters, first introduced by Stokes
(1852).. Chandrasekhar (1950) introduced the present form of the Stokes parameters: I, Q, U
andd V. I is the total intensity of the radiation, Q and U characterise the linearly polarised light,
andd V represents the circularly polarised light.
Inn the presence of a magnetic field, an atomic level is characterised by three fundamental
quantities:: its energy, the total angular momentum quantum number J and the Lande factor
g.g. Because of the magnetic field, the atomic level is split into (2 J + 1) atomic states, each
off them having a magnetic quantum number M which varies from —J to J in steps of one.
Thiss splitting is called the Zeeman effect.
Thiss description is valid in the weak field limit, i.e. when the quadratic Zeeman effect is
negligiblee and the magnetic splitting of the level is small compared to the fine structure. For
moree details and applications to astronomical settings, see Mathys (1989).

1.3.22 The magnetic oblique rotator
Inn the magnetic oblique rotator model (Stibbs 1950) the magnetic field structure is not symmetricc about the rotation axis of the star. For the most simple case of a dipole field, this
meansmeans that the axis of the dipole and the axis of rotation do not coincide. The observed stellar
configurationn can then be characterised by the inclination angle i between the observer's lineof-sightt and the stellar rotation axis and by the magnetic field angle 0 between the magnetic
axiss and the rotation axis (see Fig. 1.7).
Thee magnetic field determines the properties of surface features, such as the distribution
off the chemical abundances over the star. Therefore, in case of stars with a wind, such as the
oness studied in this thesis, as the star rotates, the aspect of its visible hemisphere changes. This
leadss to variations in various observables, such as the shape and equivalent width of windsensitivee UV resonance lines. The period of these variations is the stellar rotation period.

1.3.33 Observations
Overr the past years an increasing number of observations has been obtained, which provide
indirectt evidence that hot stars must have magnetic fields, in particular because their winds
aree modulated or perturbed by the rotation. However, direct detection of weak magnetic fields
inn hot stars is particularly challenging. A high-resolution spectropolarimeter mounted on a
largee telescope is needed, and only very few such configurations exist. The present detection
techniquee uses the difference in wavelength of the oppositely shifted Zeeman components
off a spectral line as a measure of the strength of the magnetic field. For weak fields this
wavelengthh difference is at the limit of what can be detected with present instrumentation.
Thee result can be improved by accumulating the magnetic signal of all the observed lines
together,, with the Least Square Deconvolution (LSD) technique (Donati et al. 1997). This
11 1
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Figuree 1.7: Geometry of a rotating oblique magnetic dipole. The angles i and (3 are indicated. The
dottedd line shows the course of the magnetic pole over the stellar surface as the star rotates.

techniquee has provided many detections of magnetic fields for cool stars which have thousandss of lines. However, the number of spectral lines in hot stars is much lower and their line
profiless are often broadened by fast rotation and other mechanisms (e.g. pulsations). Another
complicationn is that the Zeeman technique only measures the projected component of the
fieldfield in the line of sight, which can be much weaker than the polar field, especially when high
orderr fields are involved.
Yet,, Henrichs et al. (2000) have reported the detection of a weak magnetic field in 3 Cep,
thee prototype of ÖCep stars which is also a Be star, but with an unusually low rotational
velocityvelocity (Fig. 1.8). The magnetic field of this star is well understood in the frame of an
obliquee rotator model.

1.44

Overview of the thesis

Inn this thesis we study early B-type stars by concentrating on the two presently most favored
explanationss for the Be phenomenon, i.e. the beating of non-radial pulsations and the
presencee of magnetic fields.
Inn Chapter 2, we report on the Multi Site Continuous Spectroscopic (MuSiCoS) campaign
heldd in 1998. We find multiperiodicity in the Be star UJ On from line-profile variations and
identifyy the associated pulsation modes. We observed a dense cloud orbiting around the star,
andd propose two scenarios to explain its behavior in relation with the outburst of the star.
Inn Chapter 3, we re-investigate w Ori by combining our MuSiCoS 1998 dataset with data
12 2
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Figuree 1.8: Magnetic field measurement of the Be star (5 Cep, which was taken close to the phase
off maximum field. The top panel shows the Stokes V profile, i.e. the Zeeman signature of circularly
polarisedd light, and the bottom panel shows the Stokes I profile, i.e. the mean photospheric line, which
iss skewed to the left because of the pulsation phase.

takenn in 1999 by Balona et al. (2001) and in 2001 at the Pic du Midi, to try to improve the
frequencyy determination. We report on the probable discovery of a magnetic field in this star,
whichh makes it the first magnetic classical Be star.
Inn Chapter 4, we perform a line-profile variability search in the Be star 66 Oph and find
multiperiodicity.. We have also searched for the presence of a magnetic field in this star, but
furtherr study is necessary.
Thee multiperiodicities detected in these two Be stars build confidence in the possibility
thatt a beating effect occurs in more Be stars than fi Cen, which could be the explanation of
thee Be phenomenon. The presence of a magnetic field could also play an important role.
Inn Chapter 5, we report on the discovery of a non-radial pulsation mode in the (3 Cep star
VV 2052 Oph, in addition to the already known radial mode. From UV observations, we obtainedd a precise determination of the rotational period and showed the presence of rotational
modulationn of several observables. Moreover a weak magnetic field is discovered in this star,
togetherr with associated phenomena such as chemical peculiarities. We discovered that this
starr belongs to the He-strong class of objects. This is the first discovery of a magnetic field in
aa ,ÖCep star without emission lines.
Inn Chapter 6, we present the first discovery of a magnetic field in a SPB star: ( Cas. Again
pulsationss and rotational modulation are studied, in the framework of the oblique magnetic
dipolee model.
13 3
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Thee discoveries of weak magnetic fields in LJ Ori, V 2052 Oph and £ Cas raise the number
off known magnetic early-B stars from one (0 Cep) to four. Specific UV variability and chemicall abundance peculiarities are found in all these stars and can be used as selection criteria
forr forthcoming observations. These conclusions are summarised in Chapter 7.

1.55

Future work

Magneticc pulsating early-B stars are apparently rather rare. Shibahashi & Aerts (2000)
showed,, although the mathematical formulation needs improvement, that studying the pulsationn properties of a rotating magnetic star gives strong constraints on its stellar parameters
andd its evolutionary stage, which is of high asteroseismological importance. Confirmation of
thee above results and finding more such stars is needed.
Thee EsPaDonS spectropolarimeter, which will be soon available on the 4-meter telescope
att the Canada France Hawai Telescope (CFHT), and which will be at least 10 times more
efficientt than the Musicos spectropolarimeter at the Pic du Midi, France, will certainly make
aa break-through in the discovery of magnetic fields in early B-type stars.
Inn addition, the satellite CoRot, which will be launched in November 2005, will provide
long-termm continuous observations of many B stars and is expected to discover new pulsations
periodss in these stars, especially beating periods.
Theoreticall modeling of the associated phenomena should go hand in hand with these
advancements. .
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Non-radiall pulsation, rotation and
outburstt in the Be star uo Orionis from the
MuSiCoSS 1998 campaign
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S.J.. Smartt, O. Stahl, J. Telting, S. Tubbesing, J. Zorec
Abstract t
wOrii (HD 37490, HR 1934) is a Be star known to have presented variations. In order to investigatee the nature and origin of its short-term and mid-term variability, a study is performed
off several spectral lines (Ha, US, He I 4471, 4713,4921, 5876, 6678, C n 4267, 6578, 6583,
Mglll 4481, Sim 4553 and Sill 6347), based on 249 high signal-to-noise high-resolution
spectraa taken with 8 telescopes over 22 consecutive nights during the MuSiCoS (Multi Site
Continuouss Spectroscopy) campaign in November-December 1998. The stellar parameters
aree revisited and the projected rotational velocity (vsini = 179 km s _ 1 ) is redetermined using
severall methods. With the MuSiCoS 98 dataset, a time series analysis of line-profile variationss (LPVs) is performed using the Restricted Local Cleanest (RLC) algorithm and a least
squaress method. The behaviour of the velocity of the centroid of the lines, the equivalent
widthss and the apparent vsini for several lines, as well as Violet and Red components of photosphericc lines affected by emission (red He I lines, Si II 6347, CII 6578, 6583) are analyzed.
Thee non-radial pulsation (NRP) model is examined using phase diagrams and the FourierDopplerr Imaging (FDI) method. The LPVs are consistent with a NRP mode with / = 2 or
3,, \m\ = 2 with frequency 1.03 c d _ 1 . It is shown that an emission line outburst occurred in
thee middle of the campaign. Two scenarios are proposed to explain the behaviour of a dense
cloud,, temporarily orbiting around the star with a frequency 0.46 c d - 1 , in relation to the
outburst. .
19 9
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2.11

Introduction

Bee stars are non-supergiant B stars that at least once have displayed Balmer line emission.
Thiss occurs in about 20% of all B-type stars but, while this emission is thought to arise from
aa circumstellar disk, many details are unknown.
Thee early Be stars exhibit strongly variable winds evidenced by the rapidly variable UV
resonancee lines of highly ionized species, as well as spectral and photometric variations on
timescaless from hours to decades. The phases of emission in the optical and IR lines of
hydrogenn and several other species are called the Be phenomenon and most likely reflect
changess in the structure of the circumstellar disk due to episodic ejections of mass.
Thee few interferometric observations of Be stars that exist (Stee & Bittar 2001; Quirrenbachh et al. 1997) show clear evidence for a non-spherical or flattened envelope, often thought
too be related to the usualy high rotational velocities of these stars (Harmanec 1982; Marlboroughh 1986). The stellar rotation rates, however, are always lower than the critical velocities at
whichh the centrifugal force balances gravitation at the equator. Thus, the centrifugal force by
itselff is inadequate to explain the formation of a disk around these stars. Note that, although
highh rotational velocities are usually observed for Be stars, this property is not part of the
definitionn of a Be star (Collins 1987), and some of them rotate slowly (e.g. /?Cep, Donati
ett al. 2001; see also Mennickent et al. 1994).
Thee key problems in understanding this phenomenon are then: (i) how to enhance the
specificc angular momentum of material so that it can be ejected and attain a stable orbit, and
(ii)) how to eject quantities of mass in a nonsteady fashion.
NRPss and magnetic field processes have been proposed as possible mechanisms to explainn the Be phenomenon (e.g. Osaki 1986; Underhill 1987). Multiperiodicity has already
beenn detected in LPV of Be stars and has been generally attributed to NRPs (e.g. Gies 1994;
Riviniuss et al. 1998a, hereafter Rl). Up to now, only (3 Cep is known to host a magnetic field
(Henrichss et al. 2000a).
Althoughh to Ori has a rich history with suspected pulsation and variable wind properties
withh a period close to 1 day, its behavior has remained a mystery. For these reasons, and
becausee it can be observed from both hemispheres, it is a very suitable target for multi-site
observations.. Therefore a MuSiCoS campaign on this star was organized in 1998. In this
paper,, we first discuss the stellar parameters of u; Ori (Sect. 2) and recall the observational
historyy of this star (Sect. 3). The data obtained during the campaign are presented in Sect. 4.
Inn Sect. 5 we present a detailed analysis of the line-profile variations and give the frequencies
found.. The main frequency / i is studied in Sect. 6, while a second frequency f2 is investigated
inn Sect. 7. Finally we discuss the obtained results (Sect. 8) and present concluding remarks
(Sect.. 9).

2.22

Stellar parameters

u)u) Ori has sometimes been classified as a Herbig Be star, (e.g. Thé et al. 1994) but the small IR
excesss is consistent with free-free emission rather than circumstellar dust (Hillenbrand et al.
1992).. Moreover, it shows wind activity typical of classical Be stars of the same spectral
20 0
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Tablee 2.1: Stellar parameters for u> Ori (HD 37490, HR1934). First column: derived from the usual
astrophysicall formulae. Second column: derived from the BCD (Barbier-Chalonge-Divan spectrophotometricc system) classification taking into account rapid rotational and evolutionary effects, with formal
errors. .

typee (Grady et al. 1996) and no X-ray emission has been detected for this star (Zinnecker
&& Preibisch 1994). Therefore, LJ Ori is considered as a classical Be star, as most researchers
agree.. Its radial velocity is VTad = 21.8 km s^ 1 (Duflot et al. 1995).
Forr an appropriate modeling of the rotational and pulsational phenomena, knowledge
off the stellar parameters is essential. We compiled the most reliable data and attempted a
criticall evaluation of the various numbers using the usual astronomical formulae and the
BCDD (Barbier-Chalonge-Divan) spectrophotometric system (Zorec & Briot 1991).
Thee distance to the star is not well constrained by Hipparcos parallax measurements (see
Tablee 2.1), but much stronger limits are put by u> Ori's undisputed membership of the Orion
OBB la association (e.g. Brown et al. 1994) located at 380 50 pc, which we adopt as the
distancee to the star.
Onee way to calculate the radius is to estimate the effective temperature, Teff, from the
spectrall type and the luminosity L from the visual magnitude, distance, extinction and bolometricc correction (see Table 2.1). The spectral type as given by several sources varies between
B2IIIe,, B3IIIe and B2IVe. Ballereau et al. (1995) gives B2-3IIIe, which we adopt here.
TTeefifi and log# are determined with the BCD method by deriving the photospheric spec21 1
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trophotometricc BCD parameters of the star (Ai, D*). Ai gives the mean spectral position of
thee Balmer discontinuity and is a sensitive indicator of the stellar surface gravity, whereas £>*
iss a measure of the Balmer jump and a diagnostic of the stellar effective temperature. With
thesee two parameters, we can determine the MK spectral type, the absolute magnitude My
andd the absolute bolometric magnitude Mboi- They all fit with the parameters determined
earlierr (see Table 2.1). This method also gives the effective temperature log Teff = 4.306
0.0166 and the surface gravity log<? = 3.48 0.03.
Beloww we argue that the most likely value of vs\m is 179 km s _ 1 (see Sect. 5.3). For such
aa star several corrections would apply, in particular in relation to the rotational deformation
off the star and gravity darkening. Therefore the established parameters represent an average
photospheree which corresponds to the observed hemisphere of the star deformed by rotation.
Thee real parameters of the star are related to these observed parameters by functions of the
stellarr mass, angular velocity ratio u, inclination angle i of the rotational axis and stellar age
(Zorecc et al. 2002, see also Sect. 2 in Floquet et al. 2000a).
Thesee relations are solved using the evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992). We
15. This yields
obtainn u> = 0.83 OJC, where UJC is the critical angular velocity, and i = 32°
RRee = 8.24 RQ for the equatorial radius and M = 8.02 M 0 , for the mass, implying a mean
radiuss of R = 6.84 RQ. The radius and mass derived from the usual formulae are given in
Tablee 2.1 and agree with the ones derived from the BCD classification within the errors. We
cann compute the critical velocity u cr i t at which the star could rotate without breaking up and
usingg the value of w, we obtain i = 35°. These two determinations of the inclination angle
aree consistent with the low inclination angle (i = 30° 5) deduced from the calculations of
Poeckertt & Marlborough (1976) from polarimetric measurements.
Fromm i = 35° and our determination of vsini = 179 km s _ 1 , we obtain / r o t = 0.66 c d _ 1 .
Usingg i = 32° and the corresponding radius as determined from the BCD method, which
takess into account rapid rotational and evolutionary effects, and using vsini = 175 kms~ l ,
wee find / r o t = 0.79 c d _ 1 . Therefore, we consider 0.73 c d _ 1 as the best estimate of the stellar
rotationall frequency. The uncertainty, however, is still large, as shown in Table 2.1, where the
minimumm and maximum values of the two determinations are given, taking into account the
extremess of all the errors.

2.33

History

2.3.11

Long-term variability

uu Ori has a long history of variability in Balmer emission lines, oscillating between B and
Bee phases (Hubert-Delplace & Hubert 1979). The long-term increase and decrease of the Ha
emissionn intensity for the last 25 years are seen in Fig. 2.1. Note that the maximum of Ha
observedd during the early nineties coincides with a maximum in brightness according to the
Hipparcoss database (Perryman et al. 1997). Hayes & Guinan (1984) discovered polarization
episodes,, which were found to be nicely correlated with the presence of continuum flux and
colorr change, weakly correlated with Ha emission strength variations, but not correlated with
enhancedd wind variability (Sonneborn et al. 1988). The star showed recurrent light bursts
22 2
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Figuree 2.1: Long-term evolution of the normalized Ha intensity of wOri. Data are taken from Andrillatt & Fehrenbach (1982), Balona et al. (2001), Banerjee et al. (2000), Bopp & Dempsey (1989),
Buill (2001), Dachs et al. (1981), Doazan et al. (1991), Hanuschik et al. (1996), Oudmaijer & Drew
(1999),, Sonneborn et al. (1988), Srinivasan (1996), this paper and unpublished data obtained from TBL
(France)) in 2000, NTT (ESO) and 1.52m/FEROS (ESO) in 2000/2001.

everyy 11 months (long-term period) detected from the ground (Bergin et al. 1989; McDavid
ett al. 1996) which are compatible with the timescales given by Hipparcos (Hubert & Floquet
1998). .
Att the time of the MuSiCoS observations, the star was about to reach a minimum of the
long-termm photometric period and was close to a minimum of a Be phase. However, emission
wass still present in the wings of some lines during the campaign (e.g. Ha, H/3, Hei 5876,
6678,, 7065, Si n 6347, CII6578, 6583). The Ha line had a double-peaked emission (R ~ V)
profilee with Imax/Ic - 1-4. Note in Fig. 2.1 that the emission has risen again since the end of
thee year 2000.
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2.3.22 Short-term variability
Lightt modulation has been detected with a period of 1.96 days in optical flux (Balona et al.
1992),, whereas the stellar wind seen in the UV lines is modulated by a shorter period: about
11 d in September 1987 and 1.2 d in February 1996 (Peters & Gies 2000). The period derived
fromm a CCF (Cross Correlation Function) method on the photospheric lines from these UV
spectraa is 1.28 d. These results were interpreted as cyclic variability in the wind of the star, but
thee phenomenon could be caused by a localized region of mass loss sweeping past the lineof-sightt as the star rotates. Recently Balona et al. (2001, hereafter B01) found an averaged
periodd of 0.97 d using spectroscopic and photometric measurements, similar to the one found
byy Neiner et al. (2002, see also Henrichs et al. 2000b). B01 could not discriminate between
NRPss and rotation as an explanation for this periodicity, but chose to describe it in terms of
co-rotatingg circumstellar clouds.

2.44

Observations and data reduction

2.4.11

Observations

uiui Ori was intensively observed in 1998 from November 23 to December 15 with 8 telescopes
(seee Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2):
in France, at the Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP), with the 1.52m telescope
equippedd with the spectrograph AURELIE (#=22000, A=6520-6720 A)
also at the OHP, with the L93m telescope equipped with the fiber-fed échelle spectrographh ELODIE (#=42000, A=3900-6800 A)
in the USA, at Kitt Peak National Observatory, with the 0.9m coudé feed telescope
equippedd with the échelle spectrograph (#=65000, A= 4070-5160 or 5300-7000 A)
in Chile, at the European Southern Observatory (ESO)/La Silla, with the 0.9m Dutch
telescopee equipped with the Landessternwarte Heidelberg échelle spectrograph HEROS
(#=20000,, A=3450-5600 and 5800-8650 A simultaneously).
in China, at the Xinglong Station, with the 2.16m telescope equipped with the échelle
spectrographh (#=43000 or 35000, A=3500-7000 or 5500-8500 A respectively)
in Australia, on Mount Stromlo, with the 1.9m telescope equipped with the échelle spectrographh (#=35000, A=4800-6800 A)
in Brazil, at the Laboratório Nacional de Astrofisica (MCT/LNA), with the 1.6m B&C
telescopee equipped with the coudé spectrograph (#=60000, A=6563 or 6678 A)
on the Canary Islands, at La Palma, with the 2.5m INT telescope equipped with the échelle
spectrographh MUSICOS (#=35000, A=3900-6700 A)
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F i g u r ee 2.2: MuSiCoS 98 observations of to Ori with breakdown for each site.

Bias,, flat fields and wavelength calibration exposures produced by Th-Ar lamps were obtainedd every 2-4 hours. An early-type comparison star with low vsini, 7 Peg, telluric standard
starss such as a Peg and velocity standard stars such as 0 Lep were observed from each site to
correctt for telluric lines and check for possible problems in the calibration.

2.4.22

Reduction

Thee instruments lack homogeneity: gratings, filters, ranges of wavelengths in the orders of
échellee spectra and detectors are different, which hampered the data reduction procedure. The
OHP152,, Kitt Peak, LNA, Mount Stromlo and INT data were reduced using IRAF1 software.
Thee OHP193, ESO and Xinglong data were reduced with MIDAS2 software. A correction for
thee motion of the Earth was applied and the telluric lines were removed when possible. Finally
eachh line in each individual spectrum has been normalized by selecting precise continuum
pointss around the line, and rebinned on a carefully chosen equidistant wavelength grid (0.1
A)) using IRAF. The normalization of the spectra is the most critical part of the reduction
IRAFF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the Association
off Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation n
2
MIDASS is distributed by the European Southern Observatory (ESO)
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HJDD span(d)
(2451100+) )
39.64-47.72 2
41.42-47.72 2
41.66-W.93 3
43.78-60.88 8
46.29-55.41 1
47.10-51.08 8
48.74-56.65 5
50.66-58.75 5

Site e
OHP152 2
OHP193 3
Kittt Peak
ESO O
Xinglong g
Stromlo o
LNA A
INT T

N.of f
spectra a
33 3
29 9
36 6
47 7
22 2
13 3
27 7
36 6

Exposure e
time(min) )
15-20 0
15-20 0
15-25 5
20 0
20 0
10 0
18-25 5
7-30 0

S/N N
200-500 0
300-400 0
100-200 0
100-300 0
200-300 0
150-200 0
300-500 0
50-150 0

Tablee 2.2: Journal of MuSiCoS 98 observations of wOri
proceduree of multi-site campaigns to obtain homogeneous data (see Hubert et al. 1997).

2.55

Line-profile analysis

Severall lines were examined: Hei 4471,4713, 4921, 5876, 6678, C n 4267, Mgn 4481 and
Sii III 4553. They all show variations. In Fig. 2.3 we present characteristic examples of the
studiedd line profiles. Note that the red wing of the He 15876 line is corrupted by an unreliable
continuumm determination due to a blend of telluric lines. After the mean profile is subtracted,
LPVss are very similar for all lines.
Whenn emission is present, the variations are seen on a broader domain than
Fig.
2.42.4 shows the variance of the He I 6678 line, affected by emission, and the unaffected Si m
45533 line.
Thee He 14713,4921 and 5876 lines show variations similar to the He 16678 line, whereas
thee C ii 4267 and Mg n 4481 lines behave similar to the Si in 4553 line. The red wing of the
Hee i 4471 line and the blue wing of the Mg n 4481 line contaminate each other.

2.5.11

Time series analysis of LPVs

Wee applied different methods to search for periodicity in the LPVs. The results of the two
bestt methods, the Restricted Local Cleanest (RLC, based on Foster 1995, 1996, developed
byy Emilio 1997 and Domiciano de Souza Jr. 1999 and applied in Domiciano de Souza et al.
2000)) and the Least Squares (LS) methods, are presented here.
Wee have used the RLC method to search, in each wavelength bin, for 30 frequencies in a
predefinedd range from which it computes all possible models with 4 frequencies. Comparing
thee power of each of these models, it selects the 7 optimal frequencies, while suppressing the
aliases.. A Local Cleanest (Foster 1995) is then applied, i.e. the RLC looks for 7 points around
eachh of these 7 frequencies to finetune the final frequencies.
Withh this method the window aliases are removed. However, in case some aliases may
remain,, the cleaned spectral window is checked and the remaining frequencies are not con26 6
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Exampless of line variations
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Figuree 2.3: Examples of typical variations for each studied line. The different normalized profiles have
beenn vertically shifted by 0.05 to facilitate comparison.
sideredd as real (e.g. Fig 2.5).
Periodss longer than the total duration of the observing run of 22 days (ƒ < 0.047 c d _ 1 )
cannott be detected. The mathematical frequency resolution of the RLC method is better than
0.011 c d ~ \ but the accuracy of the results due to the length of the observing run is 0.047
cc d _ 1 . We also assigned weights to each spectrum according to the S/N ratio measured in the
continuumm next to the line, but this did not change the results.
Thee LS method, as applied by Kambe et al. (1993a), considers the whole line profile at
thee same time, i.e. all wavelength bins together, to determine which frequencies describe
thee LPVs in the best way. After the first frequency is found, it is removed from the data
(prewhitening).. Then the program searches for the next frequency in the residual spectra and
thee procedure is repeated several times.
Thee results of the time-series analysis for each line with both methods are recorded in
27 7
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Figuree 2.4: Variance of the He I 6678 and Sim 4553 lines. The limits of the He I 6678 line are
indicatedd as solid lines and of the Si in 4553line as dotted lines, on both panels.
Line e

Sites s

Frequenciess (c d
Spec. Spec.

Hee I 4471
Hee I 4713
Hee I 4921
Hee I 5876
Hei6678 8
CC II 4267
Mgg II 4481
Sii in 4553

3,4,5,8 8
2,3,4,8 8
2,3,4,6,8 8
2,3,4,5,6,8 8
1,3,4,5,6,7,8 8
2,3,4,8 8
2,3,4,5,8 8
2,3,4,5,8 8

125 5
131 1
130 0
147 7
198 8
120 0
125 5
125 5

]

)

hh

hh

1.04 4
1.01 1
1.03/1.03 3
1.03/1.04 4
1.03/1.04 4
1.03/1.04 4
1.04/1.03 3
1.04/1.03 3

0.50/0.50 0
0.43 3
0.47 7
0.48/0.48 8
0.46/0.46 6
0.48 8
0.48 8

Sites:: l=OHP152, 2=OHP193, 3=Kitt Peak, 4=ESO,
5=Xinglong,, 6=Mt. Stromlo, 7=MCT/LNA, 8=INT
Tablee 2.3: Main frequencies (in c d _ 1 ) deduced from the analysis of several lines for all sites for
whichh data was available, indicated in Col. 2, with the number of spectra in Col. 3. In Cols. 4 and 5 the
frequenciess found by the RLC method are shown in normal fonts while the results of the LS method are
shownn in boldface. The resolution is 0.01 cd^ 1 whereas the accuracy of the frequencies is 0.047 c d _ 1 .
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Figuree 2.5: Top: the spectral window of the MuSiCos 98 campaign for the Hei 6678 line. Bottom:
residuall window after applying the RLC method.

Tablee 2.3. The search has been done simultaneously for all sites where data for the specific
linee were available. This gives strong confidence in the frequencies detected in many lines:
theyy cannot be attributed to window aliasing as the database for each line differs. The spectral
windoww for the He I 6678 line is shown as an example in Fig. 2.5 (top).
Forr each line, the greyscale periodogram, mean line profile and power spectrum are shown
inn Fig. 2.6. Several frequencies are detected:
(a)) a powerful frequency was clearly found at f\ = 1.03 c d _ 1 (Pi = 0.97 d), identical to the
onee published by B01.
(b)) a second frequency is present at f2 = 0.46 c d _ 1 (P2 = 2.17 d)
(c)) a frequency ƒ3 = 0.56 cd^ 1 (P3 = 1.78 d) is also detected, together with its first harmonic
1.122 c d _ 1 . This frequency is probably a combination of / j and f2 as f\ — f2 = 0.57 c d^ 1 .
(d)) a frequency around / 4 = 0.82 c d _ 1 (P 4 = 1.22 d) is seen in the stronger lines, similar to
thee one detectedd in UV data of February 1996 (Peters & Gies 2000), but the signal is too weak
too be studied here. Note that this frequency is close to the rotational frequency determined in
Sect.. 2.
Finally,, a slow variation (~ weeks) is seen over the duration of the observing run.
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Figuree 2.6: For each line, the mean line profile is plotted in the bottom panel for the velocity range
withh a well defined continuum level. The corresponding greyscale periodogram, obtained with the RLC
method,, is shown in the upperleft panel. The associated power spectrum, smoothed with a gaussian
filterfilter and summed over the domain [—350,400] km s~ 1 when possible, is shown in the right-hand panel.
Whenn the edges of the domain are perturbed by other lines, the sum is taken over the plotted domain
(seee mean line and greyscale panels)
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2.5.22

Centroid velocity

Forr several lines we measured the centroid velocity of the line profiles, which corresponds to
thee first velocity moment (Balona 1986). All lines show a periodic variation with a frequency
off 1.03 c d _ 1 corresponding to f\, shown as a function of phase in Fig. 2.7, together with
aa best sine fit. For the C n 4267 line, the high noise level prevented a good fit. The mean
centroidd velocity Vmean> the amplitude of velocity variations A and the phase shift <£> of the
sinee fits compared to phase 0 vary for the different lines. Although such differences have
alreadyy been detected in other Be stars (Stefl et al. 2000), the ones seen here could be due to
thee limited accuracy of the velocity determinations and the fact that the variations may not
bee sinusoidal. On average for He I lines, except the He I 4471 line, we obtain Vmean = 34.3
kmm s - 1 , A = 3.7 km s _ 1 and $ = 0.2. For purely photospheric lines, except the C n 4267 line,
wee obtain Knean = 28.3 k m s - 1 , A = 4.0 k m s - 1 and $ = 0.1. We consider the differences as
nott significant.
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Figuree 2.7: Centroid velocities (in km s ) of the different lines folded in phase with frequency f\ =
1.033 cd~'.
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2.5.33

i sin/ and apparent variations

Thee high sampling rate and long duration of the campaign cancel all short-term variations
(days)) in the mean spectrum of each line. These mean spectra are then not perturbed by
pulsationall variations if present, but the mean line width will be different from the one of a
similarr non-pulsating star because of the pulsational velocity component.
However,, vsini can be well determined by applying a Fourier transform analysis (Gray
1976)) to the mean line profiles of a pulsating star. An additional broadening can introduce new
minimaa in the Fourier transform of the profile, but the determination of vsini is unaffected
sincee the positionn of the first minimum of the rotation profile cannot be modified. Thus, using
thiss method, the estimate of vsini is not significantly affected by emission in the line wings
(Jankovv et al. 2000).
Thee result for each line (He 14009,4026,4144,4471,4713,4921, 5876, 6678, C n 4267,
Mgg ii 4481 and Si in 4553) is reported in Table 2.4 and plotted in Fig. 2.8 for the eight main
liness studied in this work. The values are consistent with each other, except for the He I 5876
line,, but recall that its red wing is not reliable, and for the He I 6678 line at a lower degree.
Thee vsini value of the pulsating star can then be averaged, using all lines in Table 4 except
thee He I 5876 line, giving 178.8 3.5 kms" 1 .
B011 determined vsini for most of these lines (see Table 2.4), using calculated intrinsic line
profiles.. They found similar results for the He I lines, but a discrepancy between He I (173
kmm s _ 1 ) and purely photospheric (226 km s _ 1 ) lines and proposed to explain this difference
ass being due to the presence of circumstellar material in the He I lines.
Althoughh the emission intensity during the MuSiCos 98 observations (7 max (Ha) = 1.4)
wass higher than during their observations (Imax(Ha) = 1.1), this discrepancy is not seen in
thiss work, thanks to the Fourier method, since the position of the first minimum of the rotation
profilee is not very sensitive to emission in the line wings. From the results shown here, we

Line e
Hee i 4009
Hee 14026
Hee I 4144
Hee I 4471
Hee I 4713
Hee 14921
Hee I 5876
Hee i 6678
CII4267 7
Mgg II4481
Sii in 4553

vsini vsini
thiss paper
180.8 8
180.9 9
179.0 0
176.6 6
179.4 4
179.5 5
159.8? ?
170.6 6
177.7 7
185.1 1
178.8 8

B01 1
177 7
173 3
174 4
180 0
183 3
156 6
173 3
214 4
233 3
223 3

Tablee 2.4: Determined values of vsini (kms x ) for each individual line using the Fourier transform
analysis,, compared to the values given by B01.
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Fourierr Amplitude (log)
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Reducedd Fourier freq (km/s)
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Reduced Fourier freq (km/s)
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Figuree 2.8: Amplitude (in logarithmic scale) of the reduced Fourier frequency for each line. The first
minimumm gives vsini in kms - 1 .
concludee that usim is of the same order for He i and purely photospheric lines.
Independentlyy of the results shown above, we determined usim using a selection of the
988 available IUE spectra of w Ori. We convolved the spectrum of a slowly rotating (vsim=40
k m s - 1 )) reference star of the same spectral type (TT4 Ori) with a rotational profile. Using a
least-squaress method and about 800 lines, the best fit is achieved at v&mi = 169 km s - 1 . This
impliess that the best value of vs'mi for u>Ori is \/l69 2 + 40 2 = 174 k m s - 1 . This result is in
agreementt with the one obtained by Fourier analysis, giving strong confidence in the obtained
value. .
Inn the rest of this work we adopt the value determined by the Fourier method: vsini =
1799 kms" 1 .
Inspectingg individual spectra of the MuSiCoS campaign, a variation in time is observed
inn the apparent vsiai with frequency 1.03 c d _ 1 corresponding to f\. An overplot with a best
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Figuree 2.9: Apparent vsini (in km s 1) for each line folded in phase with frequency f\ = 1.03 c d '.
AA best sinusoidal fit is overplotted.
fitfit sinusoid is diplayed in Fig. 2.9. In the frame of NRPs, such variations can be interpreted
ass a consequence of a horizontal velocity field and/or temperature oscillations.

2.5.44

Slow variation (~ weeks)

AA variation over the length of the run is found in the line-profile analysis, but is hard to
characterizee from the LPV as its duration is comparable to the length of the MuSiCoS 98
campaign.. However, this variation can clearly be seen from other parameters such as the
peakk intensities or the equivalent widths of the lines.
2.5.4.11

Peak intensities

Alll the lines affected by emission (Ha, H/3, Hei 5876, 6678, 7065, Sin 6347, C n 6578,
6583)) show the same kind of peak variations. Fig. 2.10 shows an example of the Ha line and
thee CII doublet at 6578 and 6583 A: blue and red emission peaks are seen. Fig. 2.11 shows
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Figuree 2.10: Example of variable emission peaks in the C n doublet at 6578 and 6583 A near the Ha
linee at HJD 2451142.6 and at HJD 2451147.6 (dotted, and shifted by -0.02 in intensity for clarity).
Thee emission is less strong in the red wing of the HQ and CII doublet lines.
thee summed Violet + Red emissions of the Ha, He i 5876, 6678, 7065 and Si n 6347 lines,
whilee Fig. 2.12 shows the separation in the peaks of the He I 5876, 6678 and Ha lines.
Thee peak separation of the He I lines fluctuates during the first part of the run, with a
dailyy difference up to 60 km s _ 1 between HJD 2451144.5 and HJD 2451148, but the temporal
distributionn of data between those days is unequal. Then it progressively decreases again until
thee end of the observing campaign.
Thee peak separation of the Ha line slowly varies over the run; a minimum occurs when
thee peak separation of the He I lines fluctuates more conspicuously, followed by a gradual
increasee until HJD 2451155 and finally a slow decrease similar to the He I lines. Nevertheless,
aa fluctuation at HJD 2451147-48 is still visible.
Thiss evolution is typical for an emission line outburst in a Be star: precursor phase, outburstt phase and relaxation phase (see Rl), which suggests that an outburst occurred around
HJDD 2451147. Note that there is no emission in the Sin 6347 line at the beginning of the
observingg campaign (V+R = 2, corresponding to the continuum level) and that its maximum
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Figuree 2.11: Variations of the summed Violet + Red emission peaks of the Ha, He I 5876, 6678, 7065
andd Si II 6347 lines during the MuSiCoS 98 campaign.
inn emission does not occur simultaneously with the maxima in emission of the He I lines, but
ratherr precedes them.
Thee ratio of the Violet and Red emission peaks of all the lines affected by emission also
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Figuree 2.12: Variations inkms 1 of the emission peak separation of the He I 5876, 6678 and Ha lines
duringg the MuSiCoS 98 campaign.
showss strong variability during the first half of the campaign and becomes more stable during
thee second half. The results for the He 15876,6678,7065 and C116578,6583 lines are shown
inn Fig. 2.13. The similarity between the C11 6578 line and the Hei lines is clear. For the C n
65833 line, the variations look different, likely due to the difficulty of the determination of R
forr this line as this critically depends on the placement of the continuum.
2.5.4.22

Equivalent widths

Thee variation over the run is also reflected by the change in equivalent width of the red He 1
lines.. Because the variation at the center is in antiphase with respect to the wings of the
lines,, its effect is cancelled when looking at the equivalent width of the whole line. However,
studyingg the wings (blue: [—350,-100] kms" 1 and red: [180,400] kms^ 1 ) and the center
([—100,180]] k m s - 1 ) of the line separately allows to recover the variation, as shown in Fig.
2.14. .
Wee also studied the HS line but no significant changes indicative of an outburst have been
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Figuree 2.13: Variations of the ratio of the Violet over Red emission peaks of the CII doublet at 6578
andd 6583 A and the He I 5876, 6678 and 7065 lines during the MuSiCoS 98 campaign.

detected.. A weak tendency of narrower wings and less deep line core is observed between
HJDD 2451148 and 52. Note, however, that there is almost no emission in Hö during the
campaign. .
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Figuree 2.14: Equivalent widths variations (in A) of the center and the blue and red wings of the He I
66788 line during the MuSiCoS 98 campaign. See symbol caption in Fig. 2.12.

2.66 The frequency f\ = 1.03 c-di i
Thee observed variations can be interpreted in terms of a model with corotating spots or clouds
(B01)) or with the presence of a NRP mode. In this section we investigate whether the observed
frequencyy f\ could be interpreted in the frame of NRPs.
Thee frequency f\ has also been detected in photometry (e.g. B01). From frot determined
inn Sect. 2, we obtain f\lfTOt = 1-4. This is in favor of the pulsation model as Zorec et al.
(2002)) showed that /photometry can hardly represent / r o t .

2.6.11 Phase diagrams
Forr each studied line the phase and power diagrams for the frequency / i are shown in Fig.
2.15.. The
i domain and the velocity domain derived from the variance (see Sect. 5) are
shown.. The phases were recomputed with a LS technique, as cleaning methods such as RLC
givee less accurate phase values.
Greyscalee dynamic spectra as a function of phase are presented in Fig. 2.16, showing
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Figuree 2.15: Power (solid line) and phase (cross symbols) for the frequency / i = 1.03 c d " 1 and for
itss first harmonic at 2.06 c d - 1 (power as dashed line and phase as plus symbols). Vertical dotted lines
showw the limits of the domain determined from the variance; vertical dashed lines show the domain
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Figuree 2.16: The greyscale plots of all spectra for each studied line normalized by its mean profile
foldedd in phase with the frequency fi = 1.03 c d~ 1 . The velocity range corresponds to the one determinedd by the variance of He I lines.
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absorptionn and emission features travelling across the line profiles. These features are clearly
seenn on the blue side of all lines. They can also be seen travelling back on the red side of
strongg lines such as He I 6678. This can be explained with the low inclination angle i of
thee star, so that we view the pulsations on the far side of the star, similar to what has been
observedd in other Be stars (see v Cyg in Floquet et al. 2000b, 48 Per in Hubert et al. 1997, fi
Cenn in Rivinius et al. 1998b).
Notee that both the He I and the purely photospheric lines of other species (C n 4267, Mg n
44811 and Si in 4553) show pulsations, which are all in phase with each other. The slope of
thee phase variation is the same for each line, except for CII4267, but this line is the weakest
onee and its phase is less well defined. Once again, note that the power of the pulsations is
generallyy higher at the blue side of the line, especially in the He I lines which show stronger
emission.. This asymmetry, which has also been observed in other Be stars (see EW Lac in
Floquett et al. 2000a, }i Cen in Rivinius et al. 2001), is especially strong in UJ Ori but remains
unexplained.. Townsend (2000) suggested that trans-photospheric wave leakage may play a
role. .

2.6.22 Mode determination of the NRPs
Thee frequency ƒi = 1 03 c d _ 1 found by the time-series analysis can be associated with NRP
modes.. The slope of the phase diagram gives an estimate of the pulsation degree I. The slope
off the phase diagram of the first harmonic provides an estimate of the azimuthal order \m\
(Fig.. 2.15). For numerous model fits Telting & Schrijvers (1997, hereafter T&S) derived that
forr l-\m\ < 2 the following corrections apply:
II =0.076 + 1.110 x J

^

(2.1)

7T T

,, ,
|A$i|
\m\m = - 1 . 0 2 8 + 0.613 x l- ^

(2.2)

Thee obtained values, however, still have uncertainties of 1 for / and 2 for \m\. The results,
obtainedd with and without these correction coefficients, are shown in Table 2.5.
Thee mode parameters of the pulsations have also been determined by Fourier Doppler
Imagingg (FDI, see Kennelly et al. 1992,1996). In a rapidly rotating star, the pulsation velocity
fieldfield and the temperature perturbations are mapped onto a wavelength position corresponding
too the rotationally induced Doppler shift. When the oscillations are confined to the equatorialrial region, the obtained normalized wavelength frequency corresponds to \m\, otherwise it
representss /. The FDI method is based on the number of travelling bumps and therefore the
modee with \m\ = 0 cannot be detected.
Thee results are shown in Fig. 2.17 for each line where the slow trend has been removed.
Thee mode parameters are reported in Table 2.5. Note that when the / value was between 2
integerr values, it has been averaged to the lowest integer, as our computational tests showed
that,, for a single mode and adopted stellar inclination, the FDI technique tends to increase the
valuee of the mode parameters.
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Line e
Hee 14471
Hee 14713
Hee 14921
Hee 15876
Hee I 6678
CII4267 7
Mgg ii 4481
Sii in 4553

Phase e
I I |m| |
1-2 2 1 1
22 11
2 2 1-2 2
2 2 1-2 2
2 2 1-2 2
1? ? 1 1
11 11
2 2 1-2 2

T&S S
II
lml l
2 2 0-1 1
2 2 0-1 1
2-3 3 1 1
2-3 3 1 1
33 11
1? ? 0-1 1
2 2 0-1 1
22 11

FDI I
// \m\
22
33
33
33
33 2-3
33
33
33

Tablee 2.5: NRP parameters (pulsation degree I and azimuthal order m) for the frequency f\ = 1.03
cd _ 11 determined from different methods. Cols 2-3: phase slope determination; cols 4-5: same with
T&SS correction coefficients; cols 6-7: FDI determination.
Thee frequency / i is then attributed to NRPs with / = 2 or 3 and \m\ = 1, 2 or 3. However,
thee pattern of pulsations travelling across the lines seen in Fig. 2.16 excludes the value \m\ =
1.. From a more detailed modeling of u> Ori (Neiner et al. in preparation), preliminary results
showw that \m\ = 2 is the most likely case for this star. Therefore we consider in the following
thee modes I = 2 or 3 and \m\ = 2.

2.6.33 Comparison with theoretical models
Thee NRP frequency measured in an inertial frame can be written as (Ledoux 1951):
ss = /o

(1 - Cm)\m\/rot,

(2.3)

wheree / p u i s is the pulsational frequency in the frame of the observer, /b is the frequency in
thee stellar frame for a non-rotating star, / r o t is the rotational frequency of the star and the
signss are positive (negative) for prograde (retrograde) modes.
Forr high-order p modes, the higher effects of rapid rotation can be neglected (Dziembowski,, private communication) and Eq. 3 transforms to:
/ P U 1 SS

=

VSGMVSGM
,
~—7^a° M/rot,

lf

(2.4)

2TTVR2TTVRÓ Ó

Thee value of the positive non-dimensional frequency in the stellar frame
2TT/00

aa

271-V^ 5 ,

°° ~ y/*KG<P> ~ 7mf0

(15)

hass been determined by Balona & Dziembowski (1999, hereafter B&D), for various values
off / for g and p prograde modes depending on the effective temperature and luminosity of the
star.. From their calculations for stars with a luminosity between 0.5 and 1.0 mag above the
ZAMS,, such as UJ Ori, we derive, for prograde p modes, a0 ~ 1.60 0.4. This value is also
validd in first approximation for retrograde p modes (Dziembowski, private communication).
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Figuree 2.17: Greyscale Fourier Doppler Imaging (FDI) results for each studied line. The ordinates
providee the time frequency (/i) while the absisses provide the wavelength frequency, which is an estimatee of either the pulsation degree I or the azimuthal order \m\. The possible solutions are within an
ellipsoidall zone (shown in black).
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Takingg / p u i s = 1.03 c d ~ \ I and \m\ determined in Sect. 6.2, M, R and / r o t determined
inn Sect. 2, the value of <r0 derived from Eq. 4 is negative for prograde p modes, which is
impossiblee by definition. If u Ori hosts a retrograde p mode, we obtain <r0 =
. This
valuee is incompatible with the one found by B&D.
Takingg slow rotation into account (e.g. Coriolis forces) but no higher effect due to rapid
rotationn (e.g. departure from sphericity), for high radial order g modes, Eq. 3 transforms to:

' -- = ^ ' " ( 1 - ï ( f T ï ï ) w / ' -

(2 6)

-

Iff the star hosts a g mode, <7Q derived from Eq. 6 is negative for a prograde mode, which
iss impossible by definition, but note that the results are only marginally below zero. a0 =
44 for I = 2 and a0 =
4 for / = 3 for a retrograde mode. From B&D, we
derivee a0 ~ 0.2 0.05 for prograde g modes with / = 2 and a0 ~ 0.35 0.05 for prograde
gg modes with 1 = 3. However the approximation of slow-rotation used here may not apply to
thiss star, and the fact that B&D values are only calculated for prograde modes and are also
usedused here for retrograde modes, may explain the small difference obtained for a retrograde g
mode,, but also prevent to rule out prograde g modes.
Inn conclusion, UJ Ori cannot host a p mode with the determined parameters but is likely
too host a g mode, possibly retrograde. Spectral modeling is necessary to confirm this result,
whichh is the subject of a follow-up paper.

2.77

The frequency f2 = 0.46 c d 1

Inn spite of the perturbation caused by the frequency f\ (travelling patterns on a timescale of
aboutt half the period), the frequency ƒ2 can be distinguished in the strong He 1 lines displayingg emission in their outer wings such as He I 5876 and 6678 (Fig. 2.18). It is also suspected
inn other Hei lines weakly affected by emission such as He 1 4713 and 4921, but does not
appearr in the purely photospheric lines.
Becausee the frequency ƒ2 is weak, the phase diagrams are not as clear, but it seems that
thee phase is constant. However, the power is strong in the emission wings of the He 1 lines and
thee phase is coherent in these regions. Because ƒ2 does not appear in the purely photospheric
liness but rather in the emission wings of the He I lines, ƒ2 is more likely to be associated with
orbitingg material.
Lookingg at the V/R data as a function of time (Fig. 2.13), we see that the frequency ƒ2
iss not always as strong: it is very strong during the first week of the campaign, then it suddenlyy fades on a timescale of 2 days between HJD 2451148 and 2451150. A summed power
spectrumm of the Hel 6678 line for three sets of data (HJD between 2451139 and 2451144,
24511444 and 2451150, 2451150 and 2451161) is shown in Fig. 2.19. As the datasets are
smaller,, the accuracy of the frequencies is less good, but one can see that the frequency close
too 0.5 c d - 1 disappears in the last dataset. This suggests that a cloud of material ejected in an
outburstt orbits around the star during a few periods. Transient periods with similar explanationss have been observed in other Be stars (Stefl et al. 2000).
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Figuree 2.18: Greyscale plots of all spectra taken before HJD 2451150 for the He I 6678 lines, normalizedd by its mean profile, folded in phase using the frequency ƒ2 = 0.46 cd - 1 . The velocity range
correspondss to the one determined by the variance in Sect. 5.

Inn Fig. 2.20, we see for the He I 5876, 6678 and 7065 lines that the V/R ratio varies in
phasee with the frequency ƒ2. Dividing the data into 2 parts: the spectra before and after HJD
2451150,, clearly shows the difference in strength for this frequency. As an example the He 1
66788 line is shown in Fig. 2.21 with best sine fits. Looking at the ESO data (triangles) in
particularr assures that this is not due to site-to-site effects.

2.88

Discussion

2.8.11

f 1: NRPs versus rotation models

Thee frequency f\ is strong and clearly detected in many line quantities and LPVs. It cannot
bee due to a one-day window alias. Although the multi-site campaign does not completely
removee possible effects of a one-day alias, the RLC method does and its resolution allows to
separatee P\ = 0.97 d from 1 d (see Sect. 5.1). Moreover the sinusoidal shape of line quantities
foldedd with Pi (Figs. 2.7 and 2.9) and the travelling pattern on the greyscale plot (Fig. 2.16)
removee any doubt about the reality of this periodicity. It can be attributed to a NRP mode
withh I = 2 or 3, \m\ = 2 (see Sect. 6.2 and 6.3).
AA rotation model with 2 starspots placed exactly opposite each other at the equator will
reproducee variations similar to a I = 2, \m\=2 NRP mode, whereas at high latitude it will
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Figuree 2.19: Summed power obtained with RLC method for the He I 6678 line for 3 datasets: HJD
betweenn 2451139 and 2451144, 2451144 and 2451150, 2451150 and 2451161. The peaks are smoothed
byy a gaussian filter. The accuracy of the frequency determinations for these datasets (between 0.1 and
0.22 cd _ 1 ) is less good than for the whole MuSiCoS 98 dataset.

reproducee variations similar to a I = 3, |ra|=2 NRP mode. Although this configuration could
happenn by chance, these kinds of variations have been seen in many Be stars and it is statisticallyy rather unlikely that all these stars have 2 opposite spots exactly at the right latitude.
AA magnetic dipole with the magnetic axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation could explain
twoo opposite spots at the equator. Nevertheless, no magnetic dipole configuration could explainn the other positions of spots, and up to now only one Be star is known to host a magnetic
fieldfield (/3Cep, Henrichs et al. 2000a).
Onn the other hand, the patterns are also seen travelling back (Fig. 2.16). This can be
explainedd by NRPs or with starspots, but in the latter case only spots at high latitude will
producee a backward moving pattern as strong as the forward moving pattern, as observed
here.. The pattern created with such spots would then be observed over a smaller velocity
rangee than
which is obviously not the case.
Therefore,, it is more probable that NRPs are involved in u> Ori. If NRPs are indeed
present,, the outburst which occurs in u> Ori could be the result of a beating effect of NRP
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Phasee (folded with P2 = 2.17 d)
Figuree 2.20: Ratio of the Violet over Red emission peaks of the He I 5876, 6678 and 7065 lines, showingg emission wings, folded in phase with the frequency f2 = 0.46 c d - 1 . Best sine fits are overplotted.
Seee symbol caption in Fig. 2.12.

modess as Rivinius et al. (1998c) showed for the star /xCen.
Byy comparing the photospheric lines and the lines with additional outer emission components,, one can investigate the link between the photosphere and the inner circumstellar layers
closee to the central star.
Fromm the velocity range determined with the variance (Sect. 5) for the He I and other
speciess lines, we know that the extremes of the wings of the strong He I lines are formed out
off the photosphere. These parts of the He I lines also pulsate with the frequency / i (e.g. Fig.
2.16),, as can be seen on a zoom of grey scale spectra, not corrected from the mean spectrum,
off the He I 6678 blue wing (Fig. 2.22). The results are similar for the red wing.
Kambee et al. (1993b) observed the same phenomenon in the Be star AEri and suggested
thatt it is due to lpv seen in a rotationally accelerated equatorial region. However in A Eri
thee velocity measured for the outer regions of the lines corresponds to the break-up velocity,
whichh is not the case in UJ Ori. Moreover, the velocity phase in the outer regions of the lines
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Figuree 2.21: Ratio of the Violet over Red emission peaks of the He I 6678 line folded in phase with
thee frequency ƒ2 = 0.46 c d~1, before and after HJD 2451150. Bestfitsinusoids are overplotted as solid
lines.. The best-fit curve from the top panel is also reproduced as a dotted line in the lower panel. See
symboll caption in Fig. 2.12.
iss different from the one in their core (e.g. He 1 6678 in Fig. 2.15).
Therefore,, we cannot exclude that some of the ejected material pulsates with the same
frequencyy as the star but with a different velocity phase, probably due to the difference in
densityy between the photosphere and the envelope, and we conclude that a part of the ejected
materiall could still be linked to the star.

2.8.22

f2: orbiting material

Thee frequency ƒ2 is mostly detected in red He 1 lines affected by emission, but this segregationn could be due to the faintness of the other studied lines. Nevertheless, as it is especially
powerfull in the emission wings of the red He 1 lines during the first half of the campaign
(Fig.. 2.19), this frequency is thought to be due to a cloud of orbiting material. The variations
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Figuree 2.22: Greyscale spectra of the blue wing of the He I 6678 line. The black line indicates the
velocityy region determined from the variance of the purely photospheric lines, whereas the white line
indicatess the region determined for the He I lines with a circumstellar component.

inn V/R during the first week of observations with a period Pi = 2.17 d (Fig. 2.21) are very
similarr to the ones observed by several authors in Be stars (e.g. Baade 1982; Smith 1989).
Itt is known (Hanuschik et al. 1993; Rl) that the V/R variations are stronger right before
andd during an outburst and best seen in the strong red He I lines. Therefore it is expected that
aa cloud of material has been ejected shortly before or at the beginning of the MuSiCoS 98
campaignn and we see it orbiting around the star (see V/R in Fig. 2.13) and going towards the
alreadyy existing envelope (see peak separation in Fig. 2.12). After a few revolutions around
thee star, the cloud is not detected anymore.
Twoo schematic scenarios are proposed here to explain the V/R variations at the beginning
off the observing campaign and the large fluctuation observed between HJD 2451144.5 and
2451148.. These scenarios need to be investigated further in the context of a global theoretical
model. .
Scenarioo A: A first compact cloud of material is ejected just prior to or at the beginning of
thee MuSiCoS campaign and is a precursor of a subsequent bigger ejection. After a few stellar
rotationall cycles, at HJD 2451147, this new material is ejected in an axisymmetrical way
makingg the total emission stronger (Fig. 2.11). It dilutes the cloud, therefore the amplitude of
thee V/R variations decreases (Fig. 2.13). The slow decrease of total emission observed after
thee outburst suggests that part of the ejected material falls back onto the star.
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Scenarioo B: A compact cloud of material is ejected right before or at the beginning of
thee MuSiCoS campaign, and this is the only ejection. After a few rotational cycles, at HJD
2451147,, the cloud reaches the already existing envelope and is circularized and diluted in
thee envelope, causing a decrease of the V/R variations (see Fig. 2.13). The emissivity of
recombinationn lines is proportional to the density squared. Therefore the total emission of the
cloudd merged with the disk is higher than the summed emission of the cloud alone plus the
diskk alone (Fig. 2.11). This last statement is true only if the mass of the cloud is not negligible
comparedd to the emitting mass of the disk. For LO Ori the mass of the cloud is not negligible,
ass we detect the V/R variations it produces during the first part of the campaign. The slow
decreasee of total emission observed after the outburst suggests that when the dense cloud has
beenn completely diluted in the disk, its contribution is not significant anymore, and/or the
volumee of the disk expanded because of the merging.
Iff the cloud of material seen before HJD 2451148 corotates with the star, / 2 = 0.46 c d _ 1
wouldd be the rotational frequency of LO Ori. However, we showed that / r o t is around 0.73
c d - 11 which implies that the cloud rotates slower than the star itself. If the cloud is in Kepleriann orbit, using R = 6.8 RQ and M = 8.0 M© determined in Sect. 2, it is situated at a
radiuss of 2.07 R*. The variation in the peak separation of Ha between HJD 2451147 and 48
indicatess (Hanuschik et al. 1993) that, during the outburst, material was pushed out from a
Kepleriann orbit with radius ~ 2.05 R* up to ~ 2.30 R*. This gives good confidence that the
cloudd was indeed pushed further away from the star at this period.
Takingg extremes values for R and M (see Table 2.1), the lowest possible inner radius of
thee disk is not larger than the equatorial radius of the star. Therefore we cannot exclude that
thee disk is attached to the star. However, the extremes values of R and M are unlikely for
suchh a star; the mean values of R and M are much more realistic and lead to a detached disk.
Wee stress the difficulty of finding a clear common definition of an outburst and its beginning.. The word 'outburst' has been used in the literature to describe a sudden enhancement
off light or emission in lines. But it is also usually linked to an ejection of material, considered
ass the cause of the sudden light or emission increase.
InIn the case studied in this paper, an increase of emission occurred between HJD 2451147
andd 2451148 and this is what we call here an outburst. It can be due to an ejection occuring
att HJD 2451147 (scenario B) or to the merging of a cloud from a previous ejection with the
diskk (scenario A).
Thee time of beginning of the outburst depends on the line considered. For juCen (Rl)
observedd that HÖ is the best line for determining the beginning of an outburst. This line was
nott observed as a good indicator for LO Ori, but following their paper, the beginning of the
outburstt in H<5 would be at HJD 2451148, as weak emission seems to affect this line between
HJDD 2451148 and 52.

2.99

Conclusions

Wee have shown that the Be star LO Ori undergoes several variations. The star pulsates nonradiallyy with a frequency of 1.03 c d _ 1 associated with a NRP mode with I = 2 or 3 and \m\
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== 2. Some of the ejected material may still be linked to the star and pulsate as well. A second
frequencyy is detected at 0.46 c d _ 1 and is attributed to material temporarily orbiting around
thee star ejected prior to or at the beginning of the campaign. Rotational modulation alone may
bee ruled out to explain all the observed variations. Both NRPs and rotational modulation of
orbitingg clouds are needed to explain short-term and mid-term variations in u Oh.
Wee also showed that the cloud was diluted in the middle of the campaign when an outburst
occurred,, possibly enhanced by another ejection of material. A longer timebase is necessary
too investigate whether these kinds of events could be periodic and attributed to beating effects
off NRPs.
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" W H E NN YOU LOOK UP IN THE SKY, YOU CAN SEE THE
STARS,, BUT STILL NOT SEE THE LIGHT."

Thee Eagles (Already gone)
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Rotationn and magnetic field in the Be star
ÜÜÜÜ Orionis
AstronomyAstronomy & Astrophysics, in preparation
C.. Neiner, A.-M. Hubert, Y. Frémat, M. Floquet, S. Jankov, O. Preuss, H.F.
Henrichs,, J. Zorec
Abstract t
ujuj Ori is a B2IIIe star for which rotational modulation and non- radial pulsations (NRP) have
beenn recently investigated from two independent observational campaigns in 1998 and 1999.
Puttingg the data of these 2 campaigns together, and adding data obtained in 2001, we searched
forr multiperiodicity in the line profiles and evidence for outbursts. From new spectropolarimetricc data obtained at the Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL, Pic du Midi, France) in 2001 we
alsoo measured the Stokes V parameter in the polarised light. We find evidence for the presencee of a weak magnetic field in LO Ori sinusoidally varying with a period of 1.29 d. The
equivalentt width (EW) of the wind sensitive UV resonance lines also show a variation with
thee same period, which we identify as the rotational period of the star. We propose an oblique
rotatorr model and derive Bpo\ = 530 G to explain the observations. We also carried out an
abundancee analysis and found the star to be N-enriched, a property which is shared with other
magneticc stars. We propose UJ Ori as the first known classical Be star hosting a magnetic field.

3.11 Introduction
UJUJ Ori is a well-known rapidly rotating classical Be star with spectral type B2IIIe. This type
off stars exhibits strongly variable winds evidenced by rapidly variable UV resonance lines
off highly ionised species, as well as spectral and photometric variations on timescales from
hourss to decades. The phases of emission in the optical and IR lines of hydrogen and several
otherr species are called the Be phenomenon and most likely reflect changes in the structure
off the circumstellar disk due to episodic ejections of mass. The flattened envelope is thought
too be related to the usually high rotational velocities of Be stars. However rotation by itself
cannott explain the formation of the disk. Non-radial pulsations and magnetic fields have been
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proposedd as possible additional mechanisms to explain the Be phenomenon (e.g. Osaki 1986;
Underhilll 1987).
Recentlyy the role of rotational modulation and NRPs was investigated to explain shorttermm periodic variations detected in the Be star u Ori thanks to two international multisite
campaignss carried out independently at the end of 1998 (Neiner et al. 2002b, hereafter N02)
andd at the end of 1999 (Balona et al. 2001, hereafter B01).
B011 associated the period of about P = 0.97 d (f = 1.03 c d _ 1 ) detected in the light and
line-profilee variations to the rotational period and argued that the periodic variation is due to
cloudss co-rotating with the star.
Fromm their analysis of data provided by the MuSiCoS (MUltiSIte Continuous Spectroscopy)) 1998 campaign, N02 concluded that both NRPs and rotational modulation of orbitingg clouds are needed to explain the multiperiodicity detected in UJ Ori. The star and the inner
layerss of the circumstellar matter were found pulsating non-radially with the period Pi = 0.97
dd (fi = 1.03 c d _ 1 ) associated with a NRP mode with / = 2 or 3 and \m\ = 2. Another period
P22 = 2.17 d (f2 = 0.46 c d" 1 ) was also detected and attributed to material temporarily orbiting
aroundd the star then diluting in the circumstellar environment. The occurrence of an emission
linee outburst was deduced from the behavior of spectral parameters. Analogy with outbursts
detectedd in // Cen by Rivinius et al. (1998a) was found. At least one other frequency of about
P 33 = 1.22 d (f3 = 0.82 c d _ 1 ) having a weak signal power was seen in the stronger Hei
liness compatible with the one detected in UV data of February 1996 (Peters 1996) and close
too the rotational period that the authors derived from their analysis of fundamental stellar
parameters. .
Thee present paper reports on a global analysis of data collected during both multisite
spectroscopicc campaigns mentioned above. The ones obtained in 1999 were kindly put at our
disposall by C. Aerts and L.A. Balona. New data acquired at the end of 2001 at TBL (Pic du
Midi,, France) were added.
Thee aim of this study was:
(i)) the search for multiperiodicity in all data put together and collected over a 4-year span, in
particularr the search for frequencies close to the powerful frequency fi = 1.03 c d - 1 detected
separatelyy by B01 and N02, to investigate a possible beating effect of NRPs, similar to the
onee reported by Rivinius et al. (1998b) in the case of /x Cen
(ii)) the evidence for a possible outburst in 1999 and 2001 data
(iii)) the behavior of spectral quantities expected to vary with the proposed rotational frequencyy around f3 = 0.82 c d _ 1
(iv)) the measurement of the Zeeman signature in the Stokes V parameter from the spectropolarimetricc data obtained in 2001 at TBL, to determine whether the star hosts a magnetic field.
Inn Sect. 2 we present the observations. The spectral variations are studied in Sect. 3, in
thee frame of non-radial pulsations and rotational modulation. We reconsider the vsini value
off the star in Sect. 4 and determine the chemical abundances. In Sect. 5 we re-analyse the
IUEE data of a; Ori to derive the rotation period. In Sect. 6 we report on the possible discovery
off a magnetic field in UJ Ori and propose an oblique rotator model. The results are discussed
andd conclusions are summarised in Sect. 7.
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3.22

Observations

3.2.11 Spectroscopy
Spectraa were obtained during the MuSiCoS campaign from November 23 to December 15 in
1998.. This campaign used 8 telescopes around the world simultaneously to obtain continuouss spectroscopy. 249 spectra of UJ Ori were collected over the 22 night run. They are well
distributedd in time thanks to the multisite observations. The data are described in detail in
N02. .
Spectraa were also obtained from November 17 to December 7 in 1999. The data are
describedd in B01. In the present study we only used the 296 spectra obtained at SAAO with
thee GIRAFFE spectrograph and the 303 spectra obtained at ESO La Silla with the CORALIE
spectrograph,, as they are of better quality.
Finally,, spectropolarimetric data were obtained at the Pic du Midi from December 19 to
244 in 2001 with the spectropolarimeter Musicos (see next subsection). The star was observed
duringg 8.5 hours per night. The individual subexposures of Stokes V measurements, i.e. 152
spectra,, were used for spectroscopic study.
Thee three sets of spectra were obtained close to a minimum of emission in the long-term
Bee period observed by the French association of amateurs AUDE early 2000 (Buil 2001).

3.2.22 Spectropolarimetry
Thee MUSICOS échelle spectropolarimeter (#=35000) is mounted at the Cassegrain focus of
thee 2m Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) at Pic du Midi in France. Stellar light is collected in a
2"" entrance aperture in the spectral range 4500 - 6600 A. Linear/circular sheet polarisers can
bee inserted in the beam. One half-wave and one quarter-wave retarder can also be inserted
andd rotated to achieve a linear or circular analysis of the stellar light.
Too detect stellar magnetic fields, one analyses the circular polarisation of the light. The
observingg strategy is to set the quarter-wave plate and take 4 subexposures: one at azimuth
-45°,, two at azimuth 45°, and one more at azimuth -45°. This gives a complete Stokes V
measurement. .
366 Stokes V measurements were obtained in December 2001 (see Table 3.1).
AA dedicated software package, ESpRIT (see Donati et al. 1997), is available at TBL to
reducee and analyse the data. We implemented an improved version of ESpRIT, using two
seriess of flat-fields taken in the two positions of the quarter-wave plate, which optimizes the
extractionn of the échelle orders. Fringes were removed using a fringe template extracted from
thee Stokes V spectrum of a non-magnetic star (7 Peg) taken and reduced in the same way as
a;; Ori.
Afterr applying the Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD), a cross-correlation technique developedd by Donati et al. (1997), one can detect a stellar magnetic field through the Zeeman
signaturess generated in the shape and polarisation state of spectral line profiles. The LSD
methodd combines the very small circularly polarised signatures, properly weighted, of all
availablee line profiles in the spectrum to increase the signal to noise ratio. For u> Ori, only 80
spectrall lines, without emission, could be used to provide a mean Stokes V profile.
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##

Date

1-8 8
19 9
9-16 6 20 0
17-24 4 21 1
25-30 0 22 2
31-36 6 23 3

Start UT

h:min n
19:23 3
19:29 9
19:14 4
19:25 5
19:46 6

Sets/

Individual l
77 sets
77 sets
77 sets
66 sets + 4 ind
55 sets + 8 ind

Tablee 3.1: Journal of TBL observations of uOri obtained in December 2001. Column 1 indicates the
numberr of the polarimetric sets. Cols. 2 and 3 show the date and time of the beginning of observations.
Columnn 4 indicates the number of polarimetric sets or individual subexposures obtained.

3.2.33 Ultraviolet spectroscopy
Image e D DStart t
Exp p Mid d
ss
HJD D
SWP P
h:m:s s
56677 7 2 2 05:46:32 2 139.5 5 115.75 5
56680 02 2 14:34:36 6 84.7 7 116.11 1
56681 1 2 2 15:13:48 8 84.7 7 116.14 4
56682 2 2 2 15:50:32 2 84.7 7 116.16 6
56683 3 2 2 16:27:31 1 84.7 7 116.19 9
56684 42 2 17:04:21 1 84.7 7 116.22 2
56685 5 2 2 19:55:15 5 84.7 7 116.33 3
56686 6 2 2 20:33:21 1 84.7 7 116.36 6
56687 7 2 2 21:12:16 6 84.7 7 116.39 9
56688 8 2 2 21:44:54 4 84.7 7 116.41 1
56689 9 2 2 22:25:03 3 69.5 5 116.44 4
56690 02 2 22:55:54 4 69.5 5 116.46 6
56691 1 2 2 23:27:23 3 69.5 5 116.48 8
56692 2 2 2 23:58:48 8 69.5 5 116.50 0
56693 3 3 3 00:31:04 4 69.5 5 116.53 3
56694 43 3 01:10:36 6 69.5 5 116.55 5
56695 5 3 3 01:43:39 969.5 5 116.58 8
56696 63 3 02:17:41 1 69.5 5 116.60 0
56697 7 3 3 02:48:50 0 69.5 5 116.62 2
56698 83 3 03:23:57 7 69.5 5 116.65 5
56699 93 3 06:15:43 3 119.5 5 116.77 7
56700 0 3 3 06:52:49 969.5 5 116.79 9
56701 1 3 3 07:33:49 9 69.5 5 116.82 2
56702 2 3 3 08:15:57 7 69.5 5 116.85 5
56704 4 3 3 14:02:19 9 69.5 5 117.09 9
56705 5 3 3 14:37:55 5 69.5 5 117.11 1
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Exp p Mid d
Image e D DStart t
SWP P
h:m:s s
s s HJD D
56719 9 3 3 22:47:58 869.5 5 117.45 5
56720 04 4 01:44:51 1 69.5 5 117.58 8
56721 1 4 4 02:16:50 069.5 5 117.60 0
56722 24 4 02:56:52 2 69.5 5 117.63 3
56723 34 4 03:28:09 9 69.5 5 117.65 5
56724 44 4 04:01:12 269.5 5 117.67 7
56725 54 4 04:32:49 969.5 5 117.69 9
56726 64 4 05:06:21 1 69.5 5 117.72 2
56727 74 4 05:41:42 269.5 5 117.74 4
56728 84 4 06:41:13 369.5 5 117.78 8
56729 94 4 07:22:10 069.5 5 117.81 1
56730 04 4 08:10:03 369.5 5 117.84 4
56733 34 4 13:29:10 069.5 5 118.07 7
56734 44 4 14:09:56 669.5 5 118.09 9
56735 54 4 14:41:58 869.5 5 118.12 2
56736 64 4 15:18:11 169.5 5 118.14 4
56737 74 4 16:17:38 869.5 5 118.18 8
56738 84 4 16:52:28 869.5 5 118.21 1
56739 94 4 17:57:03 369.5 5 118.25 5
56740 04 4 19:07:45 569.5 5 118.30 0
56741 14 4 19:40:05 569.5 5 118.32 2
56742 24 4 20:22:59 9 69.5 5 118.35 5
56743 34 4 20:51:38 8 69.5 5 118.37 7
56744 45 5 00:15:38 8 69.5 5 118.51 1
56745 55 5 00:45:07 7 69.5 5 118.54 4
56746 65 5 01:16:59 969.5 5 118.56 6
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56706 63 315:11:29 969.5 5 117.14 4 56747 75 501:46:57 769.5 5118.58 8
56707 73 315:45:38 869.5 5 117.16 6 56748 85 502:16:49 969.5 5118.60 0
56708 83 316:20:22 269.5 5 117.18 8 56749 95 502:54:48 869.5 5118.63 3
56709 93 316:53:42 269.5 5 117.21 1 56750 05 503:26:35 569.5 5118.65 5
56710 03 317:42:22 269.5 5 117.24 4 56751 15 504:01:06 669.5 5118.67 7
56711 13 318:14:40 069.5 5 117.26 6 56752 25 504:36:13 369.5 5118.70 0
56712 23 318:48:08 869.5 5 117.29 9 56753 35 505:06:58 869.5 5118.72 2
56713 33 319:21:53 369.5 5 117.31 1 56754 45 505:37:12 269.5 5118.74 4
56714 43 319:57:43 369.5 5 117.34 4 56755 55 506:10:31 169.5 5118.76 6
20:41:48 869.5 5 117.37 7 56756 65 506:57:11 169.5 5118.79 9
56715 53 3
21:18:06 669.5 5 117.39 9 56757 75 507:30:17 769.5 5118.82 2
56716 63 3
56717 73 3
21:46:39 969.5 5 117.41 1 56758 85 507:59:12 269.5 5118.84 4
56718 83 3
22:17:29 969.5 5 117.43 3
Tablee 3.2: Journal of IUE observations of u Ori obtained in February 1996. Column 1 indicates die
numberr of die spectrum in die IUE archives. Columns 2 and 3 show die day of February 1996 and
universall time of the beginning of die observations, whereas Col. 4 gives die exposure time. The Heliocentricc Julian Date (HJD) minus 2450000 at mid-exposure is given in the last column.

Manyy high-dispersion ultraviolet spectra (iï~ 18000) of a; Ori were obtained with the
Shortt Wavelength Prime (SWP) camera onboard the IUE satellite during more than 15 years.
Tablee 3.2 presents die journal of the 77 spectra of obtained during a campaign with nearly
continouss coverage over three days in February 1996 (Peters 1996), which were retrieved
fromm the INES database and were used in this paper. The other available spectra are much
lesss homogeneously distributed over the years and not taken during a Balmer emission phase.
Thee structure of the UV wind profiles in these other spectra appear to be different. Image
SWPP 56716 has unusual noise characteristics and was ignored. For these reasons we used
thee remaining 76 spectra, to ensure the highest homogeneity. The spectra were mapped on a
uniformm wavelength grid of 0.1 A. The signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra is at best about 24.

3.33 Spectral variations
3.3.11 Time series analysis of line profile variations
Wee re-analysed the line profile variations (lpv) of main lines for each campaign in 1998, 1999
andd 2001 and for the three campaigns put together. Results are shown in Table 3.3 which gives
thee main detected frequencies for each line.
Firstt the three sets of data are analysed separately with the same methods as in N02:
thee Restricted Local Cleanest (RLC) and LS (Least Square) methods. In each set the first
frequencyy fi = 1.03 c d _ 1 is always detected, with generally its first harmonic 2.06 c d - 1 . A
secondd frequency 1.07 c d^ 1 , close to die first one, is often detected. Nevertheless the phase
velocityy associated to this frequency is inaccurate due to me weakness of the power of the
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Frequencyy (c
id'id'11) )
Line e
Hee I 4713

Year r
1998 8 0.48 8
1999 9 0.50 0
2001 1 0.52 2
Hee i 4921 1998 8 0.47 7
1999 9 0.51 1
2001 1 0.51 1
Hee I 5876 1998 8 0.48 8
1999 9 0.50 0
2001 1 0.51 1
Hee I 6678 1998 8 0.46 6
1999 9 0.50 0
Mgg II 4481 1998 8 0.48 8
1999 9 0.50 0
Sii III 4553 1998 8 0.48 8
1999 9
2001 1 0.47 7

frot t

1/fi i

2fi i

fi i

0.82 2
1.01 1
0.75 5 0.92 2
0.81 1 0.94 4 1.03 3
0.75 5 0.89 9 1.03 3
0.89? ?
0.73 3 0.93 3
0.75 5 0.97 7 1.03 3
1.03 3
0.82 2
1.00 0
0.82 2 0.93 3 1.03 3
1.03 3
0.76 6 0.93 3 1.04 4
0.75 5 0.94? ? 1.03 3
0.80 0 0.92 2 1.04 4
1.03 3
0.85 5
0.8 8 0.96 6

2.02 2
1.06 6

1.07 7
1.06 6
1.07 7
1.07 7
1.09 9
1.07 7
1.07 7
1.05 5
1.07 7

2.02 2
2.03 3
2.06 6
2.06 6
2.02 2
2.06 6
2.03 3
2.09 9
2.06 6
2.05 5
2.06 6
2.07 7
2.06 6
2.04 4

Tablee 3.3: Frequencies detected in the three sets of data for each studied line. The He I 6678 and Mg II
44811 lines are outside the wavelength range of the Musicos spectrograph, and therefore not studied in
2001. .

signall and to the lack of homogeneity of spectra obtained with various instrumentation of
thee three runs. The frequency around 0.8 c d " 1 is sometimes present in periodograms of all
threee campaigns but it always has a very weak signal power. It is associated with the rotation
periodd of the star proposed in N02. Marginal frequencies are also detected at 0.51 (in 1999
andd 2001), 0.56 (in 1998), 0.93 (the inverse of 1.07 c d _ 1 , in 2001) and 1.17 c d 1 (close to
thee inverse of the rotation frequency, in 1999).
Thee analysis of the three sets of data put together shows similar results. For this investigationn only one spectrum out of four was used for the SAAO and ESO data obtained in 1999,
inn order to avoid giving a higher weight to this campaign. An example of the power spectrum
obtainedd for the He I line 5876 is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Wee obtained a coherent phase distribution only for the signal associated with the frequencyy 1.03 c d _ 1 . The data used in this study were taken with various instrumentation and
aa rather moderate signal to noise ratio (~ 150). The search for other frequencies with low
powerr close to the frequency at 1.03 c d~l is in such cases difficult. We conclude that there
iss one main frequency of non-radial pulsation at 1.03 c d" 1 . If other frequencies exist, high
qualityy homogeneous data such as satellite data will be necessary to confirm them.
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omegaa Ori Hel 5876
1477 sp 1998+ 161 sp1999 + 156sp2001
0.002 2

11

1.5

Frequencyy (c/d)
Figuree 3.1: Example of power spectrum obtained for the He I line 5876 with the three datasets.

3.3.22

Minimum intensity

Thee minimum intensity variation (i.e. the variation of the central depth) is investigated for
liness with the best signal to noise ratio in 1999 and 2001. We do not search for data taken in
1998,, as the number of observations per line for each site is too low to expect to detect such
variations. .
Inn Fig.3.2 variations of the minimum intensity of the He I 4921 line observed in 1999 at
ESOO (CORALIE data) and of the H/3 line observed in 2001 with the best S/N ratio, is folded
inn phase with f = 0.765 c d - 1 . Because the frequency is not precise enough, the phases of
19999 and 2001 are not correlated. However it seems for both years that the minimum intensity
variess with the rotation period, showing two maxima and minima in one period.

3.44 Emission lines
Att the time of MuSiCoS observations, emission was still present in the wings of some lines
duringg the campaign (e.g. Ha, H/3, He I 5876, 6678 and 7065, Si II 6347, CII 6578 and
6583).. The Ha line had a double-peaked emission (R ~ V) profile with \max I lc= 1.4. At
thee end of 1999 the emission was fainter, lmax I \c ~ 1.15 for Ha; emission is still present
inn the red helium lines but very weak in the He I 5876 line and sometimes absent in the He I
66788 line. The Si II 6347 and C n 6578 and 6583 lines are purely photospheric. In 2001 the
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Minimumm intensity

00

0.2

0.4
0.6
Phasee (folded with f = 0.765 c/d)

0.8

1

Figuree 3.2: Variations of the minimum intensity of the He I 4921 line observed in 1999 and the H/?
linee observed in 2001, folded in phase with f =0.765 c d - 1 .

emissionn was again increasing with lmax / I c = 1.3 at Ha.

3.4.11

V and R peak intensities

Fig.. 3.3 shows the V and R intensities of the He I line during the three observation campaigns.
Inn 1998 the V and R peak intensities of red He I lines fluctuated in a regular fashion with a
graduall increase over about 12 days from the middle of the run (start of an outburst). In 1999
thee V and R peaks of He I 5876 fluctuated also in intensity and more clearly between HJD
24515099 and 2451514 when the temporal coverage is better, since both sites were operating
att that time. In 2001 the V and R peak intensities of the He I 5876 and H/3 lines were globally
increasingg over the 5 day run (Fig. 3.4).

3.4.22

Separation between V and R peaks

Thee peak separation between the V and R components of the red He I lines was found to be
increasingg during the MuSiCoS 1998 campaign (see N02). Associated with an increase of the
V+RR quantity, this indicates the occurrence of an outburst. No similar trend could be derived
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VV and R intensities

555

60

65
Timee (d)

70

75

Figuree 3.3: Variations of the intensity of the V and R components of the He I 5876 during the three
observingg runs. The data obtained in 2001 are plotted on the same time scale as the data obtained in
19988 and 1999 to make the comparison easier.
fromm data obtained in 1999. In 2001 we find again a very weak tendency of an increase of
thee peak separation in H/3, associated with an increase of V+R quantity (this latter was also
seenn in He I 5876), which suggests that the beginning of an outburst was probably observed
att that time. The peak separation of the H/3 line observed in 2001 also varies in phase with
thee frequency 0.765 associated with the rotation period (Fig. 3.5).

3.4.33

V over R ratio

Thee V/R ratio in the Hei 5876 and 6678 lines were modulated by the frequency 1.03 c d" 1
inn 1998 but also by the frequency 0.46 c d _ 1 mainly in the first part of the run. This latter
frequencyy was attributed by N02 to a cloud temporarily rotating around the star.
Inn 1999, the emission was fainter in the red He I lines. Therefore the V, R and V/R varia65 5
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V+RR intensities in 2001
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Figuree 3.4: Variations of the intensity of the V plus R components of the He I 5876, Ha and H/i lines
duringg the observations taken in 2001.

tionss were more difficult to analyse. Sometimes the emission completely disappeared in the
VV or R component of the He I 6678 line (as in the ESO spectrum at HJD 2451508.7). Moreoverr the location of the V emission component of the He I 6678 line in the ESO spectra at
thee beginning of an echelle order made the determination of the continuum in this region
uncertain.. The V/R ratio of the He I 5876 line was weakly modulated with the frequency 1.11
cc d _ 1 and dominated by the frequency 1.53 c d^1 (or 0.765 c d _ 1 as a double wave), mainly
betweenn HJD 2451509 and 2451514; the V/R ratio of the He I 6678 line is also dominated by
thee 1.53 or 0.765 c d _ 1 frequency (Fig. 3.6, upper and middle panels). This latter frequency
cann be related to the rotational frequency as determined in N02, which suggests the presence
off corotating regions around the star such as the clouds proposed by B01 to explain lpvs.
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Hbetaa in 2001
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Figuree 3.5: Variations of the separation between the V and R peaks in the H/3 line observed in 2001.
Eachh of the five nights of observations is represented by a different symbol.

Inn 2001 the V/R ratio of Hei 5876 was slightly increasing in amplitude over the 5-day
run.. It seemed again to be modulated by the frequency 0.765 c d" 1 or its double, possibly
relatedd to the rotation period (Fig. 3.6, lower panel).
Thee V/R ratio in Ha and H0 show clear variations with the rotation period. It slowly
decreasess from phase -0.1 to 0.4, then suddenly increases, slowly decreases again from
phasee 0.4 to 0.9 and then suddenly increases again. This behavior can be associated with two
corotatingg regions passing in front of the visible hemisphere of the star from the blue to the
redd edge, one after the other (Fig. 3.7).

Thee frequency 1.03 c d _ 1 never dominated the modulation of the V/R ratio of red He I
lines.. The frequency 0.765 c d _ 1 is present at times during several consecutive days, which
suggestss that it is related with the motion of corotating regions such as clouds. Unfortunately
thee sample obtained in 2001 was too short for a detailed study and in 1999 data were obtained
att best during 12 hours per day, which is insufficient to follow the rotation of such clouds and
inducedd strong aliases in periodograms.
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Figuree 3.6: Variations of the intensity of the V/R components of the He I 6678 line observed in 1999
andd of the He I 5876 line during the observations taken in 1999 and 2001. The plots are folded in phase
withh f = 0.765 c d - 1 .

3.55

Stellar parameters

3.5.11 vsini
Inn N02, vsini was determined for He I and metal lines with two methods. For all the lines,
withh both methods, the same value vsini = 179 km s" 1 was found, in contrast to B01 who
foundd a similar value for the He I lines from spectral but a different value for the metal lines.
Wee investigate here the vsini value of the data used in B01 with the Fourier analysis
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V/RR intensities in 2001
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Line e

«sim m
N02 2 B011
C I I 4 2 6 77
178 214
Mgg ii 4481 185 233
Sii in 4553
179 223

this paper
169
180
165

Tablee 3.4: Determined values of usinz ( k m s - 1 ) for the Cil 4267, Mgii 4481 and Si ill lines obtained
inn 1999 using the Fourier transform analysis, compared to the values given by N02 for the data obtained
inn 1998 and by B01 for the data obtained in 1999.

methodd used in N02. Details of this method can be found in N02. Results are shown in Table
3.4.. We obtained a value of vsini similar to what we found before in He I lines given in N02.

3.5.22

Stellar parameters

Wee determine the fundamental parameters of u> Ori by fitting the H7 and the He I 4388 and
44711 transitions observed in the averaged CORALIE spectrum (B01). The theoretical spectra
aree computed using the FASTROT code (Frémat et al. 2002; Frémat & Zorec 2002), which
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F i g u r ee 3.8: Theoretical spectra (dots) compared to observations (solid line) from the CORALIE spectrographh in the fitted spectral regions.

accountss for the effects of fast rotation. This computation is made in the framework of solid
rotationn and assumes a gravitational darkening law defined by the von Zeipel theorem.
NLTEE plane-parallel atmosphere models represent the local temperature and density distributionss at about 10000 points that are selected on the stellar surface. These models are
obtainedd with the TLUSTY198 and SYNSPEC45 computer codes (Hubeny & Lanz 1995).
Microturbulencee is assumed equal to 2 km s _ 1 , which is the average value proposed by Andrievskyy et al. (1999) for NLTE computations of B type stars.
Exceptt for neutral oxygen which is treated with the MODION IDL package, the atomic
modelss we use are those proposed by Hubeny & Lanz on TLUSTY's web site: H: 16 levels,
Hee i: 24 levels, He II: 20 levels, C I: 8 levels, C II: 34 levels + 5 superlevels, C III: 12 levels,
NN i: 13 levels, N ii: 35 levels + 14 superlevels, N III: 11 levels, O I: 14 levels + 8 superlevels,
OII:: 36 levels + 14 superlevels, O m : 9 levels, Si i: 6 levels, Si II: 36 levels + 4 superlevels,
S i m :: 12 levels.
Thee oscillator strengths adopted to study the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and silicon transitionss are from the NIST database and are added to the Kurucz line lists provided with
SYNSPEC.. Stark widths of the Si n and Si III spectral lines are derived from the results of
Gonzalezz et al. (2000); Dimitrijevic et al. (2002); Lanz et al. (1988).
Thee theoretical spectra are fitted with a least-squares method based on the MINUIT minimizationn package developed at CERN. The four free parameters of the fit are the effective
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Tablee 3.5: Stellar parameters of u; Ori obtained by fitting hydrogen and helium lines
Ionn
Clll
Nill
OIII

log(cjv/e 0 )
0.00
7
0.26
0
- 0.09 0.06

Tablee 3.6: Chemical composition of u Ori. The logarithmic abundances are given relatively to the solar
valuess compiled by Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
temperaturee Te°ff, the gravity logp° of the non rotating counterpart of the star, the inclination
anglee i and its projected rotational velocity vsini. This procedure is applied assuming several
valuess of the He abundance. The best agreement between observations and theory is obtained
forr a solar value of the He/H ratio (Table 3.5) with an accuracy equivalent to the adopted
heliumm abundance step.
Thee fit of the hydrogen and helium lines provided a good agreement with the values
derivedd from the study of the TD1 UV fluxes, i.e. Teff = 19500 K, and from the computation
off the Si II4131 and Si III 4553 spectral lines, i.e. Teff = 20600 K and logp = 3.43. Those fits
assumee the inclination angle and the projected rotational velocity fixed at the values given in
Tablee 3.5. TD1 observations are corrected for interstellar reddening assuming a colour excess
E(B-V)) = 0.13 estimated by Fabregat & Reglero (1990) and using the extinction laws given
byy Cardelli et al. (1989) and by O'Donnell (1994).
Thee same approach is used to estimate the CNO chemical composition of a; Ori (Fig. 3.8).
Inn Table 3.6, the logarithmic abundances are given relatively to the solar values compiled by
Grevessee & Sauval (1998). Species other than carbon, nitrogen or oxygen were taken at their
solarr values. The star is found to be N-enriched.

3.66 UV stellar wind
Itt is well known that the wind-sensitive doublet resonance lines of CIV 1550 and Si IV 1400
aree variable in this star (e.g. Sonneborn et al. 1988). From a 3-day campaign Peters (1996)
foundd that the CIV doublet varies with a period of about 1.21 d.
Thee top panel of Fig. 3.9 shows an overplot of the IUE CIV and Si IV profiles, respectively,, along with their variability signatures in the bottom panel. The variability occurs
mainlyy in the strength of the line over a given range in velocity space, extending from —1000
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Figuree 3.9: Top panels: variation in the wind profiles of the UV CIV and Si IV lines; the fluxes are normalisedd to the mean spectrum. Bottom panels: variability signature, measuring the ratio of the observed
too the expected noise.

too +600 km s _ 1 for the whole doublet. The expected variability was obtained using a noise
modell for such IUE spectra as derived by Henrichs et al. (1994) with parameters A = 24.1
andd B = 7.1 10" 1 0 .
Wee measured the equivalent width (EW) of the CIV and Si IV lines between -600 and
- 1 0 00 km s" 1 with the continuum chosen at 4 10~ 10 erg cm" 2 s" 1 A - 1 and 6 10~10
ergg c m - 2 s _ 1 A - 1 respectively and made a least-squares fit of a sinusoid. Weights were
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F i g u r ee 3.10: Equivalent width variations of the UV C i v and Si IV lines, folded in phase with the
rotationall period. The best fit is overplotted.

assignedd equal to the error bars of each datapoint. The result of the fit of the function

f(t)f(t) = a + bsm(2ir(js

+ <j>))

(3.1)

forr the Civ doublet gave a reduced x 2 = 0.14, with parameters: a = 1.39
0.01, b = 1.74
0.01, 0 = 0.27
0.24 and a period P = 1.286
0.023 d. The minima occur at
HJDD = 2450117.08
+ (1.286
) x N.
Thee period is identified with the rotation period of the star. The equivalent width of the
Civv line as a function of rotational phase is plotted in Fig. 3.10, with the best fit overplotted.
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3.77

Magnetic field

3.7.11

Measurements

Duee to the small amount of available lines and to the high rotation velocity of the star the
magneticc measurements have large error bars. Table 3.7 shows the longitudinal magnetic field
valuee B, its error barCTB,the null polarisation N, which gives an indication of the pollution
byy non-stellar effects and should be zero for a perfect measurement, and its error crN.
Thee exposure time for each subexposure was 15 min, i.e. about 1/100 of the pulsation
period,, to avoid smearing of the magnetic signal because of the pulsations. Although no
strongg signatures appear in the individual Stokes V profiles, the measured value of the longitudinall component of the magnetic field is found to vary in phase with the UV period. A
sinusoidall fit through the magnetic data gives an amplitude of the longitudinal component of
BiBi = 80 40 G around the average value of B0 = 74 28 G, and a period of 1.29 0.11 d,
withh x2 =0.11. This fit is shown as a solid line in Fig. 3.11. The period is within the errorr bar identical to the UV period derived above. We consider this coherent variation of
thee magnetic measurements in phase as an evidence for the presence of a weak longitudinall field in u> Ori. From the derived phase we determine that the maximum field occurs at
HJDD 2452265.19 0.38 + N x 1.29
.
Inn the frame of the oblique magnetic rotator model (see Shore 1987) this period of variationn corresponds to the rotation period of the star. The found period, corresponding to a
frequencyy of ƒ = 0.775 c d " 1 is consistent with the value ƒ = 0.73 c d _ 1 obtained in N02,
ƒƒ = 0.76 c d _ 1 obtained from the V/R analysis (see Sect. 3.4.3) and with ƒ = 0.78 c d^ 1
Foldingg Period: 1.294 d

HJD(B max ) = 2452265.19(38)
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Figuree 3.11: Variations of the longitudinal component of the magneticfield,folded in phase with the
periodd P = 1.29 d.
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# # Phase e
B B<TB B
N NcrN
1 1 0.5640 0 -20 0172 2-295 5 142
2 20.5978 8 -32 2153 3 -13 3139
3 30.6364 4 81 1164 4 94 4152
4 4 0.6703 3
6 6148 8 147 7136
5 50.7042 2 42 2140 0-74 4128
6 60.7381 1 48 8138 8 -5 5126
7 7 0.7722 2 132 2162 2 104 4150
8 80.8062 2 107 7182 2 -3 3175
9 9 0.3403 3 321 1265 5-103 3 254
0.3741 1-326 6 193 3-250 0 183
10 0
11 10.4081 1 -78 8225 5 481 1211
12 2
0.4455 5 343 3215 5 -72 2203
13 30.4795 5 -84 4192 2 69 9184
14 40.5133 3 -69 9175 5 -83 3163
15 50.5472 2 34 4182 2-22 2173
16 60.5812 2-123 3 199 9 164 4188
17 7
0.1047 7 139 9154 4-240 0 141
18 80.1386 6 134 4139 9 28 8127
19 90.1725 5 45 5134 4 11 1122
20 00.2063 3 22 2143 3 -7 7129
21 10.2439 9 -94 4126 6-123 3 112
22 20.2777 7 117 7134 4 -40 0122
23 30.3116 6 96 6128 8 22 2115
24 40.3455 5 249 9145 5 151 1130
25 50.8836 6 327 7259 9 221 1259
26 60.9174 4-196 6 166 6 23 3157
27 70.9513 3 165 5171 1 467 7159
28 80.9852 2 256 6171 1-102 2 159
29 90.0223 3 233 3234 4-466 6 222
30 00.0562 2 695 5283 3-146 6 287
31 10.6674 4 -27 7414 4 393 3412
32 20.7013 3 57 7322 2-282 2 313
33 30.7352 2 138 8386 6 -71 1378
34 40.7690 0 487 7392 2 -10 0386
35 50.8068 8 250 0393 3 114 4387
36 60.8406 6 172 2
464 4 278 8454

N
2
9
2
6
8
6
0
5
4
3
1
3
4
3
3
8
1
7
2
9
2
2
5
0
9
7
9
9
2
7
2
3
8
6
7
4

Tablee 3.7: Longitudinal magnetic field measurements. Column 1 indicates the number of the exposure.
Columnn 2 gives the phase with f = 0.78 c d " 1 and HJD0 = 2452265.19. Columns 3 and 4 give the
longitudinall field and its error bar in Gauss. Columns 5 and 6 give the null polarisation and its error bar.
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obtainedd from the UV stellar wind analysis. Due to the uncertainties we could not uniquely
relatee the UV phase with the magnetic phase.

3.7.22 Obiique rotator model
Wee have found a weak varying longitudinal field in a> Ori, consistent with an oblique magnetic
dipolee with a rotational period of 1.29 d.
Forr a dipolar field, the ratio of the magnetic extremes r = B m a x /B m j n is related to the
inclinationn angle i and the angle between the magnetic and the rotation axis j3 via (see Shore
1987) )

rr = <^f

(3.2)

cos(zz + p)
Inn the case of UJ Ori we find r = -23.3 with a large range depending on the error bars. If we
adoptt an inclination angle i = 42 7° as obtained in Sect. 4.2, we obtain /? = 50 25°.
Withh i = 42° and (3 = 50°, i + (3 = 92° 32, which is close to 90° and therefore one of
thee two magnetic poles is situated just at the edge of the visible hemisphere.
Withh this configuration it is expected that the variation in the UV lines sensitive to the
windd shows only one maximum per period, as observed in Sect. 3.6.
Withh the known angles i and (3, the mean longitudinal field BQ and the amplitude of
variationss of the longitudinal component Bi, the strength of the magnetic field at the poles,
i.e.. the maximum field, can be determined by using an oblique dipolar model. The model we
usedd is described in Neiner et al. (2002b). We obtained Bpo\ = 530 200 G. A greyscale plot
off the magnetic field in the visible hemisphere is shown in Fig. 3.12.

3.88

Discussion

3.8.11

Pulsations

Wee confirm that the frequency / i = 1.03 c d _ 1 , already detected by N02 in the 1998 data and
B011 in the 1999 data, is also found in the data obtained in 2001. We associate this frequency
withh a non-radial pulsation mode (see N02).
AA second frequency at about ƒ = 0.76 c d " 1 is detected mainly in the V/R ratio of red
Hee I lines, but also in other observables such as the peak separation of lines with an emission
componentt and the minimum line intensities. It is associated with the rotation period of the
star.. This frequency is detected with a stronger power in the 1999 data and suggests the
presencee of 2 opposite regions of enhanced density corotating with the star. This frequency
iss also detected in 1998 and 2001 but with a lower power. Nevertheless, the V/R ratio of the
Haa and H/? lines observed in 2001 show a clear variation with this frequency.
Finallyy several other weak frequencies are detected in the full dataset (1998+1999+2001),
butt the power is too low for the phase to be accurate, so we do not consider them further.
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Figuree 3.12: Greyscale representation of the relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the integratedd longitudinal magnetic field on the visible hemisphere of w Ori, at different rotational phases with
stepp of 5$ = 0.125. The black color corresponds to positive field values and the white color to negative
fieldfield values. The phase runs from the top left panel to the lower right panel and corresponds to the
conventionn used in Fig. 3.11. A grid of magnetic longitudes and latitudes is overplotted, with the magneticc equator shown as a thicker black line. The rotation axis is shown with a white cross. Although the
strongestt magnetic field is at the magnetic poles, the positions on the stellar surface that contribute the
mostt to the longitudinal field are not at the poles, due to a geometrical effect and to the limb darkening
effect. .

3.8.22

Outburst

Ann outburst occured in wOri during the Musicos campaign in 1998. It is associated with a
cloudd of material orbiting around the star with a period of 0.46 c d _ 1 (see N02). We searched
forr an outburst in the data collected in 1999 and 2001. No indication of an outburst appeared
inn 1999 and we consider that u Ori was in a quiet phase at that time. These observations were
obtainedd very close to the minimum of emission intensity observed in wOri by Buil (2001)
att the beginning of 2000. In the data obtained in 2001, we see possible indications for the
beginningg of an outburst in the V+R and V/R variations, but the suggested outburst itself
probablyy occured after the observing run.

3.8.33 Magnetic field
Despitee of the large error bars of the magnetic measurements, we have found evidence for
thee presence of a magnetic field in the classical Be star ui Ori. The longitudinal field varies
periodically.. The period derived from the magnetic measurement P = 1.29 d corresponds to
thee rotational period of the star.
Thee EW of the UV resonance lines also vary periodically. The derived period P = 1.29 d
alsoo corresponds to the rotational period.
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Thee fact that the EW of the UV lines and the longitudinal magnetic field vary with the
rotationall period is coherent with a magnetic oblique rotator model. The correspondence in
phasee between the maximum of emission in the UV lines and the maximum magnetic field
valuee cannot be established due to the low accuracy in the determination of the rotation period.riod. However, our model of a magnetic rotating dipole, applied with the parameters of u Ori,
showss that only one of the magnetic pole passes through the visible hemisphere whereas the
otherr magnetic pole is always hidden. The same conclusion is reached from the UV measurementss which show only one maximum in the EW instead of the 2 maxima usually observed
forr a magnetic star for which the 2 magnetic poles are visible. The magnetic results and the
UVV results are therefore fully compatible.
Fromm our oblique dipole model we derive that the polar magnetic field is
BBpopo\\ = 530 200 G. This value is higher than the value of about 300 G obtained by Cassinelli
ett al. (2002) to form a magnetically torqued disk in a rapidly rotating B2 star with its magnetic
axiss aligned with its rotation axis.
Moreover,, the star is found to be N-enriched. This is also the case of j3 Cep, the only
magneticc (low velocity) Be star known up to now (Henrichs et al. 2000), and of C Cas, the
onlyy magnetic SPB star known up to now (Neiner et al. 2002a). Chemical peculiarities are
oftenn found in magnetic stars, because the magnetic field inhibits mixing motions in the outer
layerss of the star.

3.8.44 Rotational modulation
Fromm the search for periodicities in the Ipv, we find that the V/R ratio of lines with an emission
componentt varies with the rotation period and shows two maxima during one period. This
suggestss the presence of two corotating regions of material around the star. Note that this
short-termm variations in the V/R ratio is not related to the long-term V/R variations usually
associatedd with one armed oscillations of the disk.
AA recent very interesting study by Preuss et al. (2002) analyses the regions of equilibriumrium around a rotating star hosting a magnetic dipole field. They obtain that the regions
off stability depend on the angle /? between the rotation axis and the magnetic axis. When
(3(3 is small 0 < 40°), the region of equilibrium is the magnetic equator. When 0 increases
(40°° < j3 < 90°), equilibrium is reached in the magnetic equator but also in two regions above
thee magnetic poles. The size of these polar regions increases with /3. Finally at /3 = 90°, the
regionss of stability are the magnetic equator (except a part which contains the rotation axis)
andd two cones above the magnetic poles. In our dipole model of u> Ori, f3 ~ 50°. According to
Preusss et al. this means that the material ejected from the star, if it is magnetically confined,
cann end up either in a disk in the magnetic equator and/or in two clouds above the magnetic
poles.. However, from the geometrical configuration of UJ Ori, only one of the two magnetic
poless is clearly seen, the other one just appears at the edge of the visible hemisphere. Thereforee if this applies to u Ori we would not observe two equal maxima in the V/R variations at
aa phase difference of 0.5, but only one maximum at the phase of maximum field.
Lett us consider the global picture of a Be star hosting a magnetic dipole. The Ho disk is
assumedd to be situated in the rotational equatorial plane. The dipole, being oblique, has its
magneticc equator in a different plane. These two planes intersect each other in two regions
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closee to the star and opposite to each other. If the rotation velocity of the star is high enough,
thee material tends to stay in the rotation plane, conserving its angular momentum instead
off following the field lines, and form a disk there, i.e. the material flows from the magnetic
equatorr to the rotation equator via the intersection regions. As the star rotates, the magnetic
equatorr corotates and therefore the intersection regions also rotate with the rotation period.
Ass the forces involved tend to put material in these regions, it is probable that they are denser r
thann the rest of the disk where the magnetic and rotation forces diverge. We then expect to
seee emission from the intersection regions and a V/R variation similar to the one observed in
thee Ha and H/? lines of u Ori in 2001, i.e. two slow decreases of the V/R ratio, each of them
followedd by a sudden increase at the phase of maximum and minimum field.
However,, the difference in density is probably stronger at epochs when the whole disk
densityy is lower, i.e. close to the minimum emission phase of the star. At epochs where the
diskk is filled up by strong ejections of material, the intersection regions are probably hard to
detect.. That would explain why the rotation frequency is better detected in the observations
obtainedd in 1999 than in the data of 1998 for example and why it has not been detected in
earlierr observations when UJ Ori was in a phase of stronger emission.
Notee that the magnetic He-strong star a Ori E also shows clouds of material, attached to
thee photosphere, at the intersection regions of the rotational and magnetic equatorial planes
(Shortt & Bolton 1994). As this star does not host a disk, the clouds are detected more easily.
Wee propose that the clouds of a Ori E and UJ Ori build up in the same way.
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Variabilityy and pulsations in the Be star
666 Ophiuchi
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D.. Briot, J. Chauville, N.V. Leister, J.R. Percy, D. Ballereau, A.G. Bakos
Abstract t
666 Oph is a Be star seen under a moderate inclination angle that shows strong variability from
UVV to IR wavelengths. A concise review of long-term variability history is given. High resolution,, high S/N spectroscopic observations obtained in 1997, 1998 and 2001 and spectropolarimetricc observations obtained in 2000 are presented. These observations occurred during
aa long-term decrease of Ha intensity. Fundamental parameters of the star have been revisitedd from Barbier-Chalonge-Divan (BCD) calibrations. New vsini values are obtained using
Fourierr transforms applied to observed helium lines and a rotational frequency frot = 1.29
c d " 11 is determined. Time series analysis and Fourier Doppler Imaging (FDI) of He I lines
(4713,, 4921, 5876 and 6678 A) lead for the first time to the detection of multi-periodicity
inn 66 Oph. The two main frequencies found are f = 2.22 c d^ 1 and f = 4.05 c d - 1 . They
aree attributed to non-radial pulsations and can be associated with mode degree / = 2 and
II = 3, respectively. Inspection of Stokes V profiles suggests the presence of a weak Zeeman
signaturee but further observations are needed to confirm the detection of a magnetic field in
666 Oph.

4.11

Introduction

Bee stars are non-supergiant, usually rapid rotators showing a near infrared excess and Balmer
emissionn lines imputed to an equatorially concentrated envelope fed by sporadic mass ejectionn episodes. These stars also show light and line-profile variations in time scales ranging
fromm hours to years. Several authors such as Frost & Conti (1976) and Andrillat et al. (1986)
arguedd that some O and A stars also show many of the properties used to define the so-called
Bee phenomenon. Recently, Marlborough (2000) proposed the term OBA phenomenon as a
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betterr descriptive term that embodies all the objects showing the observational characteristics
mentionedd above. For the sake of brevity, we will use in this paper the term "Be star" to designatee these objects.
Masss loss in Be stars is often separated schematically into two regimes: a rapid, low-density,
variable,, radiatively driven wind originating mainly in high latitude regions and characterizedd by resonance lines of "superionized" species (e.g. CIV, Si IV, N v) and a dense, slowly
expanding,, equatorially concentrated circumstellar envelope (often called equatorial disk).
Thee disk seems to be mainly replenished during transient mass loss episodes. Be stars are
nott observed to rotate at the break-up velocity and the causes of the non-regular mass loss
inn these stars are as yet unknown. Non-radial pulsations (NRP) and stellar activity of magneticc origin have been proposed as mechanisms that could give rise to the additional amount
off momentum needed to cause mass ejection (e.g. Smith 1977; Underhill 1987; Gies 1991,
andd references therein). Multi-periodicity has been detected in B-Be stars mainly in optical
linee profile variations (LPV) and has been generally attributed to NRP (e.g. Gies 1994). As
aa matter of fact, recent theoretical calculations by Balona & Dziembowski (1999) revealed
thee existence of unstable p and g NRP high-degree modes in the B temperature range that are
compatiblee with some observed periods (Balona & Kambe (1999) and Jankov et al. (2000)
forr ( Oph; Janot-Pacheco et al. (1999) for 77 Cen; Hubert et al. (1997) for 48 Per; Floquet
etal.. (1996) for 48 Lib).
Aperiodicc optical line profile variability on time-scales ranging from tens of minutes to
hourss has also been observed in several Be stars (Peters 1986; Smith 1989; Leister et al. 2000;
Smithh 2000).
Photometricc variations in visual bands (up to several tenths of magnitude) on time-scales
ass short as one day have been reported by Percy et al. (1997) for a sample of active Be
stars.. In a study of the variability of 273 Be stars from the Hipparcos data base (August 1989Augustt 1993), Hubert & Floquet (1998) found the presence of short-term (< 3.5 d), mid-term
(weeks,, months) and long-term (years, decades) variations. Light outbursts and fading events
weree often observed in early type stars. Outbursts have been found mainly in stars showing
loww to moderate vsini, while fading events are more frequent in objects with high vsini.
Alll the above-listed manifestations of "Be activity" have been attributed to sudden discrete
ejectionss of matter that momentarily obscure or add light to the photosphere, depending on
thee angle through which they are seen. The brightening/fading dependence with vsini seems
too indicate that ejections are somewhat concentrated towards low latitudes.
Resonancee UV lines often show extended shortward absorption and asymmetry which
aree signatures of a fast (<; 1000 km s_1) stellar wind. Wind variability is rather common
amongg Be stars (e.g. Barker & Marlborough 1985; Snow 1987). It can be interpreted in terms
off recurrent multiple shortward-shifted discrete absorption components (DACs) (Henrichs
1984;; Grady et al. 1987; Prinja 1991) variable in number and distribution in radial velocityy and optical depth. Doazan et al. (1987) and Telting & Kaper (1994) found a correlation
betweenn the long-term violet to red emission peak ratio V/R (i.e. disk activity) and the occurrence/intensityy of DACs (wind activity) in 7 Cas. For stars seen at moderate inclination
angles,, long term V/R variability has been successfully reproduced with a precessing onearmedd density perturbation in the disk (Okazaki 1991, 1996; Mennickent et al. 1997, and
referencess therein). The DACs - V/R correlation can be understood in the frame of a dis84 4
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tortedd disk in terms of column density variation in the DACs region caused by the density
perturbationn (Telting & Kaper 1994). Multiwavelength campaigns showed the presence of
commonn periods in the UV and optical wavelength ranges for several Be stars. Moreover, the
amplitudee of light variations increases with decreasing wavelength and the wind mass loss
tendss to be enhanced when the star is brightest. UV and optical observations seem to imply
thatt non-radial pulsations are responsible for line profile variations, light variability and also
forr the modulation of the hot stellar wind (Peters 1991a, 1997).
666 Oph (HD164284, HR6712, B2V, V ~ 4.6, t;sim=280 km s " \ this paper) is a Be star
seenn at a moderate inclination angle. This star has a long history of conspicuous photometric
andd spectroscopic variability, both in UV and optical wavelengths. It is also known to exhibit
linearr polarization variations (Hayes 1983). Penrod (1985, private communication cited by
Gradyy et al. (1987)) suggested that 66 Oph could be a nonradial pulsator on the basis of
spectroscopicc observations.
InIn Sect. 2 we present high resolution, high signal-to-noise spectroscopic observations of
666 Oph obtained at Haute Provence Observatory (France) in June 1997 and June 1998 (He I
66788 and Ha) and spectropolarimetric observations at Pic du Midi Observatory (France) in
Junee 2000 (4500-6600 A). Additional observations were obtained at Pic du Midi Observatory
inn August 2001 (5400-8700 A), at ESO (Chile) in April 2001 (3900-9000 A) and at LNA
(Brazil)) in June 2001 (He I 6678 A and Ha).
Inn Sect. 3 we reconsider the fundamental parameters of the star taking into account rotationall effects. New values of v&ini are obtained.
Inn Sect. 4 we present a concise review on the variability of the star with emphasis on
correlationss found between optical and UV wavelengths behaviour.
Dataa were searched for rapid variability and results are interpreted in the frame of the
non-radiall pulsation model (NRP) in Sect. 5.
Finallyy in Sect. 6 we report the attempt to detect a stellar magnetic field from analysis
off circular polarization measurements: the presence of such a field could be one of the keys
towardss the understanding of the Be phenomenon. Recall that a weak magnetic field has been
detectedd in (3 Cep, a slowly rotating BlVe star which is the prototype of a class of pulsating
starss (Henrichs et al. 2000).
Resultss are discussed in Sect. 7 and conclusions are presented in Sect. 8.

4.22

Observations

Thee highly variable behaviour of 66 Oph makes it a good candidate for a non-radial pulsator.
Inn order to study the short-term variability of the star, observations were performed at Haute
Provencee Observatory during five nights in June 1997 and seven nights in June 1998; series of
subexposuress in spectropolarimetric observations carried out at Pic du Midi Observatory duringg seven nights in June 2000 were also investigated to this purpose. All three runs occurred
duringg the long-term decrease of Ha emission as it will be seen in Sect. 4.4.
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4.2.11 Spectroscopic observations
Spectroscopicc observations were obtained at Haute Provence Observatory (OHP) in 1997
andd 1998 with the 1.52m telescope equipped with the spectrograph Aurélie and a 2048 linear
THXX detector. The resolving power was 22000 (calculated over the 3px resolution element)
andd the wavelength range ~ 200 A. We observed spectral regions centered on HQ and He I
66788 A lines.
Bias,, flat fields and wavelength calibration exposures (Th-Ar comparison lamp) were obtainedd regularly each night. Observations were reduced with IRAF1 using standard techniques
forr CCD data. Reference regions were carefully selected for satisfactory determination of the
pseudo-continuumm over about
0 A around the lines. A cubic spline function was fitted
too these selected regions to determine the continuum level. All spectra were corrected for
heliocentricc velocity. The mean S/N was 560.
Wee also used individual subexposures of echelle spectra obtained in 2000 at Pic du Midi
Observatoryy with the 2m telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) (see Section 4.2.2) taken in various
polarimeterr configurations. During the spectropolarimetric observations, the original beam of
lightt is divided into 2 beams allowing the observer to get simultaneous spectroscopic informationn from each subexposure. 35 spectra were obtained during this run and yielded additional
informationss on the rapid variability of 66 Oph previously detected at OHP. Data were reducedd using ESpRIT (Donati et al. 1997) as the polarimetric data, except for the continuum
determinationn which was done using IRAF. Unfortunately the He I 6678 line was not observed,, so we considered other strong He I lines such as 4713, 4921 and 5876 and the Ha
emissionn line. The mean S/N ratio was 260.
Wee also had additional observations collected in June-July 2001 at LNA Observatory
(R=60000,, Ha and He I 6678 A lines), in April 2001 at ESO with FEROS spectrograph
(R=48000,, AA 3520-8900 A) and at TBL in August 2001 with the MUSICOS spectrograph
(RR = 35000, AA 5400-8700 A). A summary of our gathered database is given in Table 4.2.1.
Parameterss currently used to describe spectroscopic lines of Be stars (equivalent width
EW,, radial velocity of the centroid RV, peak intensity of V and R emissions I(V) and I(R)
respectively,, and their ratio V/R) have been measured for the individual He I lines in view of
aa search for rapid variability. In 1997 and 1998 EW and RV have been measured only in the
absorptionn part of the He I 6678 line in view of the presence of emission on the outer parts.

4.2.22 Spectropolarimetric observations
Observationss were carried out in June 200O with the MUSICOS spectropolarimeter at TBL.
Thee instrument consists of a fiber-fed cross dispersed echelle spectrograph with a dedicated
polarimeterr (Donati et al. 1999) mounted at the Cassegrain focus. Stellar light is collected in
aa 2 arcsec entrance over a spectral range from 4500 to 6600 A and with a resolution R=35000.
Thee log of these observations is reported in Table 4.2.1.
11
IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the Association
off Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation. .
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datee

HJD - 2450000.0

1997/06/24 4 624.35-624.55 5
1997/06/27 7 627.35-627.60 0
1997/06/30 0 630.59 9
1997/07/01 1 631.35-631.44 4
1998/06/04 4 969.40-969.60 0
1998/06/05 5 970.35-970.60 0
1998/06/07 7 972.30-972.60 0
1998/06/08 8 973.35-973.50 0
1998/06/09 9 974.35-974.56 6
1998/06/10 0 975.49-975.60 0
1998/06/11 1 976.35-976.60 0
2000/06/19 9 1715.48-1715.58 8
2000/06/20 0 1716.42-1716.55 5
2000/06/21 1 1717.50-1717.61 1
2000/06/22 2 1718.38-1718.55 5
2000/06/24 4 1720.38-1720.55 5
2000/06/26 6 1722.48-1722.54 4
2001/04/03 3 2002.84-2002.86 6
2001/04/06 6 2005.81-2005.90 0
2001/06/29 9 2090.67-2090.76 6
2001/06/30 0 2091.60-2091.76 6
2001/07/01 1 2092.59-2092.74 4
2001/08/04 4 2126.38 8
2001/08/06 6 2128.41 1

site

number of sp/
wavelengthh range
OHP P
66 He I 6678
OHP P 66 He I 6678, 2 Ha
OHP P
11 He I 6678
OHP P 22 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 44 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 22 He I 6678, 2 Ha
OHP P 88 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 33 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 66 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 22 He I 6678, 1 Ha
OHP P 55 He I 6678, 1 Ha
TBL L
6,, 4500-6600
TBL L
8,, 4500-6600
TBL L
6,, 4500-6600
TBL L
6,, 4500-6600
TBL L
5,, 4500-6600
TBL L
4,4500-6600 0
ESO O 2,, 3520-8900
ESO O 10,, 3520-8900
LNA A
77 He I 6678
LNA A 111 He I 6678
LNA A 100 He I 6678, 1 Ha
TBL L
1,5400-8700 0
TBL L
1,5400-8700 0

mean S/N
near Ha
670 0
530 0
600 0
400 0
500 0
630 0
640 0
430 0
640 0
530 0
595 5
270 0
245 5
210 0
240 0
290 0
310 0
80 0
150 0
350 0
330 0
260 0
270 0
270 0

mean exp
time (min)
40 0
40 0
60 0
30 0
40 0
40 0
40 0
60 0
40 0
40-60 0
60 0
20 0
30 0
20 0
20 0
35 5
20 0
20 0
10 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
45 5
45 5

Tablee 4.1: Log of spectroscopic and spectropolari metric observations

Too detect stellar magnetic fields the circularly polarized light is analyzed, i.e. the Zeeman
signaturess generated in the shape and polarization of lines via the Stokes V parameter. A
completee Stokes V measurement consists of 4 consecutive subexposures : one with a quarterwavee plate at azimuth - 4 5 degrees, 2 at azimuth 45 degrees, and one more at azimuth - 4 5
degrees.. This procedure allows to suppress spurious polarization signals (Donati et al. 1997).
Wee obtained 4 Stokes V measurements over the 7-nights run. Flat-fields exposures, ThAr
exposuress for wavelength calibration and bias frames were obtained on each night. The reductionn of spectropolarimetric data was done using the dedicated software package ESpRIT
(Donatii et al. 1997). The profiles of 62 lines without emission features for each of the 4
subexposure,, properly weighted, were combined using a Least Square Deconvolution (LSD)
methodd to give a mean intensity line profile. The enhanced Zeeman signature (combination of
thee very small signatures of circular polarization from each line) can then be extracted from
thee set of 4 subexposures and a mean Stokes V profile is obtained.
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Too study linear polarization both Stokes Q and U profiles are needed. A Stokes Q measurementt consists of 4 subexposures with the polarimeter sequentially rotated at different
angles:: one at azimuth 90 degrees, two at 0 degrees and one more at 90 degrees. A Stokes U
measurementt consists of 4 subexposures with the polarimeter rotated at: 22.5 degrees, 67.5
degreess (two subexposures) and again 22.5 degrees. Due to poor weather conditions, these
twoo measurements could not be performed at the same time. Nevertheless we obtained one
Stokess U measurement and two Stokes Q measurements.
Thee Stokes Q and U measurements were reduced with ESpRIT in the same way as the
Stokess V measurements.

4.33

Fundamental parameters of 66 Oph

Thee determination of vsini in Be stars is always a crucial problem due to the distortion of
thee star itself by rapid rotation and influence of NRP. Nevertheless in a rapidly rotating star
thee pulsation velocity field acts as a small perturbation to the dominant rotational velocity
field.field. A previous determination by Slettebak (1982) gave 240 km s _ 1 . Recently Chauville
ett al. (2001) fitted the He I 4471 line profile with non-LTE rotationally broadened model line
profiless (Stoeckley & Mihalas 1973) using high resolution (R ~ 15000) spectra. The averaged
valuee obtained by these authors is vsini = 262 8 km s _ 1 .
Determinationn of vsini using Fourier transform analysis (Gray 1976) was also performed
onn blue and red helium lines of our spectra. It has been applied to the mean spectra of the
observingg runs and to each individual spectrum as well. The first minimum of the Fourier
transformm of the mean spectrum was used to estimate vsini assuming a limb darkening coefficientficient of e = 0.4 (Jankov 1995). In Fig. 4.1 the Fourier frequency was reduced to velocity
unitss so that the first minimum of the Fourier transform of the rotational profile points to the
projectedd rotational+pulsational velocity of the star.
Thiss analysis indicates for the mean TBL 2000 and FEROS 2001 blue He I line profiles:
vsinivsini = 272 km s _ 1 and 292 km s^ 1 respectively (see Table 4.2).
Thee same analysis made for He I 6678 on OHP (1997, 1998) and LNA (2001) spectra
givess lower values vsini = 241, 223 and 250 km s _ 1 , respectively. Note that in 2001 emission
hass completely disappeared from this line as shown in Section 4 (Fig. 4.4). A similar trend
betweenn vsini obtained from blue and red He I lines seems to occur for u Ori (Neiner et al.
2002).. In the following we will adopt the mean value deduced from the analysis of the blue
Hee I lines i.e. vsini = 280 15 kmm s _ 1 .
Tefff and log g were determined with the BCD (Barbier-Chalonge-Divan) method by derivingg the photospheric spectrophotometric (Ai, D*) parameters of the star which are free
fromm circumstellar emission/absorption and interstellar extinction. In this method the MK
spectrall type, the absolute visual magnitude, the absolute bolometric magnitude, the effective
temperaturee and the surface gravity of non-supergiant stars with masses 2 <, M/MQ & 30
weree calibrated as a function of (Ai,D*) (Chalonge & Divan 1973; Divan & Zorec 1982;
Zorecc 1986; Zorec & Briot 1991). A total of 24 spectra taken in 1977-1978 with the Chalongee spectrograph (BCD archive of the Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris) have been used to
determinee the (Ai, £>*) parameters of 66Oph. Assuming that the unvarying components of
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Figuree 4.1: Mean spectrum for the He 14921 line (TBL, 2000) (top) and its Fourier transform (bottom).

thesee parameters are from the stellar photosphere, the resulting fundamental parameters and
theirr uncertainties are given in Table 4.3.
Thesee parameters represent only the average photosphere of the observed hemisphere of
thiss rapidly rotating star. Thus, they do not relate in a simple way either to the actual stellar
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Datee Observatory
1991 1 OHP P
1992 2 OHP P
1996 6 OHP P
1997 7 OHP P
1998 8 OHP P
2000 0 TBL L
2000 0 TBL L
2001 1 LNA A
2001 1 ESO O
2001 1 ESO O
2001 1 ESO O
2001 1 ESO O

Line
4471
4471
4471
6678
6678
4713
4921
6678
4026
4388
4713
4921

vsini (km s 1 )
1
1
1
8
8
3
1
8
6
8
3
1

250
290
262
240
220
268
277
250
296
294
294
286

0
0
2
0
0
8
7
0
6
4
4
6

Tablee 4.2: vsini values obtained for several He I lines. From 1991 to 1996 determinations were done
fittingfitting the line profile with non-LTE rotationally broadened model (Chauville et al. 2001). From 1997 to
20011 the values correspond to thefirstminimum of the Fourier transform of the mean rotational profile
(thiss study). Accuracy for individual measurement is 5 km s _ 1
Aii =3761.4
5A
D*D* = 0.129 0.007 dex
MK(Ai,, £>*) spectral type = B2V
r ef ff = 23850 900 K
logg 5 = 3.95
8 dex
M vv = -2.50 0.25 mag
M b o ll = -5.12
0 mag
Tablee 4.3: BCD and fundamental parameters of 66 Oph obtained from (Ai, D») calibrations. Note that
thesee parameters are averaged over the visible hemisphere.

mass,, or to its radius and evolutionary stage. To derive the equatorial radius and the mass of
666 Oph, we assumed that the observed (Ai, D*) BCD quantities and the corresponding stellar
fundamentall parameters, reliably represent the photospheric radiation field of the observed
stellarr hemisphere. We also assumed that the observed parameters and those of the star at rest
aree related as follows:
L ( A i , D 00 =
Lo{Mo,t)Fh(M0,u>,i,t)
D*D* =
D0{M0,t)FD{MOJuj,i,t)
Aii = A?(M 0 ,£)F Al (M 0 ,u;,z,t)
cc{M{M00,t),t)

(4.1) )

£^'j^u)8m

wheree LQy D0 and A£ are the bolometric luminosity, the Balmer discontinuity and the Ai
parameterr of the star as it would be rotationless, respectively; FL, FO and F\x are functions
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uu = 0.82 0.08
ii = 43° 8
RRee{uj)/R{uj)/RQQ
MO/MQMO/MQ

= 6.3

= 12.0

5
1.0

l o g L o / L 00 = 4 . 0
4
tt = (9.24 0.82) x 107 yr

Tablee 4.4: Stellar parameters of 66 Oph derived by taking its rotation into account its. The error bars
doo not include incertainties of the stellar evolution tracks.
off the stellar rest mass M0, the angular velocity ratio u = Q/ttc (Qc is the critical angular
velocity),, the inclination i of the rotational axis and of the stellar age t, Vc is the critical linear
equatoriall velocity, Rc is the critical equatorial radius and Re the equatorial radius at the
rotationall rate u> (Zorec et al. (2002), see also Section 2 in Floquet et al. (2000)). Relations
(1)) are solved using the evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992) for Z = 0.02. Using vsini
== 280 5 km s - 1 and the data given in Table 4.3, relations (1) produced the results displayed
inn Table 4.4. The adopted v&ini and the obtained stellar radius Re(M0, u) imply a rotational
frequencyy frot = 1.29 0.26 c d _ 1 .
Fromm the visual absolute magnitude My(X1, D*) given in Table 4.3, the apparent visual
magnitudemagnitude Vobs = 4.85, which corresponds both to the lower value observed in 1999 and to
thee epoch around 1955 where the star is in a B phase (see Hubert-Delplace & Hubert 1979),
thee interstellar colour excess E(B-V)
=
, derived from the 2200-ISM absorption
bumpp (Beeckmans & Hubert-Delplace 1980; Zorec & Briot 1985) and using the surrounding
starss of 66 Oph in a circle smaller than 1°, we obtain d(Xi ,£>*) = 224 30 pc. Note that this
distancee agrees fairly well with dmPP = 2071^9 pc obtained from the parallax measured by
thee Hipparcos satellite.

4.44 Long term variability history
666 Oph is a Be star that shows a rather conspicuous variability from UV through IR wavelengths. .
Cousinss (1952) observed irregular brightness variations with amplitudes ^ 0 . 2 mag
whichh are rather typical of Be stars. Page & Page (1970) reported two sudden, strong (1-2
mag)) and very rapid (2-3 mn) "flare-like" optical brightening in 1969 recorded on photographicc plates.
Pavlovskii et al. (1997 and references therein) report variations in the V band up to 0.07
magg without clear periodicity in May-July 1982. Cuypers et al. (1989) detected some flickeringg at 0.01 mag level but did not find short-term light variations. Percy et al. (1997); Percy &
Bakoss (2001) observed an overall slow fading in V and B (~0.10 mag) from 1982 to 1999.
Att the same time, a state of great activity was observed. In particular from 1987 through
19933 exceptional recurrent "outbursts" up to 0.25 mag were seen from ground-based and
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1984 4

42000 0

1994 4

47000 0
hjdd - 2400000.0

2004 4

52000 0

Figuree 4.2: Correlation between the long-term variation of V band magnitude and the Ha intensity.
Upperr panel:filledcircles for Percy et al (2001), open triangles for Hipparcos data and open squares for
Adelmann (1992) data. Lower panel: values of Imax taken from Andrillat & Fehrenbach (1982); Banerjee
ett al. (2000); Buil (2001); Fontaine et al. (1982); Lacy (1977); Hanuschik et al. (1995); Hummel &
Vranckenn (1995); Peters (1987, 1988c,a,b, 1989a,b, 1990, 1991b,c, 1992, 1994); Slettebak & Reynolds
(1978)) and this paper.
Hipparcoss photometry (see Fig. 4.2, upper panel) with a period of about one year between 2
consecutivee outbursts (Percy & Attard 1992; Percy & Bakos 2001; Hubert & Floquet 1998).
Theyy seem to show a rapid rise and a £ 100 day fading time scale (see also Adelman 1992).
Thee outbursts appear to be correlated with the UV wind behaviour (see below).
Thee star has shown large Balmer line emission changes since the early fifties (HubertDelplacee & Hubert 1979). A minimun in Ha emission strength was observed around 1955
followedd by the appearance of weak shell absorption at H7 and R5 in 1959. Ha emission EW
changedd steadily from
23 A in 1975 (Lacy 1977) to ~ - 6 0 A in 1993 (Hanuschik et al.
1995).. Emission level entered then a period of strong variability until 1995 during which its
intensityy oscillated around a high level (I/Ic ~ 9.2) (see Fig. 4.2). Since then it has entered
aa declining phase, EW reaching -40.6, -35.1, -30.6, -24.5 A in 1997, 1998, 2000 and
2001,, respectively (this paper, Table 4.4.1). Ha showed V/R ~ 1 at least from 1976 through
1988.. A sudden onset of V/R variability occurred probably in late 1988 and a variability
cyclee of ~ 5 years was observed from 1989 to 1995 (Hanuschik et al. 1995, and references
therein).. During that period the star showed steeple line profiles in Fe II with inversion of V/R
92 2
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1992 2

47000 0

1994 4

48000 0
49000 0
hjdd - 2400000.0

Figuree 4.3: Correlation between the V band magnitude and the Ha intensity during the period of great
activityy of the star. Symbols and references are the same as in Fig. 4.2.

asymmetryy quite typical of those predicted in the global one-armed disk oscillation model.
Notee that the onset of V/R activity coincides with the epoch of great photometric activity and
off the highest Balmer emission level. Hanuschik et al. (1995) propose that to trigger the disk
oscillationn distortion a high level of emission is apparently required (see their Fig. 13).
IUEE observations obtained between 1982 to 1987 revealed the presence of a recurrent
episodicc mass loss every year (Grady et al. 1987; Peters 1988c, 2000). The wind and Balmeremissionn regions appear to be correlated, as changes in Ha EW lag behind wind activity
byy ~ 2 months (Peters 2000). She then argued that mass loss episodes detected in the UV
inn the 1980s seemed to be a precursor of the establishment of the massive Balmer-emitting
diskk in 1988-91; nevertheless Rivinius et al. (2001) suggested that the relation between UV
windd and star-to-disc mass transfer could be the result of an opacity effect. Moreover it has
too be noted that unlike 7 Cas (see Section 4.1) no correlation seems to exist between the wind
strengthh and the V/R phase in 66 Oph. On the other hand, a striking correlation is found betweenn these mass loss episodes and brightness in 1980-1995: several optical brightenings up
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too AV ~ 0.3 mag were observed by Percy et al. (1997) and with Hipparcos (see Figs. 4.2
andd 4.3 upper panels). These maxima are close to epochs of rapid wind variations. They also
seemm to correspond to a temporary reduction in the intensity of Ha which afterwards recovers
andd surpasses its preceding level (see Fig. 4.3). A similar correlation is found in HD 58050
(Hubert-Delplacee et al. 1982), /uCen (Rivinius et al. 1998), 28Cyg (Tubbesing et al. 2000)
andd HD 76534 (Oudmaijer & Drew 1997). Thus, whatever physical mechanism causes the
onsett of mass loss and the filling up of the equatorial disk in 66 Oph, it seems to produce
beforehandbeforehand an optical brightening. In this context, it is important to mention the observatio
off two mass loss episodes of the Be star to Ori by Hayes & Guinan (1984) and Guinan &
Hayess (1984). Simultaneous optical photometry (Ha line and the near continuum) and linear
polarimetryy (B-band) showed in both cases the existence of a defined sequence of events:
aa brightening/fading of the star is followed by an increasing/decreasing of the polarization
levell then followed by an increasing/decreasing of the Ha emission. They propose that the
morphologyy and time lags of light level, polarization and Ha line emission arise from acceleration/decelerationn of the ejected matter in its crossing through the circumstellar envelope.
Puttingg together all the above information it seems quite tempting to suggest that the instabilitiess leading to mass loss in 66 Oph produce typically an optical brightening followed by a
windd activation and polarimetric level increase and finally an emission line strengthening.

4.4.11 Long-term variation of Ha and He I 6678 lines
Thee Ha (1997, 1998, 2000 and 2001) and He I 6678 mean profiles (1997, 1998 and 2001) are
shownn in Fig. 4.4 in upper and lower panel, respectively.
Haa is seen in strong emission with two well separated peaks. Emission intensity decreasedd from 1997 to 2001 following the waning tendency observed since 1995 (Fig. 4.2
lowerr panel). Average Ha EW, I(V), I(R) and V/R values are presented in Table 4.4.1. In
2000,, the number of Ha profiles is large enough to notice a regular fading of the V/R ratio
off Ha from 1 to 0.956 over the run. This fading is due to a decrease in the V intensity, the
RR component being stable at that time. No large-scale V/R variation has been detected from
19977 to 2001 while the Ha emission is going to a minimum of intensity (see Fig. 4.2 lower
panel). .
Inn 1997 and 1998 the He I 6678 line presents a quite variable profile, especially in its V
andd R emission components. As for Ha, the emission intensity decreases from 1997 to 1998
(seee Fig. 4.4 lower panel) especially the V component. V/R values are globally fainter in 1998

date e
EW(A) )
Junee 1997 -40.6 6
Junee 1998 -35.1 1
Junee 2000 -30.6 6
Aprill 2001 -24.3 3
Junee 2001 -22.4 4

KV) ) KR) )
6.66 6 6.54 4
5.94 4 6.09 9
5.25 5 5.34 4
4.36 6 4.39 9
4.35 5 4.33 3

V/R R
1.018 8
0.975 5
0.983 3
0.991 1
1.005 5

Tablee 4.5: Spectral parameters of the Ha line in 66 Oph
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Figuree 4.4: Upper panel: Mean Ha line profile. Lower panel: Mean He I 6678 line profile. Solid line
forr 1997, long dashed line for 1998, dot-dashed line for 2000 and dotted line for 2001.

thann in 1997 by 0.0046.
Inn 2001 emissions seem absent from the He I line and the mean profile seems to be redshiftedd (Fig. 4.4 lower panel). In fact this is due to a strong asymmetry of the individual
profiless which showed the same distortion at LNA and TBL; we will see in Section 4.5 that
theirr time distribution covers less than half a period corresponding to the main frequency
detectedd in line profile and spectral parameters variation: f =2.22 c d - 1 .

4.4.22

Circumstellar lines

Nearr the maximum of Ha emission (see Fig. 4.2 lower panel) Hanuschik et al. (1995) observedd Fe II lines in emission showing strong profile variations, essentially with a sharp movingg emission peak superimposed on the broad emission profile. In 2000 and 2001 Fe n lines
aree absent from our echelle spectra taken near a minimum of emission. Differently, the Si n
63477 and 6371 lines, which are good indicators of stellar activity, are seen as faint, weakly
variablee emissions (I/Ic ~ 1.015 in Si n 6347 A).
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4.55

Time series analysis of He I lines

Frequencyy analysis of line profile variations (LPV) of He I lines present in the three principal
dataa sets (OHP 1998, TBL 2000 and LNA 2001) was performed on each resolution bin of line
profilee time series. In 1997 the number of spectra (14 spectra over 7 nights) was too scarce to
allowallow frequencies analysis.
Periodicitiess were also searched in the line parameters EW, V, R and V/R time series for
bothh 1997 and 1998 data, and RV for all 1997, 1998, 2000 and 2001 data.
Fourierr analysis + CLEAN algorithm (as in Gies & Kullavanijaya 1988) and LeastSquaress sinusoidal fitting with the AIC criterion (Kambe et al. 1993) were used in the time
seriess analysis. In both methods, weighting by the signal to noise ratio was introduced in the
calculationn of averaged data.
Thee Fourier Doppler Imaging (hereafter FDI) method developed by Kennelly et al. (1992)
wass also applied to the time series obtained in 1998 and 2000 in the same way as in JanotPachecoo et al. (1999). The method works in the general case, when sectoral and/or tesseral
modess are present, and the obtained normalized wavelength frequency more closely representss the nonradial degree I rather than the azimuthal order m (Kennelly et al. 1996). The
applicationn of this technique to the 1998 and 2000 data gives similar results as the two first
methods. .
Thee frequency resolution was ~ 0.14 c d" 1 for the OHP 1997 and 1998 data, ~ 0.17
cc d - 1 for the TBL 2000 data and ~ 0.34 c d" 1 for the LNA 2001 data.

4.5.11 Line profile variations
4.5.1.11

He I 6678 line

Firstly,, we analyzed 32 spectra taken in 1998 at OHP over 7 nights. Two main frequencies
aree detected (by order of decreasing power): 4.05 and 2.22 c d _ 1 . Results are given in Table
4.66 and the summed power across this line profile is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Thee power and phase distribution (A<£> being the slope of the phase diagram over the
wholee profile) of both frequencies across the line profiles are displayed in Figs. 4.6 (upper
figure:figure: f = 2.22 c d _ 1 , A $ ~ 2.5TT and lower figure: f= 4.05 c d" 1 , A $ ~ 3.57r). Note that
thee power is higher in the extreme blue and red sides of the He I 6678 line which shows V
andd R emission components in 1998. Time evolution of residuals folded modulo f=4.05 and
2.222 c d _ 1 is displayed in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 upper panel, respectively.

profiless
4.055
2.222
0.89 9

EW RV I(V) I(R) V/R
4.45 2.21 2.17 2.21 2.19
4.10
4.36 4.36

Tablee 4.6: Short-term variability in the He 16678 line of 66 Oph. Main frequencies (in c d _1 ) obtained
byy the Least Squares method are listed by order of decreasing power. Only line profiles obtained in
19988 have been considered but other quantities include 1997 and 1998 data.
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Figuree 4.5: Power summed across the line profile obtained with the Least Squares method for He I
66788 in 1998.
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Figuree 4.6: Line profile variations of He I 6678 in 1998 corresponding to the two detected frequencies
2.222 c d _ 1 (left figure) and 4.05 c d _ 1 (right figure). In each figure power distribution is shown in the
upperr panel, phase distribution in the middle panel and mean line profile in the lower panel. The vertical
liness symbols are: dotted-dashed line for the stellar radial velocity, solid line for the
i extension
andd dashed lines for the extreme limits of power extension of the two frequencies.
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Figuree 4.7: FDI applied to He I 6678 line. Top: Time evolution of residuals in 1998 folded modulo
f=4.055 c d - 1 , after pre-whitening the frequency 2.25 c d _ 1 . Bottom: Corresponding two dimensional
Fourierr spectrum of the variations.

Thee 0.89 c d frequency seen on the summed power (Fig. 4.5) do not present any coherentt phase variation. Moreover, it can be due to a combination of the two main frequencies
2.222 and 4.05 c d 1 . It is not detected with the FDI method, so we do not retain this frequency.. The two fainter frequencies present in Fig. 4.5 can also be combinations of the two
mainn frequencies.
Secondly,, we analyzed 28 spectra of the He I 6678 A region obtained in 2001 at LNA over
33 nights. Note that emission has then disappeared from this line (see Fig. 4.4 lower panel).
Thee 2.22 c d _ 1 frequency is clearly present and 4.05 c d _ 1 is also detected but with a very
loww power.
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Figuree 4.8: FDI applied to Hei 6678 line. Top: Time evolution of residuals in 1998 folded modulo
f=2.22 c d " 1 , after pre-whitening the frequency 4.05 c d _ 1 . Bottom: Corresponding two dimensional
Fourierr spectrum of the variations.

4.5.1.22

He I 4713,4921 and 5876 lines

Thirty-fivee spectra obtained at TBL in 2000 over 6 nights were used for these 3 lines. Profiles
seemm to be essentially photospheric. The results are the same as for He I 6678 in 2001. We
detectt a main frequency 2.22 c d" 1 for the He I 4713, 4921 and 5876 lines and also a faint
secondaryy frequency 4.05 c d " 1 . For these three lines the power distribution is significant at
aboutt
.
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Figuree 4.9: V/R variation for the He I 6678 line in 1997 and 1998 folded modulo £=2.2 c d~' and with
To=2450624.0.. Symbols are: open circles for 1997 data andfilledcircles for 1998 data. 1997 data have
beenn shifted by -0.0046 (see text).

4.5.22

Line parameter variations

4.5.2.11

Stellar RV and V and R emission components

Inn 1997 and 1998 the frequency 2.22 c d _ 1 is dominant in RV, V, R and V/R data of the He I
66788 line. Its first harmonic appears in EW, R and V/R data.
Ass it is mentioned in Section 4.4.1, the mean V/R ratio differs in 1997 and 1998 by
0.0046.. This decrease could be related to the slow V/R cycle of about 5 years discovered
byy Hanuschik et al. (1995) in this star and still present at the end of the nineties but strongly
damped.. A correction taking into account this difference was applied to individual V/R valuess deduced from spectra taken in 1997. Then a very good agreement is found in the V/R
variationn for both epochs 1997 and 1998 for the 2.19 c d ' 1 frequency (see Fig. 4.9).
Inn 2000 and 2001 the same frequency is detected in RV for the observed helium lines.
Thee frequency 2.22 c d _ 1 appears stable over a 5 year duration; note the good agreement in
thee variation of RV folded modulo f = 2.218 c d^ 1 for He I 6678 over the OHP 1997, OHP
19988 and LNA 2001 runs (see Fig. 4.10).
Notee also the same tendency for He I 4921 during the TBL 2000 and FEROS 2001 runs
forr 2.209 c d" 1 (see Fig. 4.11).
4.5.2.22

Apparent variations of line width

Thee first minimum of the Fourier transform of each He I 6678 profile was used to estimate
apparentt variations of the projected equatorial rotational velocity vsini. Fig. 4.12 shows the
correspondingg variations of minima positions for the individual spectra obtained in 1998. In
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Figuree 4.11: RV variation of the centroid of the He I 4921 line folded modulo f=2.2 c d _1 and with
To=2451715.00 over 2000 and 2001. Symbols are: filled circles for TBL 2000 and open squares for
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thiss figure the frequency 4.05 c/d has been filtered out. This has been done by subtracting the
correspondingg sine fit from the original time series: minima positions (parameter representing
VV sin i) versus time. Further, the filtered minima positions were folded modulo the frequency
2.255 c/d.
Fig.. 4.13 shows similar variations of minima positions but the frequency 2.25 c d^ 1 has
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Figuree 4.12: First minima of the Fourier transform of each He I 6678 line profiles in 1998 folded
moduloo f = 2.25 c d _ 1 and with T0=2450969.0. The frequency f = 4.05 c d _ 1 has been filtered out.

Phasee (freq =
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Figuree 4.13: First minima of the Fourier transform of each He I 6678 line profiles in 1998 folded
moduloo f = 4.05 c d - 1 and with T(,=2450969.0. The frequency f = 2.22 c d _ 1 has been filtered out.

beenn filtered out and the minima positions were folded modulo the frequency 4.05 c d " 1 .
Thesee apparent variations can result from an horizontal velocity field and/or temperature
oscillations. .
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4.66

Polarimetry

4.6.11

Circular polarization

Thee profiles of 62 relatively faint and purely photospheric lines selected with a table appropriatedd for a B2 star were combined by means of a least square deconvolution (LSD) method
(Donatii et al. 1997). The quarter-wave plate introduces fringes in the Stokes V profiles, which
couldd not be removed. Moreover, the quality of the data is very poor and only 4 measurements
weree obtained. Therefore, the longitudinal magnetic field of 66 Oph could not be determined.
However,, looking at the Stokes V profiles (Fig. 4.14), one cannot exclude the presence of a
weakk Zeeman signature. Measurements of better quality are needed to clearly establish the
presencee (or absence) of a magnetic field in this star.

0.0005 5

-6000

-400

-200

0
Velocityy (km/s)

200

400 0

600 0

Figuree 4.14: Example of circularly polarized (Stokes V, upper panel) and unpolarized (lower panel)
meann stellar profile of 66 Oph. The null profile is shown in the middle panel.
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4.6.22

Linear polarization

Twoo Stokes Q and U measurements obtained at the same rotational phase were used to study
thee stellar linear polarization. Because the instrumental accuracy in continuum polarization
iss about 1 % and the expected stellar continuum polarization is of the same order, the results
obtainedd in the continuum cannot be trusted (see Donati et al. 1999). However, polarization
acrosss emission lines can be studied with respect to the surrounding continuum. On the other
hand,, the instrumental cross-talk between Stokes Q and U can be up to 7 %, leading to a
wrongg determination of the position angle (see Wade et al. 2000). Therefore only the relative
changess in angle should be considered. Although the absolute polarization level and angle
cannott be established, depolarization across Ha line profile is similar to that measured in
666 Oph by Poeckert (1975). The decrease in polarization in the emission line can be explained
byy electron scattering of radiation which is higher for the stellar continuum than for photons
emittedd by the envelope.
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Center r

Continuumm points

0.001 1

_*: :
_o o
CO O
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Limitss of Halpha
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0.0025
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Stokess Q

0.0075 5

0.01 1

Figuree 4.15: Polarization across the H« line of 66 Oph in the Q-U plane. Q and U are given in percent.
Thee arrows indicate the increasing wavelength across the line profile. Center, V and R emission peaks
aree indicated as well as continuum points. The apparent duplicity of the red peak is due to a telluric
absorptionn line.
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Changess in the QU plane (Fig. 4.15) deviate from a straight line. This had already been
observedd in 66 Oph (e.g. Hayes 1983) and in other Be stars (e.g. 7 Cas, Poeckert & Marlboroughh 1977). The sense of the loop formed by the variation of U and Q across the emission line
profilee can be related with the sense of envelope rotation (Poeckert & Marlborough 1978b;
McLeann 1979). It is to be noted that for 66 Oph the shape of the loop in the QU plane is
inn good agreement with the modelled shape corresponding to i = 45° in fig. 5 of Poeckert
&& Marlborough (1978a), this i value being close to the one determined above (see Section
4.3).. Linear polarization effects have usually been attributed to a non-spherical envelope of
Bee stars (Capps et al. 1973) but could also be partly due to the presence of a magnetic field.

4.77

Discussion

Inn spite of the scarce data for each observing run (1997, 1998, 2000 and 2001) we have been
ablee to detect two frequencies from LPV and spectral parameters analysis of several blue and
redd helium lines. Frequency 2.22 c d _ 1 is detected in all runs with roughly constant power.
Frequencyy 4.05 c d " 1 is strong in 1998 data (see Fig. 4.6, lower figure); in 2000 and 2001
itt is only detected on helium lines having the higher S/N ratio, and its power summed over
thee line profile is of the same order as in 1998 (~ 7.10 -6 ). This restricted detection results
probablyy from a lower S/N ratio (~ 250), comparatively to 500-600 in 1998. This can also be
duee in part to the fact that this frequency is probably associated with a NRP mode of higher
degreee than the 2.22 c d - 1 frequency (see below), the amplitude of the resulting deformations
acrosss the line profile being smaller and therefore more difficult to detect.
Thee presence of a multiperiodicity in 66 Oph is a strong argument in favour of NRP.
Furthermoree these two independent frequencies are clearly distinct from the stellar rotational
frequencyy determined in the present study. In terms of NRP and following Telting & Schrijverss (1997, eq. 9), the phase variations indicate I —
and / = 3 1 for 2.22 c d - 1 and
-1
4.055 c d , respectively. Similar I values are obtained in 2000 from LPV of the He 14921 line
andd from the FDI method applied to the Hel 6678, 4713 and 4921 lines (see e.g. Fig. 4.7,
lowerr panel).
Thee power distribution across the He 16678 line profile shows a similar behaviour for both
2.222 c d _ 1 and 4.05 c d _ 1 frequencies (see Fig. 4.6): maximum power occurs at the extreme
linee wings which are disturbed by V and R variations. Nevertheless, the signal power peaks
att about i l . l u s i m for 2.22 c d _ 1 , and at
8 and 1.05vsim for 4.05 c d _ 1 . The presence of
LPVV variability outside the dbvsini range is observed in red He 1 lines contaminated by V and
RR emission in other Be stars seen under a moderate inclination angle (fi Cen, Rivinius et al.
(2001);; to Ori, Neiner et al. (2002)). In the case of fi Cen, note that a quadruple peak structure
inn the power signal corresponding to period PI can be seen in both He 1 5876 and 6678 lines
(Riviniuss et al. 2001, their Fig. 3): the signal power peaks at
i as in blue He I lines
andd also at i l . l u s i m . The origin of LPV variability outside the
i range gives rise to
distinctt interpretations, e.g. a rotationally accelerated region occuring at the photospheric
levell during the emission phase as in A Eri (Kambe et al. 1993), or a geometrical effect of the
^-componentt of the NRP velocity in the case of low inclination stars such as \i Cen (Rivinius
etal.. 2001).
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Itt has to be stressed that present spectroscopic observations are too scarce to allow any
correlationn analysis between oscillation state and activity.

4.88

Conclusion

666 Oph is a Be star which shows a high degree of variability in light and in Ha emission
intensity.. The present study confirms the long-term slow weakening of circumstellar emission
whichh started around 1990. From 1997 to 2001 we observed a strong decrease in Ha emission
ass well as in V and R emission components of He I 6678 line which were present in 1997 and
19988 and absent in 2001. So a minimum level of emission is expected in the near future.
Fundamentall parameters of the star derived from BCD calibrations have been reinvestigatedd and a rotational frequency was estimated (frot = 1.29
6 c d _ 1 ). vsini derived
fromm red helium lines seems to be lower than that derived from blue ones but this result needs
too be confirmed by high S/N ratio echelle spectra observations.
AA concise review of the variability of 66 Oph is presented. Nicely complementary groundbasedd and Hipparcos photometric observations allow to confirm a one-year recurrent light
outburstss between 1985 and 1995 similar to the time-scale in the wind variation between
19800 and 1987 reported by Peters (2000). Maxima of light outbursts are found to be anticorrelatedd with Ha emission as reported in other Be stars. The summary of informations
gatheredd in previous studies seems to suggest the following sequence: optical brightening
occurs,, UV wind activates, polarimetric level increases and optical line emission strengthens.
Timee series analysis of He I line data leads for the first time to the detection of multifrequenciess in 66 Oph. The main frequencies present are: f = 2.22 c d _ 1 and f = 4.05 c d - 1 .
Theyy are attributed to non-radial pulsation modes and their phase distribution over the line
profilee indicate / = 2 1 and I — 3 1, respectively. More observations are needed to model
thee LPV and to determine the nature and the characteristics of NRP modes involved.
Searchh for stellar magnetic field through the analysis of circularly polarized light has been
attemptedd for the first time in 66 Oph. In spite of the poor quality of our spectropolarimetric
data,, we cannot exclude the presence of a weak Zeeman signature.
Ourr observational material is inappropriate to investigate discrete and recurrent emission
linee outbursts thought to be associated with beating of NRP modes as in fi Cen (Rivinius
ett al. 1998). Nevertheless, taking into account the high degree of variability of 66 Oph, it can
bee considered as a very good target to search for a correlation between oscillating state and
episodicc mass loss events. Futhermore, more accurate determination of Zeeman signatures
allowingg the detection of magnetic fields in the star would be available with the future experimentt such as the Echelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT
(ESPaDOnS). .
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SINGLEDD OUT AS PECULIAR, MUST DEPEND ON THE
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Rotation,, pulsations and magnetic field in
VV 2052 Ophiuchi: a new He-strong star
AstronomyAstronomy & Astrophysics, submitted
C.. Neiner, H.F. Henrichs, M. Floquet, Y. Frémat, O. Preuss, A.-M. Hubert,
V.C.. Geers, A.H. Tijani, J.S. Nichols, S. Jankov
Abstract t
V2052Ophh is a /3Cep star with vsini ~ 60 km s - 1 . The behavior of its stellar wind was
studiedd in the ultraviolet wavelength region with the IUE satellite which revealed periodic
variationss in the equivalent widths (EW) of the resonance lines of wind sensitive ions with a
periodd of 3.638833 d, which is identified as the rotational period. These variations are typical
forr magnetic stars. Therefore time-resolved circular spectropolarimetric observations were
obtainedd with the MuSiCoS échelle spectropolarimeter at the 2m Telescope Bernard Lyot
(TBL)) to search for a magnetic field in the star. Stokes V patterns were observed, the inclinationn and magnetic angles were derived and a value was determined for the polar magnetic
fieldfield (250 G) using an oblique rotator dipole model. The spectroscopic information was used
too search for periodicity in line-profile variations (lpv), radial velocity and minimum intensity
curves.. Multiperiodicity was found, corresponding to radial (/i = 7.15 c d" 1 ) and non-radial
(ƒ22 = 6.82 c d _ 1 ,1 = 3 or 4) pulsations modes. The rotation period is also detected in rotationallyy modulated observables because of the magnetic poles passing through the observer's line
off sight. We determined the stellar parameters of the star, which was found to be chemically
peculiar,, in particular He enriched. This makes V 2052 Oph the first magnetic He-strong star
forr which the pulsational properties are known.

5.11

Introduction

Thee B2IV-V star V 2052 Oph (HD 163472, HR6684, V=5.85) is classified as a /?Cep variable.. It has one of the shortest periods and lowest luminosity of its type. The period of 3 h 21 m
inn its light variability discovered by Jerzykiewicz (1972) has also been detected in radial velocityy variations (Pike 1974). The periodic variability in the light curve is also reported with
highh accuracy in the Hipparcos catalogue Perryman et al. (1997). Morton & Hansen (1974)
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deducedd temperature variations up to 900 K from near-UV light variations. Since then, the
pulsationn period of V 2052 Oph has been well studied. Cugier et al. (1994) and Heynderickx
ett al. (1994) found that it corresponds to a / = 0 single radial mode.
Rountreee & Sonneborn (1991) classified the star from the photospheric lines in the UV
spectrumm as B2 IVw, where the w-designation signifies anomalous wind lines, and noted that
thee single spectrum they considered looked very similar to that of C Cas, a star being known
forr its variable C iv wind lines Sonneborn et al. (1987), and which was recently found to be
magneticc (Neiner et al. 2002a).
Inspectionn of the three available spectra in the microfiche atlas of all high-resolution spectraa of OB stars taken during the first 10 years of IUE (Bohlin et al. 1994) showed clearly variablee wind lines, similar to what is observed in known magnetic B stars, i.e. showing periodic
absorptionn modulations, but very much unlike the variability found in O stars, i.e. discrete
absorptionn components (DACs). This specific type of wind variations appeared a reliable signaturee of the presence of a weak stellar magnetic field, such as in the case of (3 Cep (Henrichs
ett al. 2002), and enables an accurate determination of the rotational period. Henrichs et al.
(1998)) estimated a 3.75 day period and predicted a minimum field of a few hundred Gauss.
Inn addition, studying the pulsation properties of a rotating magnetic star gives strong
constraintss on its stellar parameters and its evolutionary stage, which is of high asteroseismologicall importance.
Thesee considerations motivated us to undertake a detailed time-resolved UV study of
VV 2052 Oph which was intensively monitored with the IUE satellite (March 1994 - August
1995),, to attempt to measure the expected magnetic field (June 2000 and 2001) with the
MUSICOSS spectropolarimeter at TBL (Pic du Midi, France), and to analyze the pulsational
propertiess of the star.
Inn Sect. 2 we present the UV and spectropolarimetric observations. We determine an improvedd value for the vsini of V 2052 Oph, review its stellar parameters and determine its
chemicall composition in Sect.3. We analyze the UV stellar wind changes and extract the
rotationall period in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we study the pulsations in the line profiles and radiall velocities. In Sect. 6 we report on the measurements of the longitudinal component of
thee magnetic field, in the context of an oblique magnetic dipole. We discuss the results and
presentt conclusions in Sect. 7.

5.22

Observations

5.2.11 Ultraviolet spectroscopy
High-dispersionn ultraviolet spectra (R~ 18000) were obtained with the Short Wavelength
Primee (SWP) camera onboard the IUE satellite. Table 5.1 presents the journal of the 41 obtainedd spectra of V 2052 Oph. 3 spectra taken during 1981 and 1982 were extracted from the
IUEE archive, whereas 38 spectra were taken in 1994 and during 1 1 - 3 1 August 1995 by one
off us (JN). All reduced data were retrieved from the INES database for homogeneity. The
spectraa were mapped on a uniform wavelength grid of 0.1 A. The signal-to-noise ratio of the
spectraa is about 25 (see Henrichs et al. 1994).
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Exp Mid d ## Image Datee Start
Startt
Exp Mid
h:m:ss
s HJD D
SWP P
SWP P
s HJD
h:m:ss
11 14514 1981 Jul 188 21:58:11 1200 4804.43 222 55601
188 16:20:25 660 9948.19
22 14515
188 22:59:19 720 4804.47 7233 55610 200 14:44:47 660 9950.12
33 18313 1982 Oct177 20:35:58 660 5260.36 6244 55633 211 16:31:47 660 9951.19
44 50411 1994 Mar 28 23:18:57 6009440.48 8255 55648 222 08:18:18 660 9951.85
55 50431
3100:49:577 600 9442.54 4266 55654 222 14:22:09 660 9952.10
66 50636 1994 Apr 27 21:32:20 630 9470.40 0277 55668 233 12:37:28 660 9953.03
77 50639
288 00:35:35 630 9470.53 3288 55672 233 16:22:30 660 9953.19
88 50642
288 08:36:40 660 9470.86 6299 55683 244 12:53:21 660 9954.04
99 50644
288 18:21:57 630 9471.27 7300 55688 244 16:43:30 480 9954.20
100 50651
299 08:31:27 660 9471.86 6311 55698 255 13:24:26 660 9955.06
1150658 8
300 08:04:21 6909472.84 4322 55702 255 16:34:28 660 9955.19
122 50659
300 17:07:45 630 9473.22 2333 55711 266 12:41:47 660 9956.03
133 52122 1994 Sep 155 11:53:20 660 9611.00 0344 55714 266 15:43:35 660 9956.16
144 55480 1995 Aug 11 13:24:51 6009941.06 6355 55732 277 09:33:48 660 9956.90
155 55488
122 15:45:23 660 9942.16 6366 55737 277 14:29:23 660 9957.11
166 55506
133 14:27:56 660 9943.11 1377 55746 288 15:36:17 660 9958.15
177 55526
144 13:34:27 660 9944.07 7388 55753 299 11:39:09 660 9958.99
188 55531
144 16:35:26 660 9944.20 0399 55757 299 14:39:42 660 9959.12
199 55535
155 09:54:23 660 9944.92 2400 55782 311 13:30:29 660 9961.07
200 55540
155 15:19:32 660 9945.14 4411 55783 311 14:12:49 660 9961.10
211 55571
177 10:06:14 660 9946.93 3
## Image Date

Tablee 5.1: Journal of IUE observations of V 2052 Oph (programs PHCAL and BEPJN). Column 1
indicatess the number of the spectrum and Col. 2 its number in the IUE archives. Columns 3 and 4 show
thee date and UT time of the beginning of the observations, whereas Col. 5 gives the exposure time. The
Heliocentricc Julian Date (HJD) at mid-exposure - 2440000 is given in the last column.

5.2.22 Spectropolarimetry
Thee MUSICOS échelle spectropolarimeter (i?~35000) is mounted at the Cassegrain focus of
thee 2m Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) at Pic du Midi in France. Stellar light is collected in a
2"" entrance aperture in the spectral range 4500 - 6600 A. Linear/circular sheet polarisers can
bee inserted in the beam. One half-wave and one quarter-wave retarder can also be inserted
andd rotated to achieve a linear or circular analysis of the stellar light.
Too detect stellar magnetic fields, one analyses the circular polarisation of the light. The
observingg strategy is to set the quarter-wave plate and take 4 subexposures: one at azimuth
—45°,, two at azimuth 45°, and one more at azimuth -45°. This gives a complete Stokes V
measurement. .
255 Stokes V measurements were obtained in June-July 2000 (observers CN, HH, AT)
andd 88 Stokes V measurements in June-July 2001 (observers CN, HH, VG), i.e. 113 measurementss in total (see Table 5.2.2). The individual subexposures can also be used as normal
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Startt UT
h:min n
20000 Jun 29 20:39 9
11
29 9 23:49 9
22
30 0 21:20 0
20000 Jul 4 20:59 9
3-7 7
5 5 20:54 4
8-13 3
9 9 20:31 1
14-16 6
9 9 23:13 3
12 2 21:54 4
12 2 22:46 6
17-20 0
16 6 20:32 2
21 1
16 6 21:40 0
16 6 21:58 8
22-25 5
26-31 1 20011 Jun 14 22:12 2
14 4 25:47 7
15 5 24:07 7
32-33 32-33
17 7 25:54 4
34-36 6
18 8 21:43 3
19 9 21:03 3
19 9 23:06 6
37-41 1
20 0 21:41 1
20 0 22:08 8
42-48 8
21 1 21:53 3
49-54 4
22 2 20:44 4
55-59 9
22 2 23:25 5
22 2 23:47 7
60-61 1
23 3 20:30 0
62-64 4
23 3 22:06 6
23 3 22:42 2
65-68 8
24 4 20:56 6
69-74 4
25 5 20:48 8
75-81 1
28 8 20:33 3
82-88 8
29 9 20:22 2
89-95 5
30 0 20:29 9
96-101 1
102-108 8 20011 Jul 1 20:29 9
2 2 21:43 3
109-113 3
##

Date e

Sets/ /
Individual l
11 set
11 set
11 ind
55 sets
66 sets
33 sets
55 ind
33 ind
44 sets
11 set
11 ind
44 sets
66 sets
11 ind
22 sets
33 sets
366 ind
99 ind
55 sets
33 ind
77 sets
66 sets
55 sets
33 ind
22 sets
33 sets
22 ind
44 sets
66 sets
77 sets
77 sets
77 sets
66 sets
77 sets
55 sets

Indd exp
ss
2400 0
2100 0
1500 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
720 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0
420 0

Tablee 5.2: Journal of TBL observations of V20520ph obtained in 2000 and 2001. Column 1 indicates
thee number of the polarimetric sets. Cols. 2 and 3 show the date and time of the beginning of observations.. Column 4 indicates the number of polarimetric sets or individual subexposures obtained. Col. 5
givess the exposure time of each individual subexposure.
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spectroscopicc data, including subexposures which do not form a complete set for a magneticc measurement. Therefore we have 518 individual spectra available for pulsation analysis.
Theirr average S/N is about 120.
AA dedicated software package, ESpRIT (see Donati et al. 1997), is available at TBL to
reducee and analyze the data. We implemented an improved version of ESpRIT, using two
seriess of flat-fields taken in the two positions of the quarter-wave plate, which optimizes the
extractionn of the échelle orders. Fringes were present in the spectra taken in 2001. They were
removedd using a fringe template extracted from the Stokes V spectrum of a non-magnetic
starr (COph) taken and reduced in the same way as V 2052 Oph. Fringes are probably also
presentt in the data taken in 2000, but due to the lower quality of these data they could not be
identified.. Tests on the 2001 data showed, however, that when the S/N ratio is low, application
off the fringe correction makes no difference in the value derived for the magnetic field.
Afterr applying the Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD), a cross-correlation technique developedd by Donati et al. (1997), one can detect a stellar magnetic field through the Zeeman
signaturess generated in the shape and polarization state of spectral line profiles. The LSD
methodd combines the very small circularly polarized signatures, properly weighted, of all
availablee line profiles in the spectrum to increase the signal to noise ratio. For V 2052 Oph, a
linee template of 159 spectral lines was created and used to provide a mean Stokes V profile.
Whenn a magnetic field is present, the Stokes V profile indicates a Zeeman signature.

5.2.33 VLT/UVES spectrum
Onee single VLT/UVES spectrum was obtained on September 25th 2001 (courtesy by L.
Kaperr and his colleagues). The resolution is about i?~ 100000 with a signal to noise ratio
off S/N~850. The spectrum covers three wavelength domains: [3250-4500],[4580-5555] and
[5600-6580]] A. The reduction was not performed with the dedicated UVES pipeline in MIDAS1,, as this pipeline is optimized for spectra with S/N < 100. The usual bias and flat-field
correction,, order extraction and wavelength calibration was done with the IRAF2 software
package. .

5.33 UV stellar wind variations
Fig.. 5.3 shows a mean spectrum of 40 (out of 41) available high-resolution IUE spectra (top
panels),, along with the ratio of the measured and expected variability (lower panels). A ratio
higherr than unity signals statistically significant variability. Image SWP 14514 was omitted
inn the average spectrum due to overexposure especially at longer wavelengths. The expected
variabilityy was obtained using a noise model for such IUE spectra as derived by Henrichs et al.
(1994)) with parameters A = 26 and B - 1.33 10" 10 . The wind-sensitive doublet resonance
lineslines of C iv 1550, Si iv 1400, N v 1240 and Al III 1860 are strongly variable and are analysed
11

MIDAS is distributed by the European Southern Observatory
IRAFF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the Association
off Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation n
2
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Figuree 5.1: Mean spectrum of 40 IUE spectra (top panels), together with the detected variability
(lowerr panels). The repetitive pattern in the variability signature is due to imperfect correction of the
echelle-orderr overlap regions.

forr periodicity below. The highly instrumentally contaminated Si ill 1206 line and probably
thee C III complex at 1175 A are also variable, but are not considered further.
Thee top panels of Fig. 5.2 show an overplot of the IUE CIV, Si IV, N v and Al III profiles,, respectively, along with their variability signatures in the bottom panels. The variability
occurss mainly in the strength of the line over a given range in velocity space, extending from
- 3 0 00 to +300 km s _ 1 for each of the lines. Note that the Civ doublet is in emission as
observedd in other similar stars.
Wee searched for periodicity in the equivalent widths of the UV data of the CIV, Si IV and
NN v lines in intervals with variability signature exceeding unity. The final result is obtained
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Figuree 5.2: Variations of the line profiles in the UV data of the C IV, Si IV, N V and Al III lines. Fluxes
aree normalized to the average profile.
withh a least-square method which uses weights equal to the error bars assigned to each datapoint.. With user-supplied initial starting values for the free parameters a steepest descent
techniquee then searched for the lowest mimimum of the \2. The variance matrix provides the
formall errors in the parameters. A single sinusoid would not fit the data. Therefore we used
thee following function:
ƒ(*)) = a + 6 s i n ( 2 ^ ( | + fa)) +

csm

( 2 ^ ( - ^ + 02)).

(5.1)

Thee results of the best solution for the C iv doublet, with a reduced \2 = 0.45, are: a = 1.09
4, b = 1.64 7, fa = 0.54 3, c = 0.81 7, and fa = 0.38 5 and a period P = 3.638833
0.000003 d. The very high precision in the period is due to the three early observations
obtainedd in 1981-82, which extended the coverage over more than 1400 cycles, and which
allowedd us to select the best out of two periods with nearly equal \2 by considering the phase
dependencee of the individual profiles. All four doublet profiles of C iv, Si IV, N V and Al m
aree modulated with this same period, which is identified with the rotation period of the star.
Withh this analytic description the epoch at minimum in EW could be derived mathematically,
whichh we define as the zero phase of the rotation. We find HJD(EW min ) = 2447383.89
0.07. .
Thee equivalent width measurements of the C iv, Si IV, N v and Al III lines folded in phase
withh the rotational period are shown in Fig. 5.3. Like in /3Cep, the EW of the these lines
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VV 2052 Oph B2 IV

PP = 3.638833(3) d, Tmin = 2447383.89(7)

ï.jJKM»•••¥•**»** ft***** ******

Figuree 5.3: Variations of the equivalent width from the UV data of the Si IV, Civ, Nv and Aim
lines,, folded in phase with the rotational period. The EW were measured in the following intervals:
A" 1 ,, Si IV in [-400, 2200] km s _ 1 at 10"
CIVV in [-450, 750] km s" 1 at 10"M ergcnT
2 _ 11
1
1
ergcrrT s
A" , N v in [-250, 200] kms" at 1.3 1 0 - 9 ergcm" 2 s _ 1 A " 1 and [750, 1200] km s 1
9
att 1.5 1 0 * e r g c m - 2 s ~ 1 A^ 1 , Al in in [-200, 200] km s" 1 at 9 10" 10 erg c m - 2 s _ 1 A " 1 and [1150,
11
10
2 _1
1550]] km s at 8.5 1 0 " e r g c m ^ s

foldedd in phase shows two unequal minima, the deeper corresponding to maximum emission,
andd two equal maxima, corresponding to maximum absorption.

5.44

V 2052 Oph

5.4.11

vsini determination

Thee vsini value usually quoted for V 2052 Oph is 120 km s _ 1 (Jerzykiewicz 1972) but it has
beenn estimated with poor accuracy from low-resolution spectra in 1972. Wolff et al. (1982)
foundd vsini = 60 km s _ 1 from visual comparison with a rotational standard. More recently
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Heii
Si ill
Linee
4713 4921 5016 5876 4553 4568
üsin^kms- 1 )) 62.7 64.4 62.9 64.0 63.3 62.6
Tablee 5.3: vsini determination using a Fourier transform analysis.

Smithh & Groote (2001) derive 100 km s - 1 from a comparison of models.
Wee determined a value for vsini by applying a Fourier transform analysis (Gray 1976) to
thee mean line profile of the Hel 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876 and Sim 4553 and 4568 lines
obtainedd at TBL. The results are reported in Table 5.4.1. We obtained vsini = 63 2 km s _ 1 .

5.4.22 Stellar parameters
Thee star V 2052 Oph is a V = 5.85 star with a spectral type B2IV-V (Rountree Lesh 1968).
UVV classification gives B2IV (Rountree & Sonneborn 1991) by comparison with the star
<Cas. .
Twoo previous studies indicate rather different fundamental parameters. An equivalent
widthh study performed by Wolff & Heasley (1985) led to an effective temperature of about
Tefff = 23000 K, for a gravity of logy = 4.2 and a He/H ratio of 0.085. However, Smith &
Grootee (2001) found that the flux of the UV IUE spectra implies a higher effective temperaturee Teff = 26000 K for a gravity fixed at logy = 4.0.
Inn our attempt, we built up several NLTE flux grids using the computations made by
Zborill (2000) for normal and helium strong stars. The fundamental parameters were then
determinedd by fitting the He I 4026, 4387 and 4921 line profiles observed with the VLT
andd by using the least squares method and the MINUIT minimization package developed at
CERN.. The free parameters of the fit were: effective temperature, gravity and vsini. We first
fixedd the He/H ratio to its solar value (0.1), then left it as a free parameter.
Forr the solar He/H case, we are able to model the He I line profiles with Teff = 21991
K,, logy = 3.98 and vsini - 58 km s _ 1 . This is very close to the results obtained by Wolff &
Heasleyy (1985). In this configuration, nitrogen and oxygen have solar abundances (Grevesse
&& Sauval 1998) while carbon and silicon are depleted. A good agreement was obtained for
thee Ha line, but the Sill 4128 and 4132 lines (VLT) and Sim 4553, 4568 and 4575 lines
(TBL)) could not be fitted using the same silicon abundances.
Takingg the He abundance as a free parameter, the most consistent model was found
forr He/H = 0.21. With this He abundance, the best fundamental parameters of the star are
Tefff = 25200 K, logy = 4.2 and vsini = 60 km s^ 1 . These values are much closer to the
oness proposed by Smith & Groote (2001). They allow us to fit the Sin and Si in lines simultaneously.. Moreover they also allow us to fit the continuum slope of the short wavelengthh IUE spectra adopting the mean reddening law derived by Cardelli et al. (1989) and
E(B—V)) = 0.30, derived from Papaj et al. (1990) and consistent with the determination
E(B—V)) = 0.33 from Diplas & Savage (1994). As far as the He I and Ha lines are concerned,, the agreement between observations and theory were better than with solar values
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Spectrall Type
VV
Distancee (pc)

model l
B1V V

2900 50
252000
TTeef[ f[
4.22
1
logo o
10.11
6
M/MQ M/MQ
4.11
2
R/RQ R/RQ
3.811
0
logL/L© ©
_600
1
4
vsinivsini (km s )
^ r o tt (d)

literature e
B2IV-V V
5.83-5.87 7
2541* *
0 26000 0
4.2 2
6.0 0

reference e
RL68 8
Hip p
Hip p
SG01 1
W85 5
BB77 7

Sect.. 4.1
63 3
3.638833 3 Sect.. 3
0.000003

711
0
RL68:: Rountree Lesh (1968), Hip: Hipparcos, W85: Wolff
&& Heasley (1985), SG01: Smith & Groote (2001),
BB77:: Beeckmans & Burger (1977)
Tablee 5.4: Stellar parameters of the star V 2052 Oph (HD 163472, HR6684)

(Fig.. 5.4). The value of vsini is compatible with the one derived from two other methods in
thee previous section. With this effective temperature, V2082 Oph would rather be a Bl V star
ratherr than a B2IV-V star. The mismatch with the MK classification is probably due to the
unusuall strength of the He I lines.
Usingg the evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992), we derived M = 10.1 M Q for
thee mass and R = 4.1 R Q for the radius. For a star with such a mass, the critical break-up
rotationall velocity is about 580 km s _ 1 . The critical radius R cr j t = 5.6 R Q was obtained using
Roche'ss model. The angular velocity D is about 15% of the angular critical velocity. The
effectss of gravity darkening are therefore negligible. Using TeR and R, we also obtained the
luminosityy of the star: logL/L 0 = 3.81.
Usingg the above parameters, E(B-V) = 0.30 (Papaj et al. 1990) and comparing the flux
off the IUE spectra to the flux of the models, we obtain a distance d = 290 50 pc, which is
compatiblee with the distance derived from the Hipparcos parallax of 254|Q pc In Sect. 4 we
showedd that the rotational period is P rot = 3.64 d. With vsini = 60 km s _ 1 , we obtain i = 71°
andd v = 63 km s _ 1 . The stellar parameters are summarized in Table 5.4.2.

5.4.33 Chemical composition
Withh the model presented above we can also determine the chemical composition of the star
byy fitting individual lines with Tlusty (Hubeny & Lanz 1995, and references therein). The H,
He,, C, N and O ions were treated in NLTE, while the other ions were treated in LTE. Except
forr OI which was treated with the MODION IDL package, the atomic models we used are
thosee proposed by Hubeny & Lanz on Tlusty's web site.
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Figuree 5.4: Model fit result for the lines used to determine the stellar parameters. The dots representing
thee synthetic spectra are overplotted on the observations (solid lines).

Too determine the abundances of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and silicon, we selected from
thee NIST compilation database the transitions with the most accurate oscillator strengths
(10%% or better). We updated Kurucz line lists with these new values and fitted the selected
observedd spectral range (Fig. 5.4) using the least squares method. The results of our fits are
givenn in Table 5.4.3 where ejy/eQ denotes the abundance in the star relative to the abundance
inn the Sun as compiled by Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
Wee found that V 2052 Oph is He-strong and O-weak. The relative C, N and O abundances
wee derive follow the same pattern as the one described by Zboril & North (2000) in their LTE
spectrall analysis for a sample of 21 He-strong stars. The carbon abundance is twice lower
thann their mean value for this kind of objects, probably due to strong departures from LTE
forr the C II 4267 line they used, as noted by the authors.

Ion n log(eAr/e0) )
Hee I 0.322 0.05
C n n -0.133
4
N i l l 0.100
6
O n n -0.311
1
Sin n 0.011
0
Tablee 5.5: Chemical composition of V 2052 Oph.
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5.55

Pulsations

5.5.11 Periodicity search methods
Wee performed two methods to search for periodicity in the data used in this paper: the Restrictedd Local Cleanest (RLC, based on Foster 1995, 1996, developed by Emilio 1997 and
Domicianoo de Souza Jr. 1999 and applied in Domiciano de Souza et al. 2000) and a LeastSquaress (LS) fitting methods.
Inn each wavelength bin, the RLC method searches for 20 frequencies in a predefined
rangee and computes all possible models with 4 frequencies. Comparing the power of each of
thesee models, it selects 7 optimal frequencies while suppressing the aliases. A Local Cleanest
(Fosterr 1995) is then applied to these 7 values to finetune the final frequencies (for more
detailss see Neiner et al. 2002b).
Withh the LS method, we look at the whole line at the same time, i.e. all wavelength bins
att once, to determine which frequencies describe the variations in the best way. After a first
frequencyy is found, the data are prewhitened, and the program looks for the next frequency
inn the residual spectra. This procedure is repeated several times.

5.5.22 Line profiles
Thee 111 individual spectra obtained at TBL in 2000 and the 407 ones obtained in 2001 were
usedd to search for periodicity in the line profile variations of the He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and
58766 and Si III 4553 line. We used the two methods described above. The search was separatelyy performed on both sets of data and on the combined dataset 2000+2001. As the data
takenn in 2000 are of lower quality and badly sampled in time because of bad weather conditions,, including them does not improve the results obtained with the data taken in 2001
only.. Therefore we will present here the results obtained with the 2001 data only. Due to the
timebasee of the observations, frequencies lower than 0.05 c d " 1 cannot be detected. For the
samee reason, two frequencies closer than 0.025 c d _ 1 cannot be distinguished.
Forr all the studied lines, three frequencies are detected:
(i)) a very strong frequency stands out at f\ = 7.145
0.005 c d - 1 , corresponding to the
well-knownn pulsation period Pi = 3h21m.

Linee

Frequencies (c d 1)
/ ll

h

ƒ3 ~ 2/rot ƒ4 ~ /rot

H ee I 4713 7.15/7.15 6.86/6.83 0.50/0.55
H ee 14921 7.14/7.15 6.83
0.50/0.55
H ee I 5016 7.14/7.15 6.82/6.83 0.51/0.55
H ee 15876 7.14/7.15 6.84
0.50/0.55
Sii in 4553 7.14/7.15 6.81
0.50/0.55

0.27/0.29
0.28/0.28
0.27/0.29
0.27/0.22
0.25/0.29

Tablee 5.6: Frequencies detected from the analysis of different lines using the RLC method for the 2001
data.. The frequencies obtained with the LS method are shown in boldface.
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Figuree 5.5: For each studied line, the upper panel shows the periodogram obtained with the RLC
method,, together with the mean line profile in the lower panel.

(ii)) a second frequency is detected at f2 = 6.82
0.02 c d 1 corresponding to a period
P 2 =3h31m. .
(iii)) a third frequency is present at ƒ3 = 0.55
0.02 c d" 1 . This corresponds to twice the
_1
rotationall frequency / r o t = 0.27 c d .
Thiss is the first detection of multiperiodicity in V 2052 Oph. The detected frequencies for
eachh line with the two methods of analysis are summarized in Table 5.6.
Periodograms,, together with the mean line profile, are shown in Fig. 5.5. Other frequenciess also appear in the periodograms and are due either to the window spectrum (Fig. 5.5.2)
orr to the combination of the real frequencies (ƒ1, ƒ2, ƒ3 and / r o t ) with each other and with
thee window spectrum.
Thee power spectrum obtained for the He 1 5016 line, showing the three frequencies and
frot,, is plotted in Fig. 5.5.2. In the top panel, the power spectrum of the He I 4921 line, which
iss slightly different in this frequency region, is overplotted.
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Figuree 5.6: Window power spectrum for the data taken in 2001.

5.5.2.11 fa = 7.15 c d _ 1 : radial mode
AA very strong frequency is detected at fa = 7.145 c d _ 1 . This frequency was already known
inn the literature (e.g. Jerzykiewicz 1972) and was also detected by the Hipparcos satellite.
Cugierr et al. (1994) proposed that this belongs to a radial pulsation mode.
Lookingg at the phase and power of this frequency along the line profile (Fig. 5.5.2.1), we
cann confirm that fa is due to a pulsation mode with I = 0, as the phase shows no significant
slope.. The phase is also coherent outside the line in some cases, due to the presence of other
weakk lines (e.g. blue side of the He I 4921 line) which also pulsate with fa.
AA greyscale plot of the spectra for several lines, from which the mean line profile has
beenn substracted, is presented in Fig. 5.5.2.1 in phase with the frequency fa.
5.5.2.22 fa = 6.82 c d

:

: non-radial mode

Althoughh it is about 20 times less powerful than fa, a frequency is detected at fa - 6.82
c d " 1 .. Looking at the slope of the phase and power of this frequency (Fig. 5.5.2.2), we can
derivee the pulsation degree I. We obtain that fa corresponds to a non-radial pulsation mode
withh I = 3 or 4.
AA greyscale plot of the He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876 and Si III 4553 lines, obtained
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Figuree 5.7: Example of a power spectrum obtained for the He I 5016 line. In the top panel the power
spectrumm of the He I 4921 line is overplotted with a dashed line.

afterr prewhitening the frequency fu is presented in Fig. 5.5.2.2 in phase with the frequency
f2-f2- The prewhitening was done by computing the phase and power of the frequency /i with a
least-squaree fit for all wavelength bins simultaneously (see LS description in Sect. 5.1) at each
time.. The spectra, minus the mean line profile, were then corrected from this two-dimensional
sinee curve, in wavelength and time.
5.5.2.33

ƒ'3 = 0.55 cd" 1 : rotation

AA frequency is detected at f3 - 0.55 c d _ 1 . This frequency cannot be due to a window effect,
ass seen in the window power spectrum in Fig.5.5.2. Interestingly, the frequency / 3 correspondss to twice the rotational frequency fmt = 0.27 c d _ 1 derived from the UV analysis.
Thee rotational frequency itself, frot, is also detected but with a weaker power. See Sect. 7 for
furtherr discussion.

5.5.33

Radial velocity

Wee studied the radial velocity variations of the He 14921 and 5876 lines. They are dominated
byy the frequency f\ as shown in Fig. 5.5.3 for the He 14921 line. In this figure we overplotted
partss of the best fit sine wave imposing the frequency f\. The same behavior is observed for
thee He I 5876 line.
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Figuree 5.8: Power and phase of the frequency / i = 7.145 c d
andd the He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876 lines.
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Figuree 5.9: Greyscale plot of the spectra taken in 2001, folded in phase with the frequency f\ = 7.145
cd-1. .
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Figuree 5.11: Greyscale plot of the spectra taken in 2001, prewhitened from the frequency / i , folded
inn phase with the frequency ƒ2 = 6.82 c d _ 1 .
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Figuree 5.12: Radial velocity measurements of the He I 4921 line. Bestfitsine waves with the frequency
ƒ],, determined for each night, are overplotted.

Foldingg the data in phase with / i (Fig. 5.5.3) shows that the scatter of points ( 2 km s _ 1 )
iss higher than the precision of the measurements compared to the individual best-fit sine
curvess (Fig. 5.5.3) and implies the presence of at least one other frequency.
Wee measured the mean value and amplitude of the variations for each night of observationss and investigated the variations of these measurements. Although it is difficult to extract
aa frequency with any method we tried, due to the small amount of points and small amplitude
off variations, folding the data in phase with f3 = 0.55 c d _ 1 shows that this frequency is
presentt in the radial velocity measurements (e.g. Fig.. 5.5.3 for the He I 4921 line.).

5.5.44

Minimum intensity

Wee studied the minimum intensity variations of the He I 4921 and 5876 lines. The minimum
intensityy I m i n , normalized to the continuum intensity I c = 1, is obtained for each spectrum
byy taking the point P of minimum intensity and fitting a parabola to the 21 points around
thiss minimum (P 10 points). Fig. 5.5.4 shows these variations in time. Using a LS method
too search for periodicity, we detected the frequencies / r o t , / i , ƒ2 and / 3 for almost all the
studiedd lines.
Foldingg the minimum intensity measurements of the He 1 lines in phase with the rotational
frequencyy (Fig. 5.16) reveals two minima and two maxima, similar to the equivalent width
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Figuree 5.13: Radial velocity measurements of the He I 4921 and 5876 lines, folded in phase with the
frequencyy /i = 7.145 c d _1 .

measurementss of the UV stellar wind lines. Interestingly, the Sim 4553 line varies in the
oppositee sense compared to the He I lines. Note that the He I 5876 line also seems to show a
differentt behavior.

5.66 Magnetic field
5.6.11

Direct measurements

Duee to the relative faintness of the star the magnetic measurements have relatively large
errorr bars. Table 5.7 shows the longitudinal magnetic field value B, its error bar crB, the null
polarisationn N, which gives an indication of the pollution by non-stellar effects and should
bee zero for a perfect measurement, and its error CTN. In the following, only measurements for
whichh N < crN are used. Moreover, for the data taken in 2000, bad weather conditions and
fringess also decrease the quality of the data, making them less reliable than the 2001 data.
Exposuree times were chosen between 7 and 12 min, i.e. shorter than the pulsation period, to
avoidd smearing of the magnetic signal because of the pulsational effect.
Althoughh no strong signatures appear in the individual Stokes V profiles, the coherent
variationn of the magnetic measurement in phase indicates the presence of a weak longitudinal
fieldfield in V 2052 Oph. In the frame of the magnetic rotator model (see Shore 1987) the UV
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Phasee (folded with f3 = 0.55 c/d)

Figuree 5.14: Mean radial velocity and amplitude for each night of the He I 4921 line, folded in phase
withh the frequency ƒ3 = 0.55 c d - 1 .

periodd corresponds to the rotational period of the star. The magnetic field should vary in
phasee with the equivalent width of the UV resonance lines, i.e with P ~ 3.64 d (see Fig.
5.6.1). .

# # Phase eB B CTB
1 10.29 9 354 4134
2 2 0.33 3 68 8 140
3 3 0.66 6 -333 3152
4 4 0.67 7 3 3 144
5 5 0.68 8 -1 1 164
6 6 0.69 9 -333 3200
7 7 0.70 0 -475 5206
8 8 0.93 3 -102 2190
9 9 0.94 4 230 0202
10 00.96 6 214 4210
11 10.97 7 176 6248
12 20.98 8 -457 7355
13 30.99 9 204 4296
14 40.03 3 115 5218
134 4

N N
CTB

crN
4117 7128
0-254 4134
286 6 148
4-263 3140
4224 4161
0477 7196
6202 2203
0-150 0187
2-102 2202
0208 8207
8-272 2248
5174 4355
6-123 3297
848 8 216

N
8
4
8
0
1
6
3
7
2
7
8
5
7
6

crN
# # Phase eB B (TB BNN
-2844
204
0.70
0
-139
9
206 6
58 8
59 9 0.71 1 -196 6224 43800 221
60 00.72 2 -271 1204 4-1099 200
222
61 1 0.72 2 -163 3223 377
62 20.95 5 81 1 226 62566 230
63 3 0.96 6 -36 6196 6-1599 195
64 40.97 7 239 9192 2-1766 193
65 5 0.98 8 128 8200 0-1022 199
66 6 0.99 9 428 8166 6-1888 163
67 70.99 9 199 9189 9-1711 188
68 80.00 0 44 4 186 6-1311 183
261
69 90.23 3 -79 9266 688
70 00.24 4 263 3242 2-766 240
71 1 0.25 5 18 8 226 62277 226
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

50.04
60.05
70.88
80.89
90.90
00.91
10.95
20.97
30.98
40.99
50.00
60.50
70.51
90.52
00.53
10.53
20.80
30.80
40.37
50.37
60.38
70.88
80.89
90.90
00.91
10.91
20.15
30.15
40.16
50.17
60.17
70.18
80.19
90.42
00.43
10.43
20.44
30.44
40.45
50.68
60.69
70.69

4 550 0221 1-64 4218 8 72 20.25 5 289 9242 2
652 2238
5 -437 7195 53 3 193 3 73 3 0.26 6 -140 0224 48 8 222
8 13 3 138 8-24 4136 6 74 40.26 6 -185 5234 4133 3231
9 -38 8142 2-131 1138 8 75 50.51 1 -5 5 184 4-252 2181
0 94 4 174 4-171 1175 5 76 60.51 1 171 1170 0-135 5166
1 74 4 221 1163 3222 2 77 7 0.52 2 -149 9167 7
67 7 165
5 7 7 240 069 9 237 7 78 80.53 3 -126 6174 4116.9 9170
7 51 1 192 2-104 4191 1 79 90.53 3 32 2 167 7-164 4164
8 -323 3198 8172 2195 5 80 00.54 4 -145 5167 7-194 4165
9 -411 1208 8-37 7202 2 81 1 0.54 4 61 1 172 217 7 170
0 -272 2216 688 8 215 5 82 20.33 3 110 0224 4-245 5224
0 1194 4436 6559 9437 7 83 3 0.34 4 -152 2252 275 5 252
1 -3800 375 170 0373 3 84 40.34 4 4 4 247 7140 0246
2 -89 9289 9177 7287 7 85 50.35 5 217 7218 8128 8217
3 -374 4
299 9217 7294 4 86 60.35 5 -487 7261 1-550 0264
3 0 0 313 3206 6312 2 87 70.36 6 -2466 294 -216 6291
0 -390 0290 0330 0290 0 88 80.37 7 -108 8296 637 7 293
0 -234 4
272 2126 6273 3 89 90.60 0 -98 8188 8227 7190
7 21 1 227 7-211 1228 8 90 00.61 1 -172 2183 3-263 3182
7 -79 9244 4114 4243 3 91 1 0.61 1 162 2186 6-77 7182
8 -3122 402 -4066 402
92 20.62 2 60 0 184 4
40 0 180
8 -398 8257 7204 4255 5 93 30.63 3 -46 6200 0147 7197
9 -81 1239 9-592 2236 6 94 40.63 3 -60 0188 8-102 2187
0 -172 2225 5112 2222 2 95 5 0.64 4 -389 9191 1193 3186
1 81 1 221 166 6 219 9 96 6 0.88 8 -330 0224 4-96 6221
1 -309 9235 5-461 1234 4 97 70.88 8 -404 4259 9318 8259
5 -3 3 185 5-219 9182 2 98 80.89 9 40 0 216 6227 7215
5 72 2 167 7-238 8167 7 99 9 0.90 0 -317 7247 7265 5244
6 195 5197 7-282 2194 4 100 0
0.90 0 -155 5261 1218 8260
7 19 9 184 4-61 1182 2 101 10.91 1 398 8262 2218 8263
7 244 4193 3-145 5191 1 102 2
0.15 5 -66 6263 3340 0262
8 -298 8198 8159 9194 4 103 3
0.16 6 168 8282 276 6 280
9 -108 8170 0-80 0168 8 104 4
0.17 7 87 7 264 4
96 6 262
2 42 2 167 7-23 3164 4 105 5
0.17 7 -177 7235 5-50 0229
3 -57 7176 611 1 171 1 106 6
0.18 8 172 2198 8
269 9198
3 226 6172 2-95 5169 9 107 7
0.19 9 -40 0262 2250 0265
4 609 9170 0107 7168 8 108 8
0.19 9 122 2219 96 6 217
4 313 3167 7
20 0 165 5 109 90.44 4 -212 2212 221 1 211
5 68 8 173 3-126 6169 9 110 0
0.45 5 40 0 197 712 2 198
8 -492 2208 8-222 2207 7 111 10.45 5 -10 0168 8-103 3164
9 -6 6 214 4
40 0 215 5 112 2
0.46 6 -332 2185 5
259 9184
9 -556 6229 9-460 0228 8 113 3
0.47 7 -195 5231 1225 5228
Tablee 5.7: Longitudinal magnetic field measurements.
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Figuree 5.15: Minimum intensity measurements of the Si III 4553, He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876
lines. .

AA best-fit sine wave through the magnetic data gives an amplitude of the longitudinal
componentt of Bi = 92 41 G, around the average value of B0 = - 8
25 G with a reduced
XX22 = 1.14. This fit is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 5.6.1.
Withh the derived phase we find for the ephemeris of the maximum value of the field
strength:: HJD(Bmax) = 2451907.25. Comparison with the observed EW minimum of the
CIVV UV data, which were taken ~ 1200 rotational cycles prior to the magnetic data, shows
thatt a deep EW minimum is predicted at HJD 2451906.96
, which is within the uncertaintiess identical to the phase of maximum magnetic field. Note the striking resemblance in
phasee correlation with the (3 Cep results (Henrichs et al. 2002).
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Figuree 5.16: Minimum intensity measurements of the Si III 4553, Hel 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876
lines,, folded in phase with the rotational period Prot.

5.6.22

Oblique magnetic dipole

Wee have found a weak varying longitudinal field in V 2052 Oph, consistent with a oblique
magneticc dipole with a rotational period of about 3.64 d.
Forr a dipolar field, the ratio of the magnetic extremes r = B m a x /B m i n is related to the
inclinationn angle i and the angle between the magnetic and the rotation axis P via

cos(ii — 0)
Inn the case of V 2052 Oph we find r = -0.84, corresponding to 3 = 75°, but the large error bar
inn the field strength parameters actually indicate a value between P = 20 and 85° for i = 71°
andd an even larger range if the errors on i are taken into account. It should be clear that by
thiss method the angle 3 is not well constrained.
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Figuree 5.17: Top panel: variations of the equivalent width of the UV C IV line; middle panels: variationss of the minimum intensity of the He I 5016 and Si III 4553 lines; lower panel: variations of the
longitudinall magnetic field; the best sine fit (dashed line) and the dipole model (solid line) are overplotted.. All the plots are folded with the rotational phase.
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Thee observed phase difference A<f> is also related to the angles i and (3 through
Acj)Acj)
1
coss —f- =
22
tan i tan (3

(5.3)

Inn the case of V 2052 Oph we find A0 = 0.335. If we adopt an inclination angle i = 71 10°
17°, which we adopt in the following as the best
ass derived in Sect. 5, we obtain (3 = 35
value. .
Whenn two maxima are observed in the UV equivalent width variations, it is expected that
ii + p > 90°

(5.4)

Indeed,, we obtain i + (3 = 106 27°.
Seee Shore (1987) for more details on Eqs. 2, 3 and 4.

5.6.33

Model

Withh the known angles i and f3 in the oblique dipolar model, the strengh of the magnetic field
att the poles, i.e the maximum field, can be determined.
Thee oblique dipolar rotator model we used was described by Stift (1975) from whom we
adoptedd most of the notations.
Startingg with the observer's system where the z-axis is defined by the line-of-sight, a
surfacee point on the visible hemisphere of the star is given by z. This vector is transformed
intoo the corotating system of the star by the matrix
11
0
0
-S*ii = I 0
cosi sini |
00 — sin i cos i

,

(5.5)

whichh is followed by a rotation around the rotational z-axis
//
cos0 sin0 0
S<t>S<t> = I - s i n 0 cos^
\\
0
0 1

0 |

.

(5.6)

Thee position of the dipole system relative to the rotational system is uniquely described by
thee three Eulerian angles, e.g. by
SS = S&SX

(5.7)

wheree S% and Sx are generating rotations around the x-axis and 5^ around the z-axis. The effectt of the three Eulerian rotations can be summarized without loss of generality by a rotation
withh ƒ? around the x-axis.
Givenn the offset coordinates of the dipole in the rotation system by x, we obtain the
coordinatess of the surface point z relative to the dipole system by
rr = Seises - x)

,

(5.8)
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Figuree 5.18: Grayscale representation of the relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the integratedd longitudinal magnetic field on the visible hemisphere of V 2052 Oph, at different rotational
phasess with step of (5$ = 0.125. The black color corresponds to positive field values and the white color
too negative field values. The phase runs from the top left panel to the lower right panel and corresponds
too the convention used in Fig. 5.6.1. A grid of magnetic longitudes and latitudes is overplotted, with
thee magnetic equator shown as a thicker black line. The rotation axis is shown with a white cross. Althoughh the strongest magnetic field is at the magnetic poles, the positions on the stellar surface that
contributee the most to the longitudinal field are not at the poles, due to a geometrical effect and to the
limbb darkening effect.

soo that the field strength in the dipole system is given by
BBdpdp

= - V ( m • r/r3)

(5.9) )

.

Fromm this we get the field strength in the observer's system through
(5.10) )

B0b.ss = Si S^ 00 B^p

wheree Sf, S j , S j are the transposed matrices of St, S<p, Sp.
Too reproduce the measured longitudinal field values, we have used various parameter
valuess for the angles i and 0 in (5.10) and calculated the effective field B e for the visible
hemispheree by
Bf f

BJdA BJdA

IdId A

(5.11) )

B 22 denotes the line-of-sight component of B06.s, while the limb darkening is described by
thee empirical function I as used in Stift (1975)
II = l -k
140 0

+ kcos9

(0<6><TT/2)

(5.12) )
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Forr V 2052 Oph we used k - 0.4 as established by Claret (2000) for this kind of stars and a
centeredd dipole.
Withh i = 71° and (3 = 35° derived in Sect. 7.2, we model an oblique rotator model and
fitt it to the longitudinal magnetic field data. The best fit is obtained with B0 - 19 15 G,
BiBi = 39 32 G and a polar field B po i = 250 190 G, with a reduced x2 = 1.20. The values
obtainedd for £?o and Bi are compatible with the ones obtained from the best sine fit in Sect.
6.1,, with a similar \ 2 value. Note that the angles i and (3 are anticorrelated, i.e. to keep B0
andd Bi constant when increasing /?, i and B po i have to be decreased.
AA grayscale representation of the relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the integratedd longitudinal field on the visible hemisphere of the star, at different rotational phases,
iss shown in Fig. 5.18. Although the strongest magnetic field is at the magnetic poles, the
positionss on the stellar surface that contribute the most to the longitudinal field are not at the
poles,, due to a geometrical effect and to the limb darkening effect.

5.77

Conclusions and discussion

5.7.11 Rotation
Wee have determined the 3.638833 d stellar rotation period from the variations in equivalent
widthh of the UV stellar wind lines. We found that the minimum intensity of optical photosphericc lines (He I and Si III lines) also varies with the rotation period. The strength of the
absorptionn in the UV resonance lines varies in phase with the optical Si III line, but in antiphasee with the optical He I lines: when the highly ionized lines are deep, the He I lines are
weak,, and vice versa.
Inn the context of a magnetic star, this could be explained by a temperature difference betweenn the magnetic poles and the rest of the stellar surface. The deepest profile of the He I line
correspondss to the minimum temperature. We can estimate the temperature variations from
thee visual magnitude changes measured by Hipparcos. The frequency detected by Hipparcos
(Perrymann et al. 1997) corresponds to f\ (radial mode, see Sect. 7.2). However, an analysis
off the Hipparcos data with the LS method shows that the second detected frequency is ƒ3,
i.e.. twice the rotational frequency. It is therefore possible that the star undergoes temperature
variationss due to its radial mode, as was already found by Morton & Hansen (1974), plus
apparentt temperature variations due to the magnetic poles passing through the line of sight of
thee observer.
Itt appears that the amplitude of temperature variations needed to explain the rotationally
modulatedd line depths of V 2052 Oph is of the same order as the one produced by the pulsations,, i.e. about 2000 K, which is higher than the temperature variation observed from the
magneticc poles to the magnetic equator for an Ap star with a 10 times stronger field than
thee one of V 2052 Oph. We conclude that this is unlikely a temperature effect but rather an
abundancee effect (see Sect. 7.4).
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5.7.22 Pulsations
Wee confirm that V 2052 Oph pulsates radially with fx = 7.15 c d _ 1 . This powerful frequency
iss detected in all studied lines in the Ipv, radial velocity and minimum intensity measurements.
Wee found that the star also hosts a non-radial pulsation mode with ƒ2 = 6.82 c d _ 1 and / = 3
orr 4, detected in the lpv. This is thefirstdetection of multiperiodicity in this star. A frequency
ƒ33 = 0.55 c d - 1 is detected in the lpv, radial velocity and minimum intensity measurements.
Thiss corresponds to twice the rotational frequency.
InIn the case of Ap and roAp magnetic oblique rotators, the oblique pulsator model also
appliess (Kurtz 1982), i.e. the pulsation axis is aligned with the magnetic axis, being oblique
too the rotation axis. As the star rotates, the angle between the observer and the pulsational
axiss changes. Therefore one expects to see rotational modulation of the amplitude and phase
off oscillations.

5.7.33 Magnetic field
Althoughh the S/N of the direct measurements of the longitudinal component of the magnetic
fieldd of V 2052 Oph is weak due to the faintness of the star, a magnetic field is likely detected
byy combining all measurements and folding them with the known rotation period. The angles
derivedd for the oblique dipole, i = 71 10 ° and /3 = 35
17° are such that the magnetic
poless pass through the observer's line of sight. This is confirmed by the detection of ƒ3 in the
opticall photospheric lines, with one pole appearing stronger than the other one, as expected
fromm the difference in strength of the two absorption minima observed in the lines. The dipole
modell gives then Bpol = 250 190 G.
Otherr evidence for the presence of a magnetic field in this star is the fact that the maximum
fieldd occurs within the uncertainty limits at the same epoch as the predicted mimimum EW
off the stellar wind lines, i.e. identical to what is observed in 0 Cep, where the magnetic field
iss well established.

5.7.44 Abundance
Ourr analysis shows that the star is chemically peculiar: it is He-strong and O-weak. It is
knownn that the oxygen abundance in a star forming region is often 3/4 of the solar abundance.
However,, the oxygen in V 2052 Oph is even less abundant than solar and therefore cannot be
attributedd to an underabundance in the star forming region.
Peculiarr chemical compositions are usually found in magnetic stars, in which microscopic
diffusionn effects allow elements with a high atomic mass to sink in the atmosphere under
thee dominant influence of gravity, while elements which can absorb photons of many wavelengthss from the outward flow of radiation through the star are lifted towards the surface.
Thee first element with a peculiar abundance is then helium Michaud et al. (1987). In most of
thee stars this process is usually cancelled by mixing processes (e.g. convection in cool stars).
However,, the presence of a magnetic field inhibits mixing motions in the outer layers, and
hencee produces chemical peculiarities.
Inn addition, Smith & Groote (2001) found that V 2052 Oph has a low metal abundance.
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Thee line modulation can rather be attributed to inhomogeneous surface distribution of
chemicall abundances. This effect is well-known in Ap stars. Michaud et al. (1987) showed
thatt in the presence of mass loss, the He abundances in the line-forming depths may be modifiedd by chemical separation that takes place not only in the atmosphere but also in the wind
andd in the envelope of the star. At Teff = 25000 K this leads to differential winds. Groote &
Hungerr (1997) found that the magnetic He-strong B star a Ori E, which presents many similaritiess with V 2052 Oph, has surface patches of He-enrichment related to fractionation of the
wind.. Smith & Groote (2001) extended this model by proposing the presence of co-rotating
torus-shapedd clouds between the magnetic poles and equator. Hunger & Groote (1999) found
thatt He-fractionation occurs for stars with 15500 K < T e s < 30000 K. They also stated that
thee fraction of hydrogen or helium that is not coupled at the critical point or which is decoupledd further out, because it does not attain the escape velocity, is forced to fall back to
thee star by gravity. If a magnetic field is present this reaccreation proceeds along the same
trajectoriess as those of the ascending particles. Thus the abundance anomalies should show
upp at the wind bases, i.e the magnetic poles. They conclude that all He-strong main sequence
starss are also magnetic stars, otherwise the turbulence would suppress the inhomogeneities.
Thee influence of the inhomogeneous abundance distribution on the shape of the line
profiless could be studied in more detail with Doppler imaging techniques.

5.7.55 Comparison with other pulsating magnetic B stars
VV 2052 Oph is very similar to (3 Cep, which hosts a magnetic field. The parameters are very
similar,, except that (3 Cep has its magnetic axis almost perpendicular to its rotational axis (J3
== 85°), whereas V 2052 Oph has (/? = 35°). /3Cep has a magnetically confined wind (Donati
ett al. 2001), consistent with the magnetic measurements and wind UV data, i.e. B l o n g = 0
whenn the UV absorption is at maximum. We find that the same model applies for V 2052 Oph,
withh the same agreement in phase: the wind is magnetically confined. The magnetic field
strengthh of the two stars and their wind are very similar.
Moreoverr j3 Cep pulsates radially and non-radially, similar to V 2052 Oph. From ROS AT
observationss (Berghoefer et al. 1996) a non-detection of X-rays was obtained with log
LLxx = 30.22. Using the luminosity determined in this paper leads to log Lx/Lho\
= -7.17
forr V 2052 Oph, which is similar to the detection with log Lx/Lho]
= -7.16 obtained for the
nearerr star (3 Cep. This is consistent with both stars having the same intrinsic X-ray emission.
Similarly,, if V 2052 Oph would have the same IR excess as /3 Cep the lack of detection of an
IRR excess from IRAS data is compatible with the difference in distance (A. Lenorzer, private
communication).. Thus, from all these aspects, these 2 stars resemble each other.
Howeverr the slowly rotating Be star (3 Cep sometimes exhibits Ha line emission (Kaper
&& Mathias 1995; Neiner et al. 2001). The Ha line of V 2052 Oph has never been observed
inn emission, and this star is therefore not classified as a Be star, but given the many specific
similarities,, it is tempting to suggest a Ha line-emission phase in the future.
VV 2052 Oph is the second discovered magnetic pulsating B star, after (3 Cep. Such stars
aree apparently rather rare, but will provide the most massive examples of stars useful for
asteroseismologicall (and hence evolutionary) tests. We hope to be able to confirm the direct
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detectionn of a magnetic field in V 2052 Oph, and other similar stars, and analyze the rotational
modulationn of the field, using the new spectropolarimeter Espadons, which will be installed
att CFHT and is expected to be at least 10 times more efficient than MUSICOS.
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Discoveryy of a magnetic field in the
Slowlyy Pulsating B star ( Cassiopeia
AstronomyAstronomy & Astrophysics, submitted
C.. Neiner, V.C. Geers, H.F. Henrichs, M. Floquet,, Y. Frémat, A.-M. Hubert,
O.. Preuss, K. Wiersema
Abstract t
£Cass is a B2IV star with vsini = 17 km s _ 1 . Time-resolved circular spectropolarimetric observationss of ( Cas obtained in 2001 and 2002 with the MuSiCoS échelle spectropolarimeter
andd the 2 m Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) show a sinusoidally varying longitudinal magneticc field with a strength between 10 G and —46 G for the averaged line-of-sight component,, corresponding to £?poi = 340 90 G. The period corresponds very accurately with the
5.370455 day period as derived from stellar wind variations observed in the ultraviolet. The
epochh of the positive maximum field corresponds in phase with the maximum emission in
thee UV wind lines. This gives compelling evidence for a magnetic rotator model for this star,
withh an unambiguous rotation period of 5.37 days. We searched for periodicity in line-profile
variationss (lpv), radial velocity and minimum intensity curves in the ~ 400 optical spectra.
Wee found a non-radial pulsation mode with I - 2 1 at the frequency ƒ = 0.64 c d _ 1 . From
thiss periodicity and from stellar parameters derived from model fits, we propose to classify
CC Cas as a Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) star. This is the third detection of a magnetic field in an
earlyy B-type variable star and the first one in a SPB star.

6.11

Introduction

Thee B2 IV-V star C Cas (HD 3360) has been classified as a 53 Per variable by Smith & Karp
(1976).. This type of 0 8 to B5 variables show variability in line profiles with variable periods
off the order of a day, associated with non-radial pulsations. The line profile of the Si in 4553
linee of (Cas was found to be variable by Smith & Karp (1976) with a period of 21.5 hours
(Smithh 1980). Sadsaoud et al. (1994) investigated the light and line-profile variability in 1990
andd 1991. The light fluctuations were found to be less than 0.004 mag and no period could
bee detected. The full width at half maximum of the Si III 4553 line was found variable from
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nightt to night and also during a night. To reproduce such variations a 0.27 day period was
proposed,, possibly due to a non-radial pulsation g mode, in addition to an orbital motion.
Thee authors argued that the shape of the Si in 4553 line profile variations confirms the 53 Per
variablee type.
Thee Civ UV resonance doublet was reported to be variable by Grady et al. (1987) and
Sonnebornn et al. (1987), who set an upper limit of several months on the variability. Its spectrall type was determined independently by Rountree & Sonneborn (1991) from UV spectra as
B22 IWw where w indicates an abnormally strong Si IV and N v absorption for its type. Gies
&& Lambert (1992) found that £Cas is N-enriched and O-weak, whereas Andrievsky et al.
(1999)) found that it is C-weak.
Thee specific wind behavior and the chemical enrichment in some elements are two indirectt indicators of the presence of a magnetic field in this type of star (Henrichs 2001). These
considerationss motivated us to undertake a detailed time-resolved UV study of £ Cas, which
wass regularly monitored with the IUE satellite as a standard star, and to attempt to measure
itss magnetic field with the MUSICOS spectropolarimeter at TBL (Pic du Midi, France).
Inn addition, studying the pulsation properties of a rotating magnetic star gives strong
constraintss on its stellar parameters and its evolutionary stage, which is of high asteroseismologicall importance. Therefore we also analysed the pulsation properties of the star.
Wee present the UV and spectropolarimetric observations in Sect. 2. We analyse the stellar
windd changes and extract the rotational period in Sect. 3. We review the stellar parameters
inn Sect. 4 and present our attempt to determine a consistent set of parameters. We also analysee the chemical composition. In Sect. 5 we study the stellar pulsations in the line-profile
variability,, radial velocity and minimum intensity measurements. In Sect. 6 we report on the
measurementss of the longitudinal component of the discovered magnetic field, in the context
off an oblique magnetic dipole. In Sect. 7, we discuss our results and draw conclusions.

6.22

Observations

6.2.11 Ultraviolet spectroscopy
High-dispersionn ultraviolet spectra (R ~ 18000) were obtained with the Short Wavelength
Primee (SWP) camera onboard the IUE satellite. Table 6.1 presents the journal of 103 spectra
off C Cas obtained from 1979 to 1995. 22 other available spectra were discarded because of
lowerr quality (under- or overexposed). The exposure time was 23.6 s, except for SWP 1722
andd 1724 which were exposed 29.8 s, SWP 5468 and 17867 which were exposed 20.8 s
andd SWP 40854 which was exposed 24.9 s. All reduced data were retrieved from the INES
database.. The spectra were mapped on an uniform wavelength grid of 0.1 A. The signal-tonoisee ratio of the spectra in well exposed regions is about 15.
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Imagee
SWPP
17222
17244
54688
78077
89644
133177
139288
142777
158744
162988
162999
170744
178677
186544
193166
200799
207155
209933
212144
216277
216311
218677
220477
222499
231455
233766
242511
249155
263311
265100
269055
270455
271988
273799
275433
275444
276977
286277
288300
292644
292755

Date
78-06-05
78-06-05
79-06-10
80-01-29
80-05-10
81-02-16
81-05-08
81-06-18
81-12-24
82-02-09
82-02-09
82-05-30
82-09-07
82-11-25
83-02-23
83-05-26
83-08-19
83-09-09
83-10-02
83-11-27
83-11-27
83-12-25
84-01-19
84-02-12
84-06-01
84-07-01
84-10-21
85-01-17
85-07-01
85-07-31
85-10-09
85-11-07
85-12-01
85-12-25
86-01-18
86-01-18
86-02-11
86-07-07
86-08-04
86-09-20
86-09-21

Start
h:m:s
07:45:06
10:15:27
04:03:57
21:31:32
00:49:43
03:07:21
17:44:46
23:51:03
17:26:52
17:28:11
21:47:01
23:16:11
15:08:00
06:33:36
23:07:28
22:53:14
10:33:33
20:32:47
09:00:32
06:47:12
08:35:53
03:15:56
06:51:30
00:07:23
17:58:20
13:24:56
10:31:05
02:38:09
17:12:21
15:39:48
12:17:42
08:51:27
11:24:14
06:20:24
06:06:20
06:43:42
01:58:25
12:20:40
16:22:38
17:09:22
15:33:27

Mid
BJD
3664.82
3664.92
4034.67
4268.40
4369.53
4651.63
4733.24
4774.49
4963.23
5010.23
5010.41
5120.47
5220.13
5298.78
5389.46
5481.45
5565.94
5587.36
5609.88
5665.79
5665.86
5693.64
5718.79
5742.50
5853.25
5883.06
5994.94
6082.61
6248.22
6278.15
6348.02
6376.87
6400.98
6424.77
6448.75
6448.78
6472.58
6619.01
6647.18
6694.22
6695.15

Imagee
SWPP
342722
347499
368077
368188
372155
372799
375322
377166
381433
391899
392144
393944
396200
398633
400877
404355
406566
408544
420022
421755
424855
427800
431611
432944
435422
440066
450555
452711
455388
460522
462633
465644
466600
468688
480377
482788
485833
489800
496855
499533
513099

Date
88-09-19
88-11-16
89-08-07
89-08-10
89-09-30
89-10-08
89-11-07
89-12-02
90-02-05
90-07-07
90-07-10
90-08-04
90-09-12
90-10-19
90-11-09
90-12-22
91-01-22
91-02-11
91-07-05
91-08-05
91-09-17
91-10-22
91-11-20
91-12-02
92-01-03
92-02-16
92-07-02
92-08-03
92-09-06
92-10-25
92-11-14
92-12-23
93-01-05
93-02-01
93-07-04
93-08-01
93-09-08
93-10-22
93-12-25
94-02-04
94-07-04

Start
h:m:s
09:40:13
10:12:13
08:04:47
09:41:00
10:56:21
11:32:16
05:13:45
03:42:40
20:03:23
03:39:41
17:05:17
13:37:02
14:16:58
07:12:20
09:14:08
07:19:36
06:33:28
00:45:32
11:39:03
13:33:52
12:25:25
07:27:36
10:06:57
08:35:58
00:41:35
22:22:57
17:05:06
13:39:03
11:24:45
00:09:51
01:06:02
07:32:50
04:46:01
23:13:45
17:28:21
10:51:28
13:31:55
11:38:52
07:30:07
01:45:14
12:10:06

Mid
BJD
7423.91
7481.93
7745.84
7748.90
7799.96
7807.98
7837.72
7862.66
7928.33
8079.65
8083.21
8108.07
8147.10
8183.80
8204.89
8247.81
8278.77
8298.53
8442.98
8474.07
8517.02
8551.82
8580.93
8592.86
8624.53
8669.43
8806.21
8838.07
8871.98
8920.51
8940.55
8979.82
8992.70
9020.47
9173.23
9200.95
9239.07
9282.99
9346.81
9387.57
9538.01
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51658 8 94-07-30 0 13:33:09 99564.07 7
. 9 05:27:47 76814.73 3
8 87-01. 19
51760 094-08-09 9 10:56:52 29573.96 6
2 8 00:50:09 96844.53 3
0 87-02 18
52372 294-10-11 1 06:09:31 1 9636.76 6
8 9 14:33:31 1 7017.11 1
5 87-08 09
53015 5 94-12-09 901:53:53 39695.58 8
8 87-10 •28
0 8 09:23:59 97096.90 0
53257 795-01-02 221:50:08 89720.41 1
5 87-11 •20
1 0 09:21:26 67119.89 9
53298 895-01-08 802:47:00 09725.62 2
3 88-07 •09
7 9 11:37:25 57351.98 8
53874 495-02-09 921:37:48 89758.40 0
3 88-07 •27
7 7 16:02:08 87370.17 7
55665 5 95-08-23 309:20:59 99952.89 9
5 88-08 •05
8 5 14:03:55 57379.09 9
56219 9 95-11-21 1 23:20:27 7 10043.48 8
6 88-08 -05
8 5 15:09:06 67379.13 3
56343 3 95-12-25 5 15:34:34 4 10077.15 5
7 88-08 -05
8 5 16:12:34 47379.18 8
1 88-08 -30
8 0 03:54:22 27403.67 7
Tablee 6.1: Journaloff IUE observations of ( Cas used in this paper. Column 1 indicates the number of
thee spectrum in theIUEE archives. Columns 2 and 3 show the date and universal time of the beginning
off the observations,Thee Barycentric Julian Date (BJD) at mid-exposure minus 2440000 is given in the
lastt column.
30118
30330
31525
32178
32365
33883
33973
34025
34026
34027
34151

6.2.22

Spectropolarimetry

Thee MUSICOS échelle spectropolarimeter (#=35000) is mounted at the Cassegrain focus of
thee 2m Telescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) at Pic du Midi in France. Stellar light is collected in a
2"" entrance aperture in the spectral range 4500 - 6600 A. Linear/circular sheet polarisers can
bee inserted in the beam. One half-wave and one quarter-wave retarder can also be inserted
andd rotated to achieve a linear or circular analysis of the stellar light.
Too detect stellar magnetic fields, one analyses the circular polarisation of the light. The observingg strategy is to set the quarter-wave plate and take 4 exposures: one at azimuth - 4 5 ° ,
twoo at azimuth 45°, and one more at azimuth - 4 5 ° . This gives a complete Stokes V measurement. .
277 Stokes V measurements were obtained in June-July 2001 (observers CN, HH, VG),
177 Stokes V measurements were obtained in December 2001 (observer CN), and 74 measurementss were obtained in June 2002 (observers VG, KW, HH), i.e. 118 in total (see Table
6.2). .

##

Date e

1-2 2
3-5 5
6-9 9
10 0

20011 Jun 21
24 4
25 5
26 6
27 7

11-12 2
152 2

Startt UT
h:min n
25:56 6
26:27 7
25:55 5
26:28 8
26:54 4
26:56 6
27:06 6

Sets/ /
Ind d
22 sets
33 sets
44 sets
11 sets
44 ind
lind d
22 sets

Indd exp
ss
300 0
300 0
300 0
300 0
300 0
300 0
300 0

Magnetic cfieldfield in ( Cas
13-14 4
28 8 26:42 2 22 sets 300 0
27:33 3
11 set 240 0
15 5
29 9 26:37 7 33 sets 300 0
16-18 8
30 0 26:33 3 33 sets 300 0
19-21 1
22-23 22-2320011 Jul 1 26:40 0 22 sets 300 0
11 set 240 0
27:33 3
24 4
2 2 26:42 2 22 sets 300 0
25-26 6
11 set 240 0
27:32 2
27 7
28-29 9 20011 Dec 5 20:59 9 22 sets 300 0
7 7 20:55 5 22 sets 300 0
30-31 1
9 9 19:47 7 22 sets 300 0
32-33 32-33
11 1 20:46 6 22 sets 300 0
34-35 5
13 3 21:41 1 22 sets 300 0
36-37 7
17 7 20:52 2 22 sets 300 0
38-39 9
11 set 300 0
20 0 18:21 1
40 0
21 1 17:42 2 22 sets 300 0
41-42 2
22 2 17:56 6 22 sets 300 0
43-44 4
45-47 7 20022 Jun 10 26:04 4 33 sets 300 0
27:16 6
11 set 240 0
48 8
11 1 26:05 5 44 sets 300 0
49-52 2
11 set 240 0
27:38 8
53 3
12 2 26:06 6 22 sets 300 0
54-55 5
26:52 2 3ind d 300 0
11 set 300 0
27:15 5
56 6
11 set 240 0
27:39 9
57 7
58-611
13 26:24 4 44 sets 300 0
14 4 25:46 6 2ind d 300 0
25:59 9 55 sets 300 0
62-66 6
67-711
15 25:53 3 55 sets 300 0
72-766
16 25:48 8 55 sets 300 0
77-800
17 26:19 9 44 sets 300 0
81-844
18 25:29 9 44 sets 420 0
11 set 300 0
27:38 8
85 5
86-899
20 25:17 7 44 sets 420 0
90-944
21 25:16 6 55 sets 420 0
95-999
22 25:13 3 55 sets 420 0
100-1044
24 25:00 0 55 sets 420 0
11 set 300 0
27:35 5
105 5
106-1100
25 25:06 6 55 sets 420 0
11 set 300 0
27:43 3
111 1
112-1144
26 26:15 5 33 sets 420 0
115-1188
27 25:07 7 44 sets 420 0
Tablee 6.2: Journal of TBL observations of < Cas obtained in 2001 and 2002.
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Thee individual subexposures can also be used as normal spectroscopic data, including
subexposuress which do not form a complete set for a magnetic measurement. Therefore we
havee 113 individual spectra in June-July 2001 and 302 in 2002, i.e. 415 in total which can be
usedd for pulsation analysis. The number of spectra obtained in December 2001 is too small
too be usefully included for this purpose.
Afterr applying a cross-correlation technique, such as the Least-Squares Deconvolution
(LSD)) developed by Donati et al. (1997), one can detect stellar magnetic fields through the
Zeemann signatures generated in the shape and polarisation state of spectral line profiles. A
dedicatedd software package, ESpRIt, is available at TBL to reduce and analyse the data. We
usedused an improved version of ESpRIt, which optimized the extraction by using two sets of flatfieldsfields taken in the two polarimeter positions. We also corrected for the fringes by creating a
fringee template from the spectrum of a non-magnetic star (Vega) reduced in the same way
ass the target star. For the data obtained in 2001, one fringe template was obtained and used
forr the whole run, while in 2002 Vega was observed every night and the fringe template was
adjustedd each night.
Thee LSD method combines the very small circularly polarised signatures, properly
weighted,, of all available line profiles in the spectrum to increase the signal to noise ratio. For
CC Cas, 281 spectral lines could be used to provide a mean Stokes V profile. When a magnetic
fieldfield is present, the Stokes V profile indicates a Zeeman signature.

6.33

UV stellar wind

6.3.11

Wind variations

Thee variability in the UV resonance lines of ( Cas was noticed by Grady et al. (1987) and
Sonnebornn et al. (1987). Out of 125 available archival IUE images we selected 103 spectra
withh approximately the same exposure level to obtain a homogeneous set suitable for further
analysis.. Investigation of the wavelength range from 1150 A to 1900 A by considering the
ratioo of the measured to the expected variance revealed that only the regions around the
C i vv 1550, Siiv 1400 and N v 1240 doublets show a statistically significant signature of
variability.. We used the noise model for high-resolution IUE spectra as described by Henrichs
ett al. (1994) with parameters A =19, representing the maximum averaged signal to noise and
BB =1.6 10~ 9 , representing the average flux level. The regions around the wind sensitive Si III
12066 line and the C m 1175 complex are too heavily saturated and background contaminated
too allow a reliable study. The Al III 1860 doublet was not found to be variable. The top panels
off Fig. 6.1 show an overplot of the CIV, Si IV and N V profiles, respectively, along with the
variabilityy signatures in the bottom panels. The variability occurs mainly in the strength of
thee line over a given range in velocity space, extending from —500 to +700 km s - 1 for C iv,
andd from -200 to +200 km s _ 1 around the two members of the other two doublets.
Wee measured the equivalent width (EW) in velocity space over these intervals, at flux
levell 2 for Civ, flux level 2 for SiIV, and 4 for N v lines, all in units of 10~9 erg
c m _ 2 s _ 1 A _ 1 .. The units and zero points of the EW values are therefore rather arbitrary,
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Figuree 6.1: Top panels: variation in the wind profiles of the UV C IV, Si III, Si IV and N V lines; the
fluxess are normalised to the mean of all used spectra. Bottom panels: ratio of observed to expected
variancee as a measure of of variability.
butt this is not relevant for our timeseries analysis below. We applied the method described
byy Chalabaev & Maillard (1983) to calculate the error bars. Although at first sight the profile
changess appear to be rather small, the EW changes are very significant.
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6.3.22 Rotational period
Wee searched for periodicity in the measured EW of the CIV, Si IV and N v lines. A CLEAN
analysiss indicated a very strong period around 5.37 days, which was used as a starting value
too refine the period determination. A single sinusoid would not fit the data. Therefore we used
thee following function:
f(t)f(t) = a + bsm{2ir(^ + </>i)) + c s i n ( 2 7 r ( - ^ + 0 2 )).

(6.1)

Wee used a least-square method which uses weights according to the error bars assigned to
eachh datapoint. With given initial starting values for the free parameters a steepest descent
techniquee searches for the lowest minimum of the \2 • The variance matrix provides the formall errors in the free parameters.
Thee results of the best solution for the C iv doublet, with a reduced \2 = 0-27, are:
aa = 2.080
0.016, b = 0.518 0.023, fa = 0.162 0.021, c = 0.246 0.023, and
022 = 0.615 0.042 with a period P = 5.370447 0.000078d. The very high precision, of
lesss than 7 s, in the period is due to the fact that the star was observed during 17 years with the
IUEE satellite as a standard calibration star, which extends the coverage over 1194 cycles. A
periodd analysis of the other two lines showed the same periods, but with lower accuracy due
too the smaller signal. We therefore adopt the value obtained from the CIV analysis as the best
period,, which is identified with the rotation period of the star. The EW values as a function
off rotational phase are plotted in Fig. 6.2. Like in the similar stars /?Cep (Henrichs et al.
2000)) and V 2052 Oph (Neiner et al. 2002a), the EW of these lines folded in phase with the
rotationn period shows two unequal minima and maxima. This is typical for magnetic rotators
(seee below). The position of the deepest minimum (i.e. minimum absorption) in the CIV EW
iss the best defined and is used as the reference point in rotational phase.
Withh the analytic description given above the epoch at minimum in EW could be derived
mathematically,, which we define as the zero phase of the rotation. The derived ephemeris for
calculatingg the rotational phase used in this paper is:
T(EWT(EWmm--mm))

= BJD 2446871.889

0.054 + N x 5.370447

0.000078,

wheree N is an integer.

6.44

Stellar parameters

Thee star C, Cas is a B2IV-V star with V = 3.63. Its stellar parameters have been determined in
severall studies, most recently by Merezhin (2000) (see Table 6.4). The radial velocity of the
starr is 2 km s _ 1 (Duflot et al. 1995).
Thee effective temperature, gravity and luminosity of this star place it just between the
instabilityy strips of ft Cep and SPB stars. However, the fact that a possible non-radial pulsation
modee has been detected, with different periods but all of the order of a day, typical of SPB
stars,, rather than a radial mode with a period of a few hours, typical of ft Cep stars, suggests
thatt it is a SPB star.
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Figuree 6.2: Equivalent width variations of the UV CIV, Si IV and N v lines, folded in phase with the
rotationn period.
Wee determine the effective temperature of ( Cas by fitting the slope of the TD1 UV spectrumm with theoretical fluxes computed by Kurucz (1994). TD1 observations are corrected
forr interstellar reddening assuming a colour excess E(B-V) = 0.03 derived from the calibrationss of Papaj et al. (1990) and using extinction laws given by Cardelli et al. (1989) and
byy O'Donnell (1994). Once the effective temperature is known, the gravity is estimated by
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Spectrall Type
VV
Distancee (pc)
Tefff (K)
log£ £
logL/L Q Q

Literature e
B2IV V
3.59-3.68 8

GG
BSC C
IOT206 6
Hip p
1ÖJ165 5
204266 850 214800 345 M M
3.811
1 3.755 0.07 M M
3.744
6 3.92 2
MM
6.11
3
5.99
7
R/RQ R/RQ
M/MQ M/MQ
MM
9.11
1
8.33 0.6
t>simm (km s _ 1 ) 177 3
MM
16 6
5.37045 5
Prott (d)
0.00008
188 4
44
MM
i(°) i(°)
vv (km s _ 1 )
555
8
G:: Garcia (1989), BSC: Hoffleit & Jaschek (1991),
Hip:: Perryman & ESA (1997), M: Merezhin (2000)
Tablee 6.3: Stellar parameters of C Cas (HD 3360, HR 153)

combiningg the computed angular diameter of ( Cas to its trigonometric parallax measured
withh the HIPPARCOS satellite. Our results are summarized in Table 6.4 and compared to the
valuesvalues used by other authors.
Wee then compute a NLTE model atmosphere and NLTE spectra with the TLUSTY198
andd SYNSPEC45 (Hubeny & Lanz 1995) computer codes. Except for neutral oxygen which
iss treated with the MODION IDL package, the atomic models we use are those proposed by
Hubenyy & Lanz on TLUSTY's web site: H: 16 levels, He I: 24 levels, He II: 20 levels, C I:
88 levels, Cn: 34 levels + 5 superlevels, C m : 12 levels, Nl: 13 levels, Nil: 35 levels + 14
superlevels,, Nlll: 11 levels, O I: 14 levels + 8 superlevels, On: 36 levels + 14 superlevels,
OO III: 9 levels, Si I: 6 levels, Si II: 36 levels + 4 superlevels, Si III: 12 levels.
Wee use an averaged spectrum of the data obtained in 2002. Helium lines are first fitted
inn order to derive the He/H ratio and the projected rotation velocity (see Table 6.4). The Si II
63477 and Si III 4553 lines are computed assuming a solar chemical composition (Grevesse
&& Sauval 1998) and compared to the observations in order to test the validity of the adopted
fundamentall parameters (Fig. 6.3). C, N and O abundances are deduced by fitting the line
profiless of several transitions (Fig. 6.3). The oscillator strengths used are from the NIST
databasee and were added to the updated Kurucz line lists provided with SYNSPEC. Stark
widthss of the Si n and Si in spectral lines are derived from the results of Gonzalez et al.
(2000),, Dimitrijevic et al. (2002) and Lanz et al. (1988).
Wee adopt a 2 km s _ 1 microturbulence velocity which allows us to fit simultaneously the
differentt studied transitions. The CII 6578 and 6583 lines appear to be the most sensitive to
microturbulence.. The abundances we derive are given in Table 6.4 and compared to previous
resultss from the literature. £ Cas is significantly nitrogen overabundant, even when adopting
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log(eAr/eQ) )
GL92 2
K999 & A99
Ion n Thiss study
3
6 - 0 . 0 11
Hee I 0.111
C n n -- 0.05 0.09 -- 0.09 0.10 -- 0.33 0.08
Nil l
0.411
0
0.344 0.06
0.066
1
On n - 0 . 0 99
4 -- 0.34 0.09 -- 0.43 0.09
GL92:: Gies & Lambert (1992), K99: Korotin et al. (1999)
forr O, A99: Andrievsky et al. (1999) for C and N.
Tablee 6.4: Chemical composition of C, Cas. The logarithmic abundances are given relatively to the solar
valuess compiled by Grevesse & Sauval (1998).

otherr sets of fundamental parameters, as already found by Gies & Lambert (1992). The differencess between our determination and the previous ones concerning carbon and oxygen
aree mainly due to a different choice of microturbulence velocity (Korotin et al. 1999) or to
differentt effective temperature and gravity determinations (Gies & Lambert 1992). Contrary
too these studies, we find that the oxygen and carbon have solar abundances, but that £ Cas is
slightlyy He enriched.
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6.55

Spectral variations

6.5.11

Line profiles

Thee individual spectra from TBL were used to search for periodicity in the line profile variationss of the star with two methods: the Restricted Local Cleanest (RLC, based on Foster 1995,
1996,, developed by Emilio 1997 and Domiciano de Souza Jr. 1999 and applied in Domiciano
dee Souza et al. 2000) and a Least-Squares (LS) fitting method.
Thee RLC method searches, in each wavelength bin, for 20 frequencies in a predefined
rangee and computes all possible models with 4 frequencies. Comparing the power of each of
thesee models, it selects 7 optimal frequencies while suppressing the aliases. A Local Cleanest
(seee Foster 1995) is then applied to these 7 values to finetune the final frequencies (see Neiner
ett al. 2002b, for more details).
Thee LS method considers all wavelength bins over the full line width at the same time to
determinee which frequencies describe the variations in the best way. After a first frequency is
found,, the data are prewhitened, and the program looks for the next frequency in the residual
spectra.. This procedure is repeated several times.
Inn the data obtained in 2002, in all the studied lines, the frequency ƒ = 0.64 c d " 1 is
found,, together with its 1-day alias at ƒ = 1.64 c d _ 1 . A grey scale plot of all the spectra for
eachh studied line, from which the mean line-profile has been substracted, is presented in Fig.
6.4,, folded in phase with ƒ = 0.64 cd" 1 .
Fig.. 6.5 shows the power and phase of this frequency. From the slope of the phase through
thee line profile (see Neiner et al. 2002b), we derive that these variations are associated with
aa non-radial pulsation mode with l =
1. \m\ cannot be derived because the power of the
firstfirst harmonic is too weak.
Anotherr weak frequency at ƒ = 1.21 c d" 1 is also detected and could be the first harmonic
o f / == 0.64 c d" 1 .
Finally,, plotting the residual spectra in phase with the rotation frequency / r o t =0.186
cc d _ 1 reveals travelling features, which are associated with the two magnetic poles passing
overr the visible hemisphere of the star as it rotates (Fig. 6.6).
AA frequency at 1.64 c d" 1 is also detected in the data obtained in 2001, but these data are
nott well sampled in time, which makes the study of the pulsations more difficult.

6.5.22

Radial velocity

Fig.. 6.7 shows the variation in time of the radial velocity of the Si III 4553 and He I 4713,
4921,, 5016 and 5876 lines.
Fig.. 6.8 shows the same variation folded in phase with the rotational period. All the He I
liness and the Si III line vary in the same way. There are two minima at phases 0 and 0.5, and
twoo maxima at phases 0.25 and 0.75. The amplitude of variations is very small, from 2 to 4
kmm s _ 1 depending on the line.
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Figuree 6.4: Greyscale residual spectra, obtained by substraction of the mean line-profile, folded in
phasee with the frequency f = 0.64 c d - 1 .
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Figuree 6.7: Variation in time of the radial velocity of the Si III 4553 and He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and
58766 lines.

6.5.33

Minimum intensity

Fig.. 6.9 shows the variation in time of the minimum intensity (central depth) of the Si m 4553
andd He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876 lines.
Fig.. 6.10 shows the same variation folded in phase with the rotational period. Similarly
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Figuree 6.8: Variation of the radial velocity of the Si III 4553 and He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876 lines,
foldedd in phase with / r o t using T 0 = 2446871.89.

too the radial velocity variations, all the He I lines and the Si in line vary in the same way. But
thee phases of minima and maxima seem to be shifted by about 0.1 compared to the extremes
off radial velocity measurements. However, this shift may not be significant. The amplitude
off variations is about 0.04 of the continuum intensity.
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Figuree 6.9: Variation in time of the minimum intensity of the Si III 4553 and He I 4713, 4921, 5016
andd 5876 lines.

6.66

Magnetic field

6.6.11

Detection

Too avoid smearing of the magnetic signal due to pulsational effects, the individual exposure
timee had to be kept short. Nevertheless, thanks to the low vs'mi and the relative brightness
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Figuree 6.10: Variation of the minimum intensity of the Si in 4553 and He I 4713, 4921, 5016 and 5876
lines,, folded in phase with / ro t using T0 = 2446871.89.

off the star, the error bars of the magnetic measurements are small and the Zeeman magnetic
signaturee could be observed (Fig. 6.11).
Tablee 6.5 shows, for each measurement, the longitudinal magnetic field value B, its error
barr crB, the null polarisation N, which gives an indication of the pollution by non-stellar
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Figuree 6.11: Magnetic result for the measurement 71, which was taken close to the phase of minimum
field.field. The top panel shows the Stokes V profile with the Zeeman signature. The bottom panel shows the
meann photospheric line.

effectss and should be zero for a perfect measurement, and its error bar crN. These results are
plottedd in Fig. 6.12, folded in phase with the rotational period. A sine curve is overplotted,
whichh shows the adopted best fit (with fixed period) to the data of 2001 and 2002 together,
withh a reduced \ 2 = 1 -0- The derived longitudinal field has an average value of B0 - -18
2
GG and amplitude BL = 28 4 G. We note that a fit with also the period as a free parameter
yieldss the same values for the parameters and a value of 5.371 0.004 d for the period, i.e.
withinn the uncertainty equal to the adopted period from the UV data.
Withh the derived phase from the adopted fit we find for the ephemeris of maximum magneticc field strength:

T ( S m a x )) = BJD 2452270.64

0.10+ N x 5.370447

0.000078,

(6.3) )

wheree N is an integer.
Comparisonn with the EW ephemeris (see Fig. 6.12) shows that the minimum (negative)
magneticc field occurs
2 in phase after the predicted epoch of minimum absorption
off the UV wind lines. This expected minimum has an uncertainty of
5 in phase, i.e.
inn perfect agreement within the derived limits. Apparently, the negative magnetic pole is
orientedd to the observer when the wind absorption is at minimum.
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Figuree 6.12: Top panel: variation of the equivalent width of the UV C IV line. The best fit of a double
sinee wave (Eq. 1) is overplotted. Middle panels: variation of the minimum intensity of the He I 5016 and
Sii III 4553 lines. Bottom panel: variation of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field, averaged
overr the stellar disk. The best sine fit (dashed line) and the dipole model (solid line) are overplotted. All
plotss are folded in phase with the rotation period.
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6.6.22

Oblique magnetic dipole

Wee have found a weak but significant varying longitudinal field in £ Cas.
withh an oblique magnetic dipole (see Shore 1987) with a rotational period
Forr a dipolar field, the ratio of the magnetic extremes r = BmSLJBmm
inclinationn angle i and the angle between the magnetic and the rotation
1987) )

This is consistent
of about 5.37 d.
is related to the
axis /? via (Shore

cos(ii + /?)
cos(icos(i — ƒ?)

(6.4) )

Inn the case of £ Cas we find r = —0.20 0.14. If we adopt the inclination angle i = 18 4°
derivedd in Sect. 4, we obtain j3 = 77 6°.
Thee observed phase difference A0 between the two UV maxima is also related to the
angless i and j3 via (Shore 1987)
Acf) Acf)
11
cos s
tann i tan j3

(6.5) )

Inn the case of £ Cas we find Acj) = 0.32 0.03 from the analytical fit (Eq. 1) shown in Fig.
6.12.. If we adopt the inclination angle i= 18 4° derived in Sect. 4, we obtain (3 = 80 4°.
Thesee two determinations of the angle (3 are in good agreement. In the following, we will
assumee (3 = 80
.
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1 10.254
2 2 0.257
3 3 0.817
4 4 0.820
5 5 0.823
6 6 0.999
7 7 0.002
8 8 0.006
9 9 0.009
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0.316
0.685
0.688
0.048
0.051
0.428
0.431
0.808
0.811
0.546
0.549
0.085
0.266
0.269
0.454
0.457
0.172
0.175
0.178
0.181
0.358
0.361
0.364
0.367
0.370
0.544
0.547
0.553
0.556
0.733
0.736

-33 3 30 0 -4 4 29
-57 7 32 2 17 731
10 027 7 -0 0 26
-64 4 33 3 19 932
49 930 0 -42 2 28
55 526 6 -17 7 25
7 732 2 -39 9 31
22 245 5 -50 0 44
-38 8 41 1 20 040
-27 7 25 5 -33 3 23
21 126 6 16 624
-83 3 27 7 6 625
-36 6 28 8 44 427
27 724 4 -15 5 23
7 725 5 7 723
-42 2 24 4 -21 1 22
-12 2 24 4 26 623
34 423 3 20 022
14 423 3 -18 8 22
-38 8 32 2 4 431
-13 3 22 2 -8 821
14 422 2 15 520
7 725 5 25 524
15 526 6 -46 6 25
-33 3 26 6 -1 1 25
-13 3 34 4 21 133
-89 9 44 4 60 045
5 530 0 8 829
-12 2 30 0 10 029
-59 9 30 0 25 529
-24 4 32 2 -56 6 31
33 335 5 -36 6 34
-9 9 34 4 -18 8 33
-1 1 43 3 -11 1 42
1 140 0 8 839
33 339 9 -51 1 38
19 944 4 61 144
-76 6 35 5 54 433
-31 1 33 3 46 632

9
1
6
2
8
5
1
4
0
3
4
5
7
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
0
4
5
5
3
5
9
9
9
1
4
3
2
9
8
4
3
2

inn <; Cas

80 0 0.486 6 17 725 5 -12 2 24 4
81 1 0.657 7 -12 2 24 4 -2 2 23 3
82 2 0.662 2 -57 7 24 4 -19 9 23 3
83 3 0.666 6 1 126 6 -21 1 25 5
84 4 0.670 0-58 8 25 5 -16 6 24 4
85 5 0.673 3 -57 7 29 9 -2 2 28 8
86 6 0.028 8 -72 2 28 8 -32 2 27 7
87 7 0.032 2 -30 0 25 5 -22 2 24 4
88 8 0.036 6 -87 7 27 7 68 826 6
89 9 0.040 0-82 2 27 7 12 226 6
90 0 0.214 4 7 719 9 1 117 7
91 1 0.218 8 -33 3 19 9 4 418 8
92 2 0.222 2 -25 5 20 0 13 318 8
93 3 0.227 7 -18 8 20 0 -2 2 19 9
94 4 0.231 1 -25 5 19 9 -6 6 19 9
95 5 0.400 0 10 020 0 32 218 8
96 6 0.404 4 -0 021 1 -13 3 20 0
97 7 0.408 8 5 522 2 3 321 1
98 8 0.412 2 25 525 5 -3 3 23 3
99 9 0.416 6 22 228 8 8 827 7
100 00.771 1 -28 8 20 0 4 419 9
101 10.775 5 -9 9 20 0 -22 2 19 9
102 20.779 9 -46 6 22 2 -4 -421 1
103 30.783 3 -27 7 21 1 2 220 0
104 40.787 7 -62 2 23 3 -27 7 21 1
105 50.790 0 -8 8 26 6 37 725 5
106 60.958 8 -58 8 21 1 -20 0 21 1
107 70.962 2 -47 7 19 9 -23 3 18 8
108 80.966 6 -62 2 20 0 -26 6 19 9
109 90.970 0 -72 2 20 0 -13 3 19 9
110 00.974 4-44 4 20 0 3 319 9
111 10.978 8 -57 7 24 4 -10 0 23 3
112 20.153 3 3 332 2 4 431 1
113 30.157 7 6 634 4 -16 6 34 4
114 40.161 1 -54 4 33 3 17 732 2
115 50.330 0 29 927 7 -0 0 26 6
116 60.334 4-41 1 25 5 -15 5 24 4
117 70.339 9 -42 2 25 5 -1 1 24 4
118 80.343 3 -20 0 30 0 -2 2 30 0

Tablee 6.5: Longitudinal magneticfieldmeasurements.
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Whenn two maxima are observed in the UV equivalent width variations, it is expected that
ii + 0 > 90°. If there is only one maximum, then only one magnetic pole crosses the line of
sightt over the visible hemisphere, and i + 0 < 90°. For ( Cas, we can clearly distinguish two
maxima,, although the secondary maximum is not deep. Therefore we expect that the second
polee appears only at the edge of the visible hemisphere, and that i + 0 does not exceed 90°
byy a large amount. Indeed, we find that i + 0 = 98
8°.

6.6.33

Model

Knowledgee of the angles i and 0 in an oblique magnetic dipole model allows us to derive the
strengthh of the polar magnetic field which would reproduce the values of longitudinal field
measuredd at TBL. The model we use is described in Neiner et al. (2002a).
Usingg a limb darkening factor k = 0.4 as established by Claret (2000) for this kind of stars,
ii = 18 4° as derived in Sect. 4 and 0 = 80
° obtained above, we model a centered oblique
rotatorr model and fit it to the longitudinal magnetic field data. The best fit is obtained with
S 00 = - 1 6
2 G, Bi = 30 3 G and a polar field Bpo] = 340 90 G, with a reduced \ 2 = 1 0.
Thee values obtained for B0 and Bi are compatible with the ones obtained from the best sine
fitfit in Sect. 6.1, with a similar \ 2 value. Note that the angles i and 0 are anticorrelated, i.e. to

Figuree 6.13: Greyscale representation of the relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the integratedd longitudinal magnetic field on the visible hemisphere of C, Cas, at different rotational phases with
stepss of <53> = 0.125. The black color corresponds to positive field values and the white color to negative
fieldfield values. The phase runs from the top left panel to the lower right panel and corresponds to the
conventionn used in Fig. 6.12. A grid of magnetic longitudes and latitudes is overplotted, with the magneticc equator shown as a thicker black line. The rotation axis is shown with a white cross. Although the
magneticc field is strongest at the magnetic poles, the positions on the stellar surface that contribute the
mostt to the longitudinal field are not at the poles, due to a geometrical effect and to the limb darkening
effect. .
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keepkeep BQ and Bi constant with decreasing i, (3 and £?poi have to be increased.
AA grayscale plot of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field on the visible hemispheree of the star, at different rotational phases, is shown in Fig. 6.13.

6.77

Conclusions and discussion

6.7.11 Pulsations
Mostt of the stars belonging to the 53 Per class of variables are now considered to be SPB
stars.. Pamyatnykh (1999) calculated the border of the SPB instability strip in the HR diagram
usingg new opacity determinations. From his Fig. 4 and the parameters of the star, we see that
CC Cas lies in the region of the HR diagram that belongs both to the SPB instability strip and
thee j3 Cep instability strip.
Thee periods of pulsations detected for this star are all of the order of 1 day and do not
seemm to be stable over time. Smith & Karp (1976) found 0.9 d whereas Sadsaoud et al. (1994)
foundd 0.27 d and associated this period with a possible non-radial pulsation mode.
Wee investigated the periodic variations of £ Cas in the line-profile variations, radial velocityy and minimum intensity measurements of the He 14713,4921,5016 and 5876 and Si III
45533 lines. The periods published in the literature were not found in our dataset. From the
dataa obtained in 2002, we found that the star pulsates non-radially with a period of 1.56 d
(ƒƒ = 0.64 c d - 1 ) . This period seems to be also present in the data obtained in 2001. We
1.
associatee it with a non-radial pulsation mode with l =
Non-stablee periods of the order of 1 day associated with non-radial pulsations are typical
forr SPB stars and we therefore propose to classify C Cas as a SPB star.

6.7.22 Rotation
Fromm the analysis of the behavior of the stellar wind lines of C iv in 103 IUE spectra we
determinedd a precise value of the rotation period P r o t = 5.37045 d.
Thiss period was also found in the lpv. Folding the measurements of radial velocity and
minimumm intensities with this period reveals 2 maxima and 2 minima (Figs. 6.8 and 6.10).
Suchh variations in phase with the rotation period have already been observed in the (3 Cep
starr V2052 Oph (Neiner et al. 2002a). For V2052 Oph this behavior was interpreted in the
framee of an oblique magnetic rotator with a magnetically confined wind, considering the
geometricall position of the magnetic poles and magnetic equator on the visible hemisphere
off the star as it rotates (Neiner et al. 2002a). The same model applies for £ Cas.

6.7.33 Magnetic field
Wee searched for a magnetic field in £ Cas and obtained clear Zeeman signatures indicative of
thee presence of a magnetic field in this star (Fig. 6.11).
Inn the frame of the magnetic oblique dipole model, the longitudinal component of the
magneticc field varies in phase with the rotation period. Plotting the measured magnetic field
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off £ Cas in phase with the rotation period indeed reveals a sinusoidally varying behavior, with
aa mean longitudinal field value of —18 2 G and an amplitude of 28 4 G (Fig. 6.12).
AA comparison of the phase of UV minimum in EW and of the phase of maximum field
showss a very good agreement. Note that using BJD for the UV data and HJD for the magnetic
dataa makes no difference in the phase determination, as the barycentric correction would
resultt in a phase difference much smaller than the precision of the rotation period.
Fromm a single measurement Landstreet (1982) obtained a non detection of the magnetic
fieldfield of C Cas of B = 70 310 G at HJD = 2441560.83. This corresponds to phase 0.31 in
ourr magnetic curve. At this phase, the null Zeeman signature is hard to distinguish or absent
andd the expected field is about B = -5 3 G, consistent with Landstreets value. This shows
thatt one cannot conclude the absence of a magnetic field from a single non-detection.
Thee amplitude of variations of the mean longitudinal component of the magnetic field
averagedd over the stellar disk is weak due to the geometrical configuration of the rotation
axiss and magnetic dipole axis compared to the observer's line-of-sight. The axis of the dipole
wass found to be inclined with the angle (3 = 80 3° compared to the rotation axis. From
ourr dipole code, using this angle j3, the inclination angle i = 18 4°, we have found that the
strengthh of the polar magnetic field is Bpo\ = 340 90 G. This value is close to the theoretical
onee of 300 G obtained by Cassinelli et al. (2002) for a B2 V star to form a magnetically
torquedd disk in rapidly rotating stars.
However,, we find that the rotational velocity of ( Cas is 55 28 km s - 1 , i.e. the star does
nott rotate close to its breakup velocity. Moreover no evidence for a disk around this star is
knownn from IR and X-ray data. The IR flux of £ Cas measured by IRAS is 0.7 Jy at 12 fim.
Correctedd for the slope of the stellar spectrum, it corresponds to 0.5 Jy. The predicted 12 /xm
fluxx based on a Rayleigh-Jeans extrapolation of photometric data (Glushneva et al. 1992) up
too 1 /xm is 0.5 Jy (S. Hony, priv. comm.). Therefore there is no IR excess detected in thiss star.
Berghoeferr et al. (1996) give an upper limit of the X-ray emission from ROS AT observations
off log Lx/Lho\ = —7.92. The value obtained for /3Cep, a similar star which has a disk, is
logg Lx/Lboi = -7.16. This means that if £Cas would have a similiar X-ray flux as ,#Cep,
ROSS AT would have detected the source. We conclude that C Cas does not show any evidence
forr the presence of a disk.

6.7.44

Chemical abundances

Wee confirm that £ Cas is N-enriched. We also find that it is slightly overabundant in He.
AA comparison of £ Cas with the two known magnetic early-B stars /3 Cep and V2052 Oph
iss interesting. All three stars show departures from solar abundances. In particular both /3 Cep
andd C Cas are N-enriched. Peculiar chemical abundances are usually found in magnetic stars,
inn which microscopic diffusion effects allow elements with a high atomic mass to sink in
thee atmosphere under the dominant influence of gravity, while elements which can absorb
photonss of many wavelengths from the outward flow of radiation through the star are lifted
towardss the surface. The presence of a magnetic field inhibits mixing motions in the outer
layers,, and hence produces chemical peculiarities.
Cayrell de Strobel et al. (1997) reported that £Cas has a low metal abundance of
[Fe/H]] = 0.48. A low metal abundance was also found in V2052 Oph (Smith & Groote 2001).
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Thiss provides accumulating evidence that magnetic fields play a major role in the chemical
stratificationn of these stars.
Thee results presented in this paper make C Cas the third discovered magnetic pulsating B
starr and first known magnetic SPB star. Such stars are apparently rather rare, but will provide
thee most massive examples of stars useful for asteroseismological (and hence evolutionary)
tests. .
Futuree work should include better time resolved optical spectra to study the pulsation
propertiess of the star and to investigate the stability of the period.
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77
Conclusions s
Inn this thesis we have concentrated on the pulsational and magnetic properties of a number
off different kinds of early B-type stars: Be, /3 Cephei and Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) stars. We
presentt in-depth studies of a few carefully chosen targets, which are representative for the
varietyy of phenomena associated with these massive stars. In all three types of stars several
neww radial and/or non-radial pulsation modes are found, the character of which differed considerably.. By studying the stellar wind variations we could in a few cases derive the rotational
periodd of the star very precisely, which allowed us to search for the presence of a magnetic
field.. For the first time, magnetic fields were indeed found in these types of stars, which we
havee modeled as simple dipole fields with a typical strength of a few hundred gauss, inclined
withh the stellar rotation axis. With present-day instrumentation this is about the weakest field
thatt can be detected in such stars. With no exception, abundance anomalies are found to be
associatedd with these magnetic stars, for which we carried out a quantitative analysis. In each
case,, the pulsation modes and the interaction between the magnetically confined wind and
thee environment of the star differ.

7.11 Pulsations
Pulsationss give rise to radial velocity, equivalent-width and line-profile variations. These phenomenaa are analysed in detail by means of a variety of techniques. The /?Cep stars host p
modes,, which are mainly radial, but also weaker non-radial modes are found. In SPB stars
non-radiall g modes are excited, which have longer periods. Theoretical studies have shown
thatt in both cases a K mechanism is at work. For Be stars both p and g modes are found but g
modess seem to be more frequently present.
Inn classical Be stars the combination of high rotation rate and beating of non-radial pulsationss with closely spaced frequencies is considered to be one of the possible explanations
forr the eruptive character of the Be phenomenon. We discovered several pulsation periods in
thee stars studied in this thesis, but detecting the beating of pulsation modes and their possible
connectionn with outbursts was not possible with the available datasets. Even with three years
off observations of the Be star LJ Ori, for which we detected a small emission-line outburst in
19988 and several periods, the expected beating of pulsations modes could not be established.
Homogeneouss observations with a very long time base of many more years are needed.
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AA few examples, such as the star /?Cep itself, are intrinsically slow rotators and neverthelesss show the Be phenomenon. For these slowly rotating Be stars another mechanism
thann rapid rotation must be considered to provide the specific angular momentum needed to
ejectt material. In such cases the magnetic field, which forces the wind outflow to corotate
withh the star till a certain distance above the surface, may provide the necessary conditions.
AA magnetic field could also explain why a star has closely spaced pulsation frequencies, as
neededd for the beating effect with a very long timescale of years to occur. Identifying this
mechanism,, which may also play a role for classical Be stars, is a very big challenge for B
starr research.

7.22 Magnetic field
AA magnetic field was discovered by Henrichs et al. (2000) in j3 Cep, which is the prototype of
(3(3 Cep stars but which is also a slowly rotating Be star. In this thesis we present the discoveries
off magnetic fields in the /?Cep star V 2052 Oph, in the SPB star C, Cas and in the classical Be
starr UJ Ori. No magnetic fields were known to exist in such stars before.
Thee magnetic fields in these four early B-type stars are very similar. Their behavior is
welll explained in the framework of an oblique rotating magnetic dipole. The fields are weak,
off the order of a few hundred Gauss at the magnetic pole. Although the sample of magnetic
BB stars with early subtype is still small, we propose that their magnetic fields have the same
origin.. No mechanism has been identified that can generate a magnetic field in such massive
stars,, which have only a very thin convective zone just below the surface, as opposed to solartypee stars in which the magnetic field is generated in a deep outer convective zone. The field
couldd be generated in the convective core, and then has to be driven to the surface, but no
transportt mechanism is known. The magnetic field in these B stars could also be fossil, i.e.
presentt since the formation of the star. More theoretical investigations are needed to decide
whichh hypothesis is correct.

7.33

Chemical abundances

Chemicall peculiarities at the stellar surface are usually associated with the presence of a
magneticc field. Microscopic diffusion effects allow elements with a high atomic mass to sink
inn the atmosphere under the dominant influence of gravity, while elements which can absorb
photonss of many wavelengths from the outward flow of radiation through the star, are lifted
towardss the surface. The presence of a magnetic field inhibits mixing motions in the outer
layers,, and hence produces chemical peculiarities.
Abnormall chemical abundances were indeed found in the four studied B stars. In particularr /?Cep, C Cas and u Ori are N-enriched. V2052 Oph was found to belong to the class of
He-strongg stars, which are all expected to be magnetic.
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7.44

Rotation

Inn the case of magnetic stars with an outflowing wind, studying the periodic variation of
thee line profiles of UV resonance lines can provide a precise value of the stellar rotation
period,, which is usually extremely difficult to obtain and of great interest. It is imperative to
knoww the rotation period of a star to properly analyse its pulsation properties, in particular
inn the presence of a magnetic field, which causes additional pulsation modes and rotational
modulation.. This is of high asteroseismological interest, since all quantities that determine
thee pulsation modes are known from observations. Such asteroseismological studies provide
insightt in the stellar structure and in the evolutionary status, which cannot be obtained in
otherr ways.
Wee first searched for stars with a variable wind with a specific signature. We used the large
databasee with a long time span from the IUE satellite and determined their rotational period.
AA significant number of spectra of V 2052 Oph were especially taken for this purpose. With
thee found periods, which are in the order of a few days with an accuracy of a few seconds,
wee consequently searched for the modulation of the magnetic field.
Inn the three magnetic B stars discovered in this thesis, the rotational modulation was
investigatedd and found in several observables, such as depth and equivalent widths of spectral
lines.. This can be interpreted as a geometrical effect due to the inclination of the magnetic
dipolee to the rotation axis.
Inn the classical Be star u Ori, high-density material was found to cross the visible stellar
hemispheree with the rotation period and is thought to be associated with specific zones, such
ass the intersection regions between the magnetic equator and the rotational equator.

7.55

Circumstellar environment

Lett us consider a magnetic, pulsating, rotating early B-type star. Depending on the properties
off the wind and on the strength of the magnetic field, which controls the outflow to a certain
extent,extent, there will be a corotating zone around the star within which the wind material, coming
fromm the magnetic poles, will be concentrated. This zone is situated in the plane of the magneticc equator. Its changing aspect while the star rotates is the origin of the observed periodic
variationss in the UV resonance lines, although the formation of the associated line shapes is
nott clear. This applies to V 2052 Oph and £ Cas. If this zone is dense enough, it becomes a
disk,, seen as emission in the Balmer lines. This is the case in /? Cep. The focused wind gives
riserise to X-ray emission, which can be modeled. The X-ray brightness of none of our targets
was,, however, above the detection limit of the available X-ray satellites.
Thee magnetic equator crosses the plane of the rotation equator at two intersection regions,
onee at each side of the star. If the rotation velocity of the star is high enough, the material tends
too stay in the rotation plane, conserving its angular momentum instead of following the field
lines,, and form a disk there, i.e. the material flows from the magnetic equator to the rotation
equatorr via the intersection regions. This might be what happens in a; Ori: the rotational
modulationn of some observables indicates that there is wind material in the magnetic equator
andd in two regions of high density in the intersection areas. A sketch of such a magnetic Be
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starr is shown in Fig. 7.1.
Forr classical Be stars it is usually assumed that material is ejected from the rotation equatorr directly into the keplerian Ha disk, because of the combined action of the rotation and
somee other mechanism, such as pulsations. This could also be the case in to Ori, whereas the
magneticc field plays a role in the distribution of the material in the envelope. It is important
too realise that the region close to the stellar surface, in which the magnetic field lines can
constrainn the wind outflow, is in a corotating zone (or disk). At larger radius, the magnetic
fieldd is too weak and any material staying in that region must be in a keplerian orbit. The Ha
diskk of a Be star, at large radius, is therefore keplerian, although the intersection regions are
corotating. .
Whetherr a pulsating magnetic B star becomes a Be star (i.e. enters a phase with its Balmer
liness in emission) or not, will not only depend on the pulsation properties and rotation rate,
butt probably also on whether the wind and magnetic dipole are strong enough to create a
magneticallyy confined wind and intersection regions with higher density. One of the key
questions,, which remains to be answered, is which property determines the initiation and the
timescalee of the duration of the Be phase. This temporary phase can last several years to
decadess or even longer. It is obvious that the rotation by itself cannot be the cause, as the
changee of rotation rate due to the evolution of the star is far too slow. A variable magnetic
fieldfield is a good option, but so far no observational or theoretical evidence exists to support
thiss hypothesis. Long-term magnetic studies of B stars during and outside a Be phase are
required. .

Figuree 7.1: Sketch of a magnetic Be star. The wind flows from the poles to the magnetic equatorial
plane,, while the Ha disk is in the rotation equatorial plane. The intersection regions of the two planes
aree shown. The right- and left hand panels show the same geometrical configuration but half a rotation
periodd apart. The dotted parallel on the stellar surface indicates the position of the magnetic axis as the
starr rotates. The positive and negative poles are indicated when they can be seen by the observer.
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7.66

Theory and models

Neww models are presently being developed (Cassinelli et al. 2002; Ud-Doula & Owocki 2002;
Preusss et al. 2002) to investigate the role of the magnetic field in early B-type stars. Cassinelli
ett al. proposed a magnetically torqued model for Be stars for which a magnetic field of 300 G
iss needed for a B2 star to have a disk. Ud-Doula & Owocki studied the channeling of the wind
byy a magnetic dipole. Preuss et al. investigated the regions of stability for material around a
magneticc dipole. These models can be still be improved,, however, and the sample of magnetic
early-BB stars discovered in our pioneering work is still too small to properly confront theory
andd observations. It is expected that in the coming years this field will quickly develop.

7.77 Future work
7.7.11 New magnetic candidates
Fromm the newly discovered magnetic B stars, we can derive a list of common properties,
whichh helps to select new candidates for future observations. The rotational wind modulationn of the UV resonance lines is the prime indirect indicator of the presence of a magnetic
fieldfield (Henrichs 2001). Any star showing these typical variations should be considered as an
excellentt target for the search for a magnetic field. A second criterion is the presence of
aa peculiar chemical abundance distribution. From stellar atmosphere models the chemical
compositionn of these stars can be predicted. Anomalies in this composition could therefore
providee candidates to search for a magnetic field. In particular, He-strong and He-weak stars
aree all expected to be magnetic (Hunger & Groote 1999).

7.7.22 New instruments
Inn the coming years, progress both in the analysis of stellar pulsations and magnetic fields of
earlyy B-type stars should be especially interesting.
Thee CoRot satellite is expected to be launched by the end of 2005. This satellite is designedd to measure light variability in stars with high accuracy, and will follow each target duringg several months consecutively. To detect non-radial pulsations via light variability rather
thann spectral variations requires a very high precision in pointing the star and guiding the
telescopee during the observations. The data that CoRot will provide will therefore be the best
everr obtained for pulsation analysis, not only in terms of time coverage (many months withoutt interruption) but also of small time samples (very short exposure times). It is without
doubtt that CoRot will discover new pulsation periods in the B-type stars that it will observe.
Thee detection of magnetic fields in early type stars is strongly limited by the instrument
used.. Presently, the Musicos spectropolarimeter at the Pic du Midi is the best available in
thee world to search for stellar magnetic fields. Discovering even weaker fields than those
presentedd in this thesis requires, however, much more sensitive instruments, especially for
thee rapidly rotating Be stars. The new EsPaDOnS spectropolarimeter is planned to be operationall at the 4-meter telescope in Hawaii in early 2003. This instrument is expected to be
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betweenn 10 to 20 times more efficient than Musicos. The search for magnetic fields in early
B-typee stars with EsPaDOnS will therefore certainly provide new discoveries and therefore
contributee to improve models of the circumstellar environment of these stars. High resolution
interferometryy could also probably allow the detection of clouds of material orbiting around
somee of these stars and help in improving our knowledge of their circumstellar environment.
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Ditt proefschrift gaat over de variabiliteit van hete, zware sterren, met name over variaties
diee te maken hebben met de rotatie, pulsaties en wind van deze sterren. Ook worden de
aanwezigheidd en de rol van het magneetveld in deze sterren bestudeerd, een nieuw onderzoeksgebied.. De bestudering van deze verschijnselen maakt het mogelijk de betrokken fysica
vann deze sterren te begrijpen en werpt mogelijk een nieuw licht op de verklaring van het
onopgelostee Be fenomeen. Dit proefschrift beslaat een uitgebreide studie van vier zorgvuldig
uitgekozenn sterren met spectraaltype B (B sterren genoemd) waarvan twee het zogenaamde
Bee fenomeen vertonen. Dit soort studies zijn zeer intensief en vergen veel telescooptijd,
maarr zijn essentieel om voortgang te kunnen boeken op dit onderzoeksterrein, en wel omdatt bestudering van de statistische eigenschappen van het gedrag van dergelijke sterren geen
verklaringg hebben opgeleverd voor het reeds meer dan 100 jaar onopgeloste Be fenomeen.
Dezee samenvatting begint met een uitleg van de meest relevante sterrenkundige begrippen
voorr dit proefschrift, namelijk variabele B sterren, pulsaties en magnetisme. Vervolgens wordenn de inhoud van het proefschrift en de belangrijkste conclusies uiteengezet.

11 B sterren
Ditt proefschrift concentreert zich op drie subgroepen van B sterren: Be sterren, (3 Cephei en
Slowlyy Pulsating B (SPB, langzaam pulserende B-sterren). De bestudeerde Be, j3 Cep en SPB
sterrenn behoren tot de vroege, d.w.z. heetste B sterren. Ze zijn ongeveer 10 maal zwaarder
dann de zon en relatief weinig geëvolueerd. Ze pulseren allemaal, maar wel op verschillende
manieren.. Met name het soort pulsaties en de pulsatieperiodes verschillen. De (3 Cep sterren
zijnn heter en helderder dan de SPB's.
Bee sterren zijn te herkennen aan hun bijzondere spectrum, dat de spectraallijnen van waterstoff in emissie in plaats van in absorptie laat zien. Deze emissie kan plotseling ontstaan
enn ook weer verdwijnen. Ongeveer 20% van alle B-sterren zijn van het type Be. Het gedrag
iss vaak zeer complex en het is niet bekend wat een B ster hiertoe aanzet. De zwaarste en
heetstee Be sterren hebben sterkere variabele winden dan normale B-sterren van vergelijkbaarr spectraaltype. Deze variabele winden veroorzaken snelle wisselingen in de voor wind
gevoeligee Ultraviolette (UV) spectraallijnen. De Be sterren vertonen ook variaties op tijdschalenn van uren tot tientallen jaren in hun helderheid en in hun spectrum in het zichtbare
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lichtt en in het infrarood. De periodes met waterstof lijn-emissie, die het Be fenomeen worden
genoemd,, weerspiegelen veranderingen in de structuur van de schijf die rond de ster draait
enn die ontstaat door de uitstoot van materie door de ster. De eerste Be ster is voor het eerst
waargenomenn in 1867, maar de oorzaak ervan is nog altijd niet begrepen, met name is de
redenn van het episodische karakter van de materie-uitstoot, op een enkel geval na, niet bekend,, al zijn verschillende interpretaties geopperd. In het algemeen veronderstelt men dat de
schijfvormingg bij Be sterren wordt veroorzaakt door hun snelle rotatie. Berekeningen tonen
echterr aan dat de draaiing op zich niet genoeg is om de schijfvorming te verklaren. Er is
nogg een andere mechanisme nodig om te begrijpen hoe het komt dat de materie voldoende
impulsmomentt krijgt om het oppervlak van de ster te verlaten en in een baan om de ster te
kunnenn blijven draaien.
Err zijn wel enkele verklaringen geopperd voor deze enigma's. Eén daarvan is het optredenn van zwevingen van in de ster aanwezige niet-radiële pulsaties met een maar weinig
verschillendee periode. Constructieve interferentie geeft dan aanleiding tot een periodieke amplitudee vermeerdering, hetgeen de aanzet tot de extra uitstoot van materie kan geven. Dit
iss slechts in één Be ster, ^tCen, gevonden. Een andere verklaring, die mede in dit proefschriftt een nieuwe basis heeft gekregen, is de aanwezigheid van een magneetveld. Uitstromendee wind is namelijk gedwongen met de ster en het magneetveld mee te roteren, en
krijgtt zo het benodigde impulsmoment. Tot nu toe ontbraken de (zeer moeilijk te verkrijgen)
waarneemgegevenss om een dergelijk magneetveld aan te tonen in dit soort sterren. Wat betreft
hett magneetveld is de enige B ster waarbij eerder een magneetveld bekend was, een opvallendee ster omdat deze tegelijkertijd het prototype is van de /? Cep sterren en tevens een Be ster
iss die langzaam draait, in tegenstelling tot de zogenaamde "klassieke"Be sterren die juist erg
snell draaien. Tot op heden zijn echter theorie en waarnemingen nog niet in overeenstemming.

22

Pulsaties

Err worden twee soorten pulsaties onderscheiden: radiële en niet- radiële. De radiële pulsaties
vormenn het eenvoudige geval wanneer de ster regelmatig uitzet en weer inkrimpt. Tijdens
niet-radiëlee pulsaties blijft het totale volume bewaard maar niet de sferische vorm, wat wil
zeggenn dat bepaalde zones van de ster uitzetten terwijl andere juist krimpen. (Zie de voorbeeldenn in Fig. 1.5).
Niet-radiëlee pulsaties komen zeer waarschijnlijk voor bij alle sterren (ook de zon), maar
zee zijn vaak moeilijk te ontdekken omdat ze alleen gevonden kunnen worden als veranderingenn in de asymmetrie van het lijnprofiel of als kleine afwijkingen die zich door de spectraallijnenn verplaatsen als gevolg van de rotatie van de ster (zie Fig. 1.6). Hiervoor zijn telescopen
nodigg met spiegels met een middellijn van meer dan 2 meter. Het vinden van deze storingenn is des te lastiger omdat deze variaties plaatsvinden op een tijdschaal van om en nabij
eenn dag, wat overeenkomt met de omwentelingstijd van de Aarde. Een telescoop op Aarde
ziett de te bestuderen ster altijd op hetzelfde tijdstip van de dag, dus in dezelfde fase van de
variaties.. Daarom zijn meerdere telescopen tegelijk nodig, verspreid over de Aarde (MuSiCoSS en andere internationale netwerken), of satellieten, om deze veranderingen te kunnen
onderzoeken.. De pulsaties produceren ook zwakke helderheidsvariaties; hoe hoger de modes
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vann deze pulsaties zijn, hoe kleiner de amplitude, en daardoor zijn ze dus al snel onvindbaar,
behalvee vanuit de ruimte vanwaaruit een veel hogere meetprecisie mogelijk is vanwege het
ontbrekendd van een storende atmosfeer.
Alss een ster gelijktijdig pulseert met verschillende pulsatieperiodes, dan ontstaan er zwevingen.. Zoals genoemd zal constructieve interferentie plaatsvinden als de verschillende pulsatiess in fase zijn. Dan zal de energie van iedere pulsatie-mode tegelijkertijd maximaal zijn,
enn de totale energie groter, waarbij dan het Be fenomeen kan optreden. In dit proefschrift zijn
inn een aantal B sterren verschillende nieuwe pulsaties gevonden, maar zwevingen konden
niett worden aangetoond. Om een dergelijke samenhang te kunnen aantonen is een veel groter
aantall waarnemingen over vele jaren nodig; deze zijn nog niet beschikbaar.

33

Magneetvelden

Hett is welbekend dat sterren als de Zon magneetvelden hebben die gegenereerd worden juist
onderr het oppervlak in de aanzienlijke convectiezone. Zware sterren hebben echter hooguit
eenn zeer dunne convectiezone nabij het oppervlak (ze bezitten wel een dikke convectielaag
inn de kern) en wij kennen geen duidelijk mechanisme dat een magneetveld in deze sterren
zouu kunnen creëren. Toch bestaan er B sterren met een magneetveld. De laatste jaren zijn er
sterkee indirecte aanwijzingen gevonden voor de aanwezigheid van magneetvelden in de Benn in de nog zwaardere en nog hetere O sterren. In slechts één zo'n ster was een magneetveld
bekend. .
Hett direct meten van het magneetveld in B sterren is een ware uitdaging. Daarvoor is
eenn spectropolarimeter met hoge resolutie nodig, die geïnstalleerd moet worden op een zeer
grotee telescoop. De detectietechnieken maken gebruik van het Zeemaneffect, waarbij lijnverdubbelingg optreedt als een ster een magneetveld bezit. Naarmate het magneetveld sterker of
zwakkerr is, zal de lijnverdubbeling ook groter of kleiner zijn. In het geval van de onderhavigee B sterren is het verwachte magneetveld erg zwak en de lijnverdubbeling dus moeilijk te
detecteren.. Het resultaat kan worden verbeterd door de LSD (Least Square Deconvolution)
methodee toe te passen, die de magnetische signatuur van alle lijnen optelt om zo een totaalsignaall te krijgen dat makkelijker te vinden is. Deze methode werkt erg goed bij koele sterren
diee vele duizenden lijnen in hun spectrum hebben maar in het spectrum van hete sterren is het
aantall lijnen vaak minder dan honderd. Een andere hindernis is dat de lijnen van Be sterren
zeerr breed zijn vanwege de snelle rotatie. De magnetische verdubbeling is dan moeilijker te
zien.. Een andere complicatie komt voort uit het feit dat de technieken die gebruik maken
vann het Zeemaneffect slechts een gedeelte van het magneetveld meten: namelijk alleen de
componentt die in de richting van de waarnemer ligt. Het complete magneetveld kan dus veel
groterr zijn. Het Zeemaneffect en de LSD-techniek zijn gebruikt met de spectropolarimeter
Musicoss op dee Pic du Midi in Frankrijk om magneetvelden op te sporen.
Dee eenvoudigste configuratie van het magneetveld is een dipool, hetgeen wil zeggen: met
eenn positieve magnetische pool aan de ene kant van de ster en een negatieve pool ertegenover.
Inn het algemeen zal de as, en dus ook de polen, van het magneetveld niet samenvallen met de
draaiass van de ster. Tijdens het draaien van de ster, ziet de waarnemer op Aarde het stellaire
magneetveldd dan telkens onder een andere hoek. Dit veroorzaakt variaties in de waarde van
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hethet gemeten magneetveld. Doordat de rotatieperiode van een aantal B sterren uitzonderlijk
nauwkeurigg (op enkele seconden) bepaald kond worden door de veranderingen in de sterrenwindd te meten uit UV spectra die over 18 jaar verzameld waren, konden vele magneetveldmetingenn bij dezelfde fase gecombineerd worden om zo de nauwkeurigheid te verhogen. Het
vooraff kennen van de rotatieperiode bleek essentieel te zijn om deze zwakke magneetvelden
tee kunnen vinden.

44 De inhoud van dit proefschrift
Inn dit proefschrift zijn een aantal zorgvuldig gekozen B sterren bestudeerd, die behoren tot de
driee eerder genoemde groepen. In het bijzonder zijn de twee meest waarschijnlijke verklaringenn voor het Be fenomeen bekeken: zwevingen van niet-radiële pulsaties en de aanwezigheid
vann een magneetveld.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 ondernemen we een studie van de niet-radiële pulsaties van de Be ster u?
Orionis.. Daarvoor hebben wij acht telescopen gebruikt die verspreid stonden over de Aarde
omm LÜ Ori 22 dagen en nachten achtereen te bestuderen. Het betreft de waarneemcampagne
MuSiCoSS 1998, die ook vier andere sterren behelsde. Wij hebben in deze ster bepaalde nietradiëlee pulsaties en verscheidene andere periodes geïdentificeerd. Wij hebben ook een dichte
gaswolkk waargenomen die om de ster heen draait en twee scenario's voorgesteld om het
gedragg van deze wolk te verklaren, in verband met de waargenomen verhoogde emissie in
sommigee spectraallijnen.
Inn hoofdstuk 3 analyseren wij opnieuw de gegevens van de MuSiCoS 1998 campagne
doorr er de gegevens aan toe te voegen die zijn verzameld door een ander team in 1999, samen
mett de gegevens die zijn verkregen op de Pic du Midi in 2001, om te proberen de bepaling van
pulsatieperiodess te verbeteren en om de effecten van de draaiing van de ster te bestuderen in
diversee waarneembare grootheden. Wij hebben gevonden dat windgevoelige lijnen een periodiekee verandering ondergaan in overeenstemming met de rotatietijd van de ster. Op dezelfde
wijzee vinden we dat de emissie-componenten in sommige fotosferische lijnen variëren met de
rotatie.. Dit laatste duidt op de aanwezigheid van twee meedraaiende gaswolken. Wij hebben
ookk voor het eerst aanwijzingen voor de aanwezigheid van een magneetveld in deze ster
gevonden,, die dus daarmee de eerst ontdekte magnetische klassieke Be ster zou zijn. Bevestigingg van deze metingen is nog nodig. Daarnaast blijkt deze ster overabundant in Helium te
zijn.. Chemische overabundanties vormen een gemeenschappelijk kenmerk van magnetische
BB sterren.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 hebben wij een gelijkaardige studie verricht naar pulsaties bij de Be ster
666 Ophiuchi en verscheidene pulsatieperiodes gevonden. Wij hebben geprobeerd te meten of
err een magneetveld aanwezig was in deze ster, maar daarvoor is een krachtiger instrument
nodig.. De in deze twee sterren gevonden multi-periodiciteiten doen vermoeden dat zwevingen
vann niet-radiële pulsaties zullen voorkomen in deze sterren, wat het Be fenomeen zou kunnen
verklaren.. Ook hier blijkt dat veel langere waarneemperiodes nodig zijn om deze hypothese
tee kunnen toetsen. Het magneetveld zou hierin ook een belangrijke rol kunnen spelen.
InIn hoofdstuk 5 doen wij verslag van de ontdekking van een niet- radiële pulsatie-mode in
dee (3 Cep ster V2052 Ophiuchi, naast de al bekende radiële pulsatie. Dankzij UV waarnemin188 8
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genn hebben wij de rotatieperiode van deze ster uiterst nauwkeurig kunnen bepalen en kunnen
aantonenn dat verscheidene parameters variëren met deze periode. Bovendien hebben we een
zwakk magneetveld ontdekt in deze ster, evenals bepaalde verschijnselen die bij magnetisme
horenn zoals sommige chemische afwijkingen ten opzichte van normale sterren. Wij hebben
ontdektt dat deze ster behoort tot de klasse van sterren die rijk zijn aan Helium. Dit is de eerste
niet-Be,, (3 Cep ster waarvan nu bekend is dat hij magnetisch is.
Inn hoofdstuk 6 presenteren wij de ontdekking van de eerste magnetische SPB ster: £ Cassiopeia.. De pulsaties en de aan draaiing te wijten variabiliteiten zijn opnieuw bestudeerd in
hethet kader van een magnetische dipool. Ook deze ster kent niet-radiële pulsaties en chemische
bijzonderheden. .
Dee ontdekking van een zwak magneetveld in co Ori, V2052 Oph en £ Cas doet het aantal
bekendee magnetische B sterren toenemen van één tot vier. We hebben alle sterren kunnen
modellerenn met een dipoolveld met een sterkte van een paar honderd gauss. Kenmerkende
UV-- spectraallijnvariaties en chemische bijzonderheden zijn bij al deze sterren gevonden en
dezee kunnen gebruikt worden als selectiecriterium voor toekomstige waarnemingen.

55

Conclusies

Slechtss vier magnetische B sterren zijn nu bekend, en een goede statistiek is nog niet te
geven.. Het vinden van een magneetveld in dit soort sterren is erg belangrijk om verscheidene
redenen.. De aanwezigheid van een magneetveld in een pulserende ster waarvan de rotatie
enn chemische eigenschappen bekend zijn, opent de zeer interessante mogelijkheid om sterseismologiee toe te passen. Kennis van deze vier sterparameters bepaalt namelijk de interne
structuurr volledig, en stelt ons in staat om deze met berekende modellen te vergelijken. Hierdoorr kan massa, straal en evolutiestadium precies worden bepaald. Een andere toepassing
iss dat deze B sterren uiteindelijk neutronensterren vormen, waarvan bekend is dat ze uiterst
sterkee magneetvelden kunnen hebben, waarvan de precieze herkomst vaak niet duidelijk is.
Dee nieuwe EsPaDonS spectropolarimeter die zeer binnenkort op de 4-meter telescoop
tee Hawaï wordt geïnstalleerd en die minstens 10 keer zo efficiënt is als Musicos op de Pic
duu Midi, zal zeker voor een doorbraak zorgen in de ontdekking van magnetische B sterren.
Hiermeee kunnen modelberekeningen van de directe omgevingen van sommige B sterren een
veell betere observationele basis krijgen. Tevens zal hoge resolutie interferometrie het waarschijnlijkk mogelijk maken om circumstellaire materie direct waar te nemen rond een aantal B
sterren.. Tenslotte zal de satelliet CoRot, die in november 2005 gelanceerd zal worden, vele B
sterrenn maandenlang aaneengesloten observeren. De ontdekking van nieuwe pulsatieperioden
inn deze sterren, en in het bijzonder zwevingen, valt dus te voorzien.
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Résumé é
Cettee these concerne les phénomènes variables dans les étoiles chaudes et massives, en
particulierr ceux qui relèvent de la rotation, des pulsations et du vent. La presence et Ie röle
duu champ magnétique dans ces étoiles sont aussi étudiés et représentent une nouvelle aire de
recherche.. Etudier ces phénomènes nous permet de comprendre la physique impliquée dans
cess étoiles et apporte une lumière nouvelle pour 1'explication de 1'énigmatique phénomène
Be.. Ce travail consiste en 1'étude poussée de quatre étoiles B soigneusement choisies, dont
deuxx présentent Ie phénomène Be. Ces études sont tres élaborées et nécessitent beaucoup de
tempss de telescope mais elles sont essentielles pour faire des progrès dans ce domaine de
recherchee car les propriétés statistiques du comportement de ces étoiles n'ont pas apportées
d'explicationn au phénomène Be, incompris depuis plus de 100 ans. Ce résumé commence
parr une introduction au domaine astrophysique concerne, c'est-a-dire aux étoiles B variables,
auxx pulsations et au magnetisme. Puis Ie travail de these est présenté et les conclusions les
pluss importantes sont tracées.

11 Les étoiles B
Onn trouve des variations dans tous les types d'étoiles. Cette these est concentrée sur trois
groupess d'étoiles variables de type B : les étoiles Be, (3 Céphéi et Slowly Pulsating B (SPB,
étoiless B pulsant lentement). Les étoiles variables Be, (3 Cep et SPB appartiennent aux premierss sous-types d'étoiles B, c'est-a-dire les plus chauds. Elles sont environ 10 fois plus
massivess que Ie Soleil et peu ou non evoluées. Elles sont toutes pulsantes mais elles ont des
propriétéss différentes. Notamment Ie type de pulsations et les périodes de pulsations ne sont
pass les mêmes. Les étoiles p Cep sont aussi plus chaudes et plus lumineuses que les SPBs.
Onn reconnait les étoiles Be par leur spectre de lumière particulier qui montre les raies
d'hydrogènee en emission au lieu d'etre en absorption. Cette emission peut apparaitre subitementt et aussi disparaitre. Environ 20% de toutes les étoiles B sont des étoiles Be. Leur
comportementt est souvent tres complexe et nous ne savons pas pourquoi certaines étoiles B
deviennentt des Be. Les étoiles Be les plus massives et plus chaudes ont des vents variables
pluss forts que les étoiless B normales de type spectral similaire. Ces vents variables créent des
variationss rapides dans les raies Ultra-Violettes (UV) sensibles au vent. Les étoiles Be ont
aussii des variations dans 1'intensité et Ie spectre de leur lumière optique et Infra-Rouge (IR)
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surr des echelles de temps de 1'heure a la décennie. Les phases d'emission dans les raies d'hydrogène,, appelées "Ie phénomène Be", reflètent des changements dans la structure du disque
dee matière qui entoure ces étoiles et qui est créé par des ejections de matière provenant de
1'étoile.. La première étoile Be a été observée en 1867, mais 1'origine de ce phénomène est
toujourss incompris, en particulier la nature discontinue des ejections de matière, a part dans
unn cas. On considère en general que Ie disque des étoiles Be est du a leur vitesse de rotation
tress rapide. Mais les calculs montrent que la rotation a elle-seule ne peut pas expliquer la formationn du disque. Une autre explication est nécessaire pour comprendre comment la matière
peutt obtenir assez de moment angulaire pour être éjectée et rester en orbite autour de 1'étoile.
Quelquess explications ont été proposées recémment pour résoudre ces énigmes, dont la
presencee de pulsations non-radiales ayant des périodes tres rapprochées. Les interferences
constructivess de ces différentes périodes créent une augmentation de 1'amplitude de pulsation,, qui permet d'éjecter de la matière. Des pulsations ont été observées dans des étoiles B.
Leurr role dans Ie déclenchement de la perte de masse, dans Ie cas des étoiles Be, n'est pas
démontré,, sauf pour 1'étoile /iCen pour laquelle les ejections de matière semblent coïncider
avecc les battements des pulsations non-radiales. Une autre explication, mieux établie grace
aa cette these, est la presence d'un champ magnétique. Le vent qui s'échappe de 1'étoile est
forcéé de tourner avec elle et avec le champ magnétique, obtenant ainsi le moment angulairee nécessaire. Les observations requises pour détecter un champ magnétique dans ce type
d'étoiless sont tres difficiles a obtenir et n'existaient pas jusqu'a récemment. La seule étoile B
ayantt un champ magnétique connue etait une étoile qui est a la fois le prototype des étoiles
PP Cep et une étoile Be qui tourne lentement, alors que les étoiles Be dites "classiques"tournent
tress vite. Jusqu'a présent la theorie et les observations n'ont toujours pas converge vers une
solution. .

22 Les pulsations
Ill existe deux sortes de pulsations : radiales et non-radiales. Les pulsations radiales correspondentt au cas le plus simple oü 1'étoile se dilate et se contracte régulièrement. Dans le cas
dee pulsations non-radiales, le volume total est conserve mais pas la forme sphérique c'est-adiree que des zones de 1'étoile se dilatent tandis que d'autres se contractent. (Voir les exemples
dee la Fig. 1.5.)
Less pulsations non-radiales existent probablement dans toutes les étoiles (dont le Soleil)
maiss il est difficile de les distinguer car elles ne peuvent être détectées que par des changementss d'asymétrie des profils des raies ou des petites perturbations qui se propagent le
longg des raies spectrales (voir Fig. 1.6). Il faut utiliser des telescopes avec des miroirs de
pluss de 2 metres de diamètre. L'observation de ces perturbations est d'autant plus difficile
quee leurs périodes de variations ont une durée de 1'ordre du jour, ce qui correspond a la
périodee de rotation de la Terre sur elle-même. Un telescope sur la Terre voit 1'étoile étudiée
toujourss au même moment de la journée done a la même phase de variation. Nous avons
alorss besoin de plusieurs telescopes a la fois, répartis tout autour de la Terre (MuSiCoS et
autress réseaux internationaux), ou de satellites, pour observer les variations. Les pulsations
produisentt aussi des variations de lumière de faible amplitude, d'autant plus faibles que les
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modess sont élevés, done vite indétectables sauf depuis 1'espace, d'oü on peut atteindre une
bienn meilleure précision car les observations ne sont pas perturbées par 1'atmosphere terrestre.
Lorsqu'unee étoile varie selon plusieurs périodes de pulsations simultanément, il se produitt un effet de battement. Le battement correspond a la période a laquelle les différentes
pulsationss sont en phase. L'énergie de chaque mode de pulsation est alors au maximum
enn même temps et 1'énergie totale est plus grande, ce qui pourrait notamment expliquer le
phénomènee Be. Dans cette these plusieurs périodes de pulsation ont été découvertes pour
différentess étoiles, mais aucun battement n'a été mis en evidence. Toutefois il faut disposer
d'unn grand nombre d'observations sur de longues bases de temps pour pouvoir rechercher un
tell battement, ce qui fait encore défaut a 1'heure actuelle.

33 Le champ magnétique
Ill est bien connu que les étoiles telles que le Soleil ont des champs magnétiques générés
justee sous la surface dans la zone de convection. Les étoiles massives cependant ont une zone
dee convection quasiment inexistante sous la surface (mais ont un coeur convectif) et nous
nee connaissons aucun mécanisme trivial qui pourrait créer un champ magnétique dans ces
étoiles.. Pourtant il existe des étoiles B avec un champ magnétique. Ces dernières années des
preuvess indirectes de la presence de champs magnétiques dans les étoiles B et dans les étoiles
O,, encore plus massives et plus chaudes, ont été accumulées. Mais on ne connaissait qu'une
seulee de ces étoiles avec un champ magnétique.
Laa detection directe du champ magnétique dans les étoiles B est un challenge. Nous
avonss besoin d'un spectropolarimètre haute resolution installé sur un tres grand telescope.
Less techniques actuelles de detection utilisent 1'effet Zeeman. Lorsqu'une étoile a un champ
magnétique,, ses raies spectrales se dédoublent. C'est ce qu'on appelle 1'effet Zeeman. Selon
quee le champ magnétique soit plus ou moins fort, le dédoublement sera plus ou moins grand.
Danss le cas des étoiles B, le champ magnétique attendu est tres faible et le dédoublement est
donee difficile a discerner. Le résultat peut-être amélioré en utilisant la methode LSD (Least
Squaree Deconvolution) qui additionne la signature magnétique de chaque raie pour obtenir
unn signal total plus facile a détecter. Cette methode marche tres bien pour les étoiles froides
quii ont des milliers de raies. Mais dans les étoiles chaudes le nombre de raies est souvent
inférieurr a cent. De plus les raies des étoiles Be sont tres larges car ces étoiles tournent vite,
ett le dédoublement magnétique est done d'autant plus difficile a voir. Une autre complication
provientt du fait que les techniques qui utilisent 1'effet Zeeman ne mesurent qu'une composantee du champ magnétique, celle qui est dans la direction de 1'observateur, même si le champ
magnétiquee total peut être bien plus grand. L'effet Zeeman et la technique LSD sont utilises
avecc le spectropolarimètre Musicos au Pic du Midi pour détecter des champs magnétiques.
Laa configuration de champ magnétique la plus simple est un dipöle, e'est-a-dire avec
unn pöle magnétique positif d'un coté de 1'étoile et un pöle négatif a 1'opposé. Mais 1'axe
duu champ magnétique n'est pas forcément aligné avec 1'axe de rotation de 1'étoile. Autrementt dit, les poles magnétiques ne coincident pas avec les poles de rotation. Lorsque 1'étoile
tourne,, 1'observateur sur Terre voit alors le champ magnétique stellaire sous une inclinaisonn différente. Ceci produit des variations dans la valeur du champ magnétique mesure.
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Nouss avons pu mesurer tres précisément (a quelques secondes prés) la période de rotation
dee quelques étoiles B a partir des variations dues au vent stellaire qui apparaissent dans les
spectress UV obtenus pendant 18 ans. En combinant les mesures de champ magnétique obtenuess a la même phase de rotation, la précision du résultat a pu être améliorée. Il est apparu
quee connaitre la période de rotation de 1'étoile est essentiel pour trouver ces faibles champs
magnétiques. .
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Le travail de cette these

Danss cette these nous étudions des étoiles B soigneusement choisies appartenant aux trois
groupess cités précédemment et nous nous intéressons en particulier aux deux explications les
pluss probables du phénomène Be : le battement de pulsations non-radiales et la presence d'un
champp magnétique.
Danss le chapitre 2, une étude des pulsations non-radiales de 1'étoile Be wOrionis a été
entreprise.. Pour cela nous avons utilise 8 telescopes répartis autour de la Terre pour observerr u Ori pendant 22 jours et nuits consécutifs. C'est la campagne d'observations MuSiCoS
1998,, qui concernait aussi quatre autres étoiles. Nous avons identifié un type de pulsations
non-radialess dans cette étoile et plusieurs périodes de variations. Nous avons aussi observe
unn nuage dense de matière orbitant autour de 1'étoile et avons propose deux scénarii pour
expliquerr le comportement de ce nuage en rapport avec 1'augmentation d'emission observée
danss certaines raies spectrales.
Danss le chapitre 3, nous réanalysons les données de la campagne MuSiCoS 1998 en y
ajoutantt des données obtenues par une autre équipe en 1999, ainsi que des données obtenuess au Pic du Midi en 2001, pour essayer d'améliorer la determination des périodes de
pulsationss et étudier les effets de la rotation de 1'étoile sur divers paramètres. Nous avons
trouvéé que les raies sensibles au vent subissent une modulation périodique en accord avec
laa période de rotation stellaire. De même, les composantes d'emission affectant certaines
raiess photosphériques sont modulées par la rotation, suggérant ainsi la presence de deux
regionss de matière en corotation. Nous avons également découvert des preuves de la presence
d'unn champ magnétique dans cette étoile, qui serait done la première étoile Be classique
magnétiquee découverte. La confirmation de ces mesures est nécessaire. Cette étoile apparait
aussii surabondante en Helium, les surabondances chimiques étant une propriété commune
auxx étoiles B magnétiques.
Danss le chapitre 4, nous avons realise une étude de pulsations similaires sur 1'étoile Be
666 Ophiuchi et avons trouvé plusieurs périodes de pulsations. Nous avons essayé de mesurerr si un champ magnétique est présent dans cette étoile, mais un instrument plus puissant
estt nécessaire. Les multi-périodes détectées dans ces deux étoiles laissent a penser que le
battementt de pulsations non-radiales doit probablement se produire dans ces étoiles, ce qui
pourraitt expliquer le phénomène Be. La encore, des observations sur une bien plus longue
basee de temps sont nécessaires. Mais le champ magnétique pourrait aussi jouer un röle important. .
Danss le chapitre 5, nous rapportons la découverte d'un mode de pulsations non-radiales
danss 1'étoile /3Cep V 2052 Ophiuchi, en plus du mode radial déja connu. Grace a des ob194 4
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servationss UV, nous avons obtenu une determination precise de la période de rotation de
cettee étoile et montré que plusieurs paramètres varient avec cette période. De plus, un faible
champp magnétique a été découvert dans cette étoile, ainsi que des phénomènes associés au
magnetismee tels que des particularités chimiques. Nous avons découvert que cette étoile appartientt a la classe des étoiles riches en Helium. C'est la première étoile /3Cep, non-Be,
magnétiquee connue.
Danss Ie chapitre 6, nous présentons la découverte de la premièree étoile SPB magnétique :
££ Cassiopeia. Les pulsations et les modulations dues a la rotation ont a nouveau été étudiées,
danss Ie cadre d'un dipóle magnétique. Cette étoile aussi a des pulsations non-radiales et des
particularitéss chimiques.
Laa découverte d'un faible champ magnétique dans u> Ori, V 2052 Oph et £ Cas fait passer
Iee nombre d'étoiles B magnétiques de une a quatre. Nous avons pu modéliser ces étoiles avec
unn champ magnétique dipolaire de quelques centaines de Gauss. Des variations UV typiques
ett des particularités chimiques sont trouvées dans toutes ces étoiles et peuvent être utilisées
commee critère de selection d'étoiles pour des observations futures.
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Conclusions

Seuless quatre étoiles B magnétiques sont connues et on ne peut done pas encore faire de
statistiques.. Il est tres important de trouver du champ magnétique dans ces étoiles pour plusieurss raisons. La presence d'un champ magnétique dans une étoile pulsante, dont la période
dee rotation et les propriétés chimiques sont connues, offre la possibilité tres interessante de
fairee de l'astrosismologie. En effet, ces paramètres déterminent complètement la structure internee de 1'étoile et peuvent être compares aux modèles numériques. On peut ainsi determiner
lala masse, Ie rayon et Ie stade d'évolution de 1'étoile. D'autre part, ces étoiles B vont devenir
dess étoiles a neutrons, dont on sait que Ie champ magnétique est tres fort mais son origine
n'estt pas toujours claire.
LeLe spectropolarimètre EsPaDonS, qui sera installé prochainement sur Ie telescope de 4
metress a Hawaï et qui sera au moins 10 fois plus efficace que Musicos au Pic du Midi, va certainementt permettre une percée dans la découverte d'étoiles B magnétiques ainsi que dans la
modélisationn de 1'environnement de certaines étoiles B par 1'apport de nouvelles contraintes
observationnelles.. D'autre part, rinterférométrie a haute resolution angulaire permettra probablementt de détecter directement d'importants paquets de matière orbitant autour de certainess étoiles B. Enfin, le satellite CoRot, qui sera lancé en Novembre 2005, va fournir des
observationss continues pendant plusieurs mois de beaucoup d'étoiles B. On prévoit done la
découvertee de nouvelles périodes de pulsations dans ces étoiles, et en particulier de périodes
dee battement.
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